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PREFACE 


The importance of water to the basic needs of man is self-


evident and needs no particular emphasis. The importance of water 


to a developing economy cannot be overemphasized. 


A few decades ago, hydrology was a division of hydraulic 


engineering and was a tool for project survey, plan, and design. 


Today hydrology still remains an important part of planning and 


management of water use projects, but it is imperative that 


surface and ground-water basic data networks be designed and 


operated from the standpoint of both present and future water 


needs. Water problems are ever increasing and ever changing and 


preparation for the future water demands of Zambia requires 


knowledge of the hydrology of the country instead of the examina

tion of piecemeal samples for each w,at-er use project. 


The hydrologic survey of Zambia needs to be under the guidance 


of competent and imaginative hydrologists solidly trained in all 


elements of basic data collection and analysis and not in the 


hands of water project planners. Hydrology is a science which 


requires the highest order of teamwork and the hydrologist will 


need the help and advice of many employees within the organization 


to operate the network, provide adequate research, and examine the 


water needs of the country. It must be thoroughly understood that 


communication is essential between the hydrological survey and 


water project planners from both the government and private sectors. 
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It is very important to define the aims and duties of the 


Hydrological Branch of the Water Affairs Department in a clear cut 


"Statement of Policy". Personal copies of the statement should be 


made available to all professional employees and technicians. The 


reasons for the existence of the Branch may be self-apparent to 


heads of the organization, but to all other employees the reasons 


may be vague and unknown. Every member of the technical and 


administrative staff would benefit by an understanding of the 


purpose of his work. Nebulous ideas of the function of a hydro

logical survey of Zambia serve little purpose to the employee 


making the plans or those who execute them. A dissemination and 


free flow of ideas in all directions is necessary in any scientific 


and creative organization. 


The primary functions of the Hydrological Branch of the Water 


Affairs Department of Zambia are twofold: 


1. Water resource appraisal which includes the 


inventory of all surface and ground waters; 


2. Research, both basic and applied, in the 


science of water. 


Possibly some function regarding water law is also conceivable, 


although attachment of a law enforcement function to water-resource 


investigations might weaken the position of the Branch as an 


unbiased scientific organization. 
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As the collection of basic streamflow data is a primary 


function of the Branch the following instructions for the collec

tion, analysis and computation of streamflow records have been 


written. 
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

This report is directed to the administrative and professional 


personnel of the Hydrological Branch and is designed to give spe

cific instructions, detailed examples, and general direction to 


basic streamflow data collection and analysis in Zambia. It is 


not intended that these instructions should supplant the many out

standing publications on hydrology and streamflow. Instead, it 


is designed to present specific methods not readily found in pub

lished form and which have been assembled and tailored to condi

tions in Zambia. There is always the tendency to assume that 


exactness and accuracy cannot be achieved in the Hydrological 


Branch and consequently a competent analysis of basic data can 


be dispensed with. But, in fact, poor basic data needs better 


analyses and understanding than data of a higher caliber. 


Many of the ideas presented in the instructions have been 


placed in use in the Hydrological Branch and have become an 


integral part of the Branch organization. 


Stream gauging is the center of surface-water hydrology and 


the collection of reliable basic data is the first step toward 


adequate understanding of the hydrology of Zambia. These instruc

tions should provide a firm foundation for a high standard of the 


collection, analysis, and computation of basic streamflow records, 


and are presented in two distinct parts: 1. Surface-water 


basic data collection in the field, and 2. Preparation of the 
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basic data into usable streamflow records. Seven tables are 


included with the text. A list of references follows the text. 


The appendices contain four parts: 1. Conversion tables 


for English and metric (S.I.) units; 2. Lists of terms frequent

ly used in stream gauging; 3. Descriptions of a recommended 


filing system; and 4. Figures that illustrate the methods that 


are described in the text. 


Some of the figures refer to a SAMPLE gauging station, 


Kawanda River near Chonta. Although this station does not exist, 


the descriptions and figures are composites derived from actual 


Zambian conditions and are used because they provide excellent 


examples for instructive purposes. 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE FIELD COLLECTION 

OF STREAMFLOW BASIC DATA 

INTRODUCTION 


The study of the hydrology of Zambia depends upon system

atically collected basic data. The standards of collection 


should be consistent throughout the country and must not vary 


because of a present project use. Although hydrology includes 


water in all environments, these instructions are exclusively 


for streamflow basic data collection. Furthermore, data collection 


for chemical quality of water, sediment load and temperature will 


not be dealt with in this report. 


Daily observations or continuous records of stage (water 


level, gauge height), and periodic measurements of discharge are 


necessary for the analysis and computation of reliable streamflow 


records. The collection of records of stage alone is a poor 


substitute for the continuous collection of both stage and dis

charge records at each gauging station. The records of stage 


are useful in some locations when the height of water is of 


interest, such as the design of structures near a river or lake 


or the operation of a reservoir. Intermittent records, except 


for the extremes, have relatively little value in hydrologic 


studies. 
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The methods of collection of both stage records (water 


levels, gauge heights) and discharge measurements are separate 


but integral parts of stream gauging and both will be covered in 


the instructions. Poor quality standards in either will reduce 


the quality of the final streamflow records. 


Books and manuals which contain valuable information on the 


subject of stream gauging and river hydraulics are listed under 


"References." Reference to this material has been made throughout 


the instructions to prevent duplication. 
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ESTABLISHMENT OF GAUGING STATIONS 


General 


The gauging station is established to obtain a continuous 


record of stage and (or) discharge. A gauge is installed at the 


chosen site. This may be a staff (vertical or inclined), wire-


weight, or chain gauge which is read once daily or oftener by a 


hired observer. In contrast, continuous record of stage is 


obtained by installation of an analog (graphic) or digital water-


stage recorder in a shelter over a well. The recorder is usually 


referred to a tape or staff gauge in the well (inside gauge) al

though an outside reference gauge should also be installed and 


read to define the stage relationship of the well and river. An 


outside gauge is used as a test of the inside gauge. For example, 


this is necessary during periods of plugged intake or severe 


drawdown. 


The well can be dispensed with by using a bubble gauge instal

ation in which a plastic tube connects an orifice in the stream 


with the bubble gauge and water-stage recorder in the instrument 


shelter. This type of installation eliminates expensive well 


construction and is described in U.S.G.S. Techniques, Book 3, 


Chapters A6 and A7 (2,3), and Stevens Stream Gaging Equipment 


Catalog, Bulletin 18, pp. 2-5(4). Since the bubble gauge is not 


practical at the present time for use in Zambia, no further 


explanation or description is given. 
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Selection of a site 


The selection of a gauge site in Zambia is one of the most 


important steps in the establishment of a gauging station. It in

volves many considerations which include economics, river hydrau

lics, and water use projects. The selection of the river and the 


general location of the gauge site should be determined by the 


staff hydrologists of the Hydrological Branch and depends upon the 


hydrologic network of Zambia and the needs of water management. 


Stations established because of water management problems leave 


little choice in location but those in the hydrologic network of 


Zambia allow some freedom of selection. In either case, the 


final site selection should be made by the chief of the hydrological 


survey and staff hydrologists well trained in streamflow basic data 


collection. A reconnaissance, or preliminary survey, could be 


made by a trained technical officer to determine access roads and 


bridges, rapids or falls, type and number of channels, overflow 


areas, height of banks, and flood information from local inhabit

ants. Valuable aid in selection of a number of tentative sites 


for gauging stations can be obtained from use of maps, pictures, 


previous notes, and aerial photographs. Every site must be exam

ined in the field and detailed notes written on Form 101, Figure 1. 


The following items should be considered in selecting a gauging 


station site in Zambia; 


Channel characteristics.--The relation of stage (water level) 


and discharge is controlled by a section or reach of river 


below the gauge. The section control may be artificial or 
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natural and is any feature that eliminates the effect of other 

downstream conditions on the velocity of flow at the gauge. 

A dam, weir and flume are examples of an artificial control, 

whereas, a natural control may be a rock ledge crossing the 

channel, a boulder-covered rapids or a sand or gravel bar. 

The best control is one that doesn't change, is sensitive at 

low flows (a relative large change in stage for small change 

in discharge), and remains effective for a wide range in stage. 

If the river contains no section control, it is preferable to 

locate the gauge at the upper end of a straight reach of 

channel away from channel obstructions. This reach of uniform 

river channel controls the stage-discharge relation at the gauge 

and is a channel control. It is emphasized that the gauge 


should be installed upstream from the channel feature that has 


the best control characteristics. Additional descriptions are 


found in USGS Water Supply Paper 888, pp. 109-130 (7): USGS 


Techniques, Book 3, Chapter A6, pp. 2, 3 (2) Streamflow, 


Grover and Harrington, pp. 158-186 (5). 


Backwater from downstream tributaries or other sources.--


This should be avoided if possible because the slope of the 


water surface is not always the same for a given stage. If 


such a site must be used it requires the continuous measure

ment of the slope of the water surface using a water-stage 


recorder at both ends of a straight reach of channel. See 


USGS Water Supply Paper 888, pp. 130-167 (7) and USGS Surface 


Water Techniques, Book 1, Chapter 12, pp. 15-32 (1). 
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Accessibility of site.--It is necessary to get to the 


gauging station for both maintenance and operation in 


both wet and dry seasons. 


Availability of good discharge measurement sites.--The 


sites are usually different for low water and high water 


measurements but they should be nearby with no inflow or 


diversion between the measuring site and the gauge and 


control. If inflow or diversion does exist, these dis

charges must also be measured and added or subtracted 


from the main channel flow. Bridges should be examined 


for use in making high water measurements. Examine the 


area for possible cableway or boat measurement sites. 


Availability of gauge sites relative to the control.-

The gauge should be stable (few changes in datum). For 


example, staff gauges on steep river banks may be upset. 


Also, it is expensive to excavate for a gauge well in a 


rocky bank. 


Flow bypassing the site.--An example of this is the 


gauging station on the Luanginga River at Kalabo. Many 


channels need to be measured during high floods at this 


station, which requires a large stream gauging party and a 


long time spent in measuring. No better site exists at 


Kalabo, but such conditions should be avoided if possible, 


and the site changed. 
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Opportunity to install an artificial control.--Weirs (or low 


dams) can be constructed below a gauge to stabilize the low-


flow stage-discharge relation. Discharge measurements should 


be made to "rate" the control. Substantial flows can be 


measured with the current meter and low flow by volumetric 


means (catch the water in a bucket). A comprehensive dis

cussion of artificial controls is found in Streamflow, 


Grover and Harrington, pp. 167-186 (5): USGS Water Supply 


Paper 888, pp. 117, 118 (7): USGS Techniques, Book 3, 


Chapter A6, pp. 3-5 (2). 


The following is an outline of specific gauge location 


considerations: 


Preliminary.--Office reconnaissance;the study of maps, 


pictures and aerial photographs. 


1. Locate and mark most obvious sites to be examined 


in field (obvious control sections such as con

strictions, rapids, and riffles may be seen). 


2. Note all access roads, trails, and rivers. 


3. Note obvious terraine (land) features on map. 


a. Overflow areas. 


b. Steep banks for confined flow. 


c. Divided (many) channels. 


d. Tributary (branch) locations for source of 


inflow or backwater. 


e. Note cities or villages. 
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f. Mark possible measuring sites. 


4. Write route to be followed in the field reconnaissance. 


5. General rule: Do as much preliminary office inves-


tigation as possible. 


Field reconnaissance: 


1. The river features (hydraulic and hydrologic). 


a. Stable and well defined section control. (Note 


that the control conditions are always of utmost 


importance). See page 6 of these instructions. 


b. Determine availability of all discharge 


measuring sections. 


(1)Low water wading section. 


(2)Medium and high flow boat, cableway, 


or bridge sections, 


c. Highwater marks of past floods. 


d. Examine possible overflow conditions. 


e. Examine bypass channels during flood flows. 


f. Investigate low flow conditions. 


g. Examine for possible backwater conditions from 


tributaries or vegetation (weeds, brush, leaves, 


etc.). 


h. Determine possibility of pollution or heavy silt 


loads in stream. 


2. Installation of gauges. 


a. Access for material and men. 
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b. Note type of bank conditions. 


(1)Stable conditions for staff gauge. Note if 


vertical or inclined staff gauge will be best. 


(2)Determine if gauge well can be constructed. 


Consider type of excavation, materials, and 


accessibility. 


(3)Cost and time involved should be noted. 


Selection of the type of gauge 


The method of installation is different for each type of 


gauge and it is important to recognize the type of gauge most 


suitable for the particular site. Consider the regimen of stream-


flow, the necessity for a continuous stage record over observer' 


gauge readings, and the type of installation that fits the physical 


features of the site. The observer may not be able to read the 


gauge on the crest of the flood; consequently a crest stage gauge 


should be added to the equipment at a non-recording gauge instal

lation on flashy streams. 


Detailed descriptions, illustrations, and explanations con

cerning the many types of gauges and water-stage recorders and 


their installation are given in USGS Water Supply Paper 888, 


pp. 184-197 (7); USGS Techniques, Book 3, Chapter A7 (3); and 


Streamflow, Grover and Harrington, pp. .106-119 (5). 


There are advantages and disadvantages to each type of gauge. 


The low initial cost and the ease of installation of the 
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non-recording gauges is offset by the necessary dependence on an 


observer to obtain accurate gauge readings a few times each day 


and on the crest of each rise in stage. A satisfactory gauge 


height record can be obtained from a non-recording gauge on a 


stream that has a low rate of change in stage. For example, the 


twice daily readings of the staff gauge at the gauging station 


Kafue River at Kasaka produces satisfactory record of daily mean 


gauge heights and peak stages. 


Since a vertical staff gauge is easily damaged or destroyed 


by debris, animals or erosion, the construction of an inclined 


staff gauge on the same slope as the river bank may be the answer. 


There are two such installations in Zambia, at the gauging stations 


Luangwa River at Luangwa Bridge, and Zambezi River at Zambezi 


(Ballovale). 


Staff gauges are the non-recording gauges established in 


Zambia although some sites are better suited to wire-weight gauge 


installations. For example, the staff gauge sections on the 


Luampa River at Luampa Road Bridge are attached to steel posts on 


the right bank about 300 feet downstream from the bridge. The 


bridge pipe railing makes an ideal support for a wire-weight 


gauge. An added reason for a change is the poor control at the 


present site compared to a stable rocky riffle just downstream 


from the bridge, Figures 2, 3 and 4. 


A water-stage recorder is necessary on a flashy stream for 


accurately recording stage hydrographs during floods. The Mutama 
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River at Mutama Rapids is an example of a stream that needs a 


recorder installation. The installation of a recording gauging 


station is expensive because it requires a well and shelter. 


However, the advantages listed below outweigh the disadvantages 


on most streams: 


1. Provide record of maximum and minimum stages. 


2. Not dependent upon observer readings. 


3. Form the basis for an accurate record of discharge. 


4. Produce a continuous record of stage which is par-


ticularly important during periods of changing stage 


during floods or regulated discharge below reservoirs 


and power plants. 


Emphasis must be given to the need for both an inside and an out

side gauge at a water-stage recorder installation. The inside 


base gauge may be a tape gauge (float or electric) or a vertical 


staff gauge. The outside reference gauge may be a staff gauge 


(vertical or inclined), chain gauge, or wire-weight gauge. Refer 


to USGS Techniques, Book 3, Chapter A7 (3). 


Installation and operation 


It is not the writer's intent to give detailed design and 


methods of construction and installation at gauging stations since 


these are covered in the references that are listed in the Appen

dices. These instructions stress the items that are important in 


operation of the gauge but are often overlooked or misunderstood. 
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Datum of gauge 


The stage (water level, gauge height) of a stream or lake is 


the height of the water surface above an established datum plane 


which is referred to the zero of the gauge. It may be a local 


arbitrary datum chosen for the particular site or the mean sea 


level datum. Every gauge should be referred to a mean sea level 


or national datum, wherever these have been established. As a 


substitute, the elevation or altitude may be obtained by a 


barometer or from a topographic map, respectively. 


It is necessary to maintain one permanent gauge datum and this 


is accomplished by establishing bench marks that are referred to 


the zero of the gauge. The zero of the gauge must be below the 


zero flow on the control and, for shifting controls, considerably 


below to prevent negative gauge readings. 


It is important to maintain a permanent datum for the sake of 


accuracy and two to three bench marks should always be established 


at each gauging station. These should be separated and located at 


protected sites, but in the general vicinity of the station for 


ease in running the levels between the bench marks and the gauges. 


A bolt driven into the lower trunk of a live tree is an acceptable 


bench mark if the tree is on solid ground and not susceptible to 


erosion. A more permanent bench mark is a bronze tablet, bolt 


or rod inserted into a concrete monument, bridge abutment or 


solid foundation. All bench marks should be located so a level 


staff (rod) can be held on it in a vertical position. The description 
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and installation of bench marks is given in USGS Topographic Instruc

tions, Leveling, Book 2, Chapters 2E1- 2E5, pp. 37-45 (6). 


Water-stage recorders 


General 


The water-stage recorder produces a pen or pencil graph or a 


punched tape record of gauge height. It must be understood that 


both types of records may require time corrections (due to faulty 


clock operation) and gauge height corrections (dat.am and pen). 


In the most common type of installation (the only one used in 


Zambia) the recorder in the shelter or house over the well is 


actuated by a float that rides in the water below. This instal

lation may be in the river bank or attached to a bridge pier or 


abutment with the bottom of the well directly in the water. In 


either case, the well must have a hydraulic connection with the 


river through intake (inlet) pipes, slots or holes. Pressure or 


bubble gauges are also available but are not recommended for use 


in Zambia. 


The following features of recorder house and well design are 


of particular significance; 


1. The bottom of the well should be at least 1 foot below 


the lowest possible stage. 


2. In most cases, more than one intake is advisable. These 


will be for low, medium, and high stage. 


3. The lowest intake at least 1/2 foot below the lowest stage. 
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4. The lowest intake at least 1/2 foot above the bottom 


of the well. 


5. Flushing devices for intakes should be provided wherever 


silt is a problem (most cases). Devices installed in 


the well will prove most useful as they can be used 


without hauling in a power pump. Size of the well is 


a consideration in the installation of flushing devices. 


The flushing device is of particular importance in silt-


laden streams. In small pipe wells, the size may prevent 


inside plumbing and the only means of flushing may be 


power pump to fill the well and a check valve for build

ing up a head. It may be possible to put a gate valve 


in the well and a riser pipe outside with a tank or 


funnel on the top. Such construction invites vandalism, 


unless the flush tank or large funnel can be lifted off 


after flushing and stored in the gauge house. Then a 


cap must be placed on the riser pipe to prevent plugging. 


All these problems necessitate some improvisation for 


each particular station. 


6. The intake should be large enough for the water level 


in the well to respond to changes in the water surface 


in the river but not so large as to permit surge and 


wave action in the river to effect the water level in the 


well directly. The design of intakes is given in USGS 


Techniques, Book 3, Chapter A7, p. 13 (3). 
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7. An intake pipe should be level and at right angle 


to the river flow. 


8. A static tube can be placed on the intake pipe to pre

vent drawdown or pileup of the water level in the well. 


9. The static tube is not intended simply to reduce the 


effective size of the intake pipe since this should be 


designed for each particular well. A large pipe can

not be effectively flushed by an ordinary hand pump 


with flush tank and almost always requires a power 


pump and probably extra field trips, both costly and 


inefficient. 


10. The well should extend above the highest anticipated water. 


11. The gauge house and well should be large enough for 


installation of an inside tape or staff base gauge. 


12. A well cleanout door should be incorporated in the 


design of wells. Shallow wells less than 10 feet deep 


may not need a cleanout door. 


13. The recorder should be level and anchored to an instru

ment shelf or support in a position that facilitates 


all service and maintenance. For a walk-in shelter, 


the space beneath the shelf should be open to the well 


so that the float can rise up to the bottom of the 


shelf. This allows the use of part of the house for 


recorder operation during extreme floods and cuts the 


cost of construction. In a reach-in shelter, the 


recorder is on the floor. 
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There are a number of excellent water-stage recorders 


available for gauging station installations. There are two types 


of analog (graphic) recorders in general use in stream gauging, 


the strip chart recorder and the drum recorder. In either case, 


the recorder supplies a continuous pen or pencil trace of water 


stage with respect to time on a chart. Usually in the strip 


chart recorder, the gauge height element moves the pen or pencil 


and the time element moves the chart. This is reversed in most 


horizontal drum recorders. The vertical drum recorders are of 


two types, for example 1) Kent weekly recorder: The gauge height 


element moves the pen or pencil up and down across the chart and 


the time element rotates the drum. 2) Stevens Type E: The time 


element moves the pen or pencil downward across the chart and 


gauge height element rotates the drum. The recording range in 


stage is not limited by the pen or pencil mechanism in the strip 


chart and most horizontal drum recorders. However, the length 


of the drum limits the recording range in stage on the Kent 


vertical drum recorder but not on the Stevens Type E. Specific 


considerations on operation of stage gauges are given in 


Techniques, Book 3, Chapter A7, p. 24 (3). 


Gauge height scale 


The gauge height scale on the recorder chart is always 


smaller than the actual gauge height in the stream. This rela

tionship can be varied on all recorders but it is usual to have 
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1 foot on the chart equal to 6 or 12 feet of gauge height in 


the river. This is called a gauge height ratio of 1:6 or 1:12 


and the scale chosen depends on the following characteristics of 


the river: 


1. Rate of change of stage 


2. Sensitivity of the control. 


3. Range in stage. 


Metric unit gauge height scales of 1:5 and 1:10 are about com

parable to the 1:6 and 1:12 scales in the English units. A gauge 


height ratio of 10 to 12 or 5 to 12 may be considered for a 


gauging station on a flashy stream having a small catchment area. 


A gauge height scale of 1:12 is recommended for streams 


similar to the lower Kafue and a 1:6 scale for streams having 


characteristics of the Chongwe or Mutama Rivers. Most streams 


in Zambia do not necessarily fit these samples but either a ratio 


of 1:6 or 1:12 (metric unit ratios of 1:5 or 1:10, respectively) 


will be satisfactory if the rate of change of stage is considered. 


Time scale 


The time scale chosen for the recorder depends upon the 


flashiness of the stream. On streams that are similar to the 


lower Kafue or Zambezi Rivers, a time scale of 0.05 inches per 


hour (1.2 inches per day) would be adequate although as a general 


rule, a time scale of about 0.10 inch per hour (2.4 inches per 


day) will be satisfactory for most streams in Zambia. Exceptions 
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are recorder installations on streams having small drainage 


areas with very flashy characteristics. Peaks of a few minutes 


duration require an expanded time scale. 


Maintenance and Service instructions 


One recorder manufacturer makes the following statement 


which contains sound advice and is well worth repeating: 


"Water-stage recorders are designed to be as nearly 


foolproof as possible, but a certain amount of reasonable, 


intelligent supervision is not too much to ask. Where such 


is lacking, no instrument can be made perfect enough to 


insure 100 percent records." 


Most strip chart recorders (Stevens A-35 is an example) with 


a time scale of 1.2 or 2.4 inches per day will usually operate 


satisfactorily for one to two months without servicing. Larger 


time scales will need servicing at shorter time intervals. A 


vast amount of paper on the take-up roll can cause recorder stop

page and the pen or pencil servicing depends upon the amount of 


trace on the chart. Removing the section of used chart is a part 


of service and must be done every 1 to 2 months. If the river is 


rising or falling rapidly at the time of the visit, the chart 


removal can be postponed until after the rapid change in stage. 


The drum recorders require attention at fixed times, usually 


about once a week although some drum recorders will continue to 


revolve and record gauge height until the clock runs down. 
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Unsatisfactory recorder operation stems directly from the 


wrong choice of instrument or poor installation, service, and 


maintenance. The following is a list of reasons for no record 


from water-stage recorders: 


1. Failure to clean and oil the bearings occasionally. 


2. Failure to use reasonable care in maintaining the 


mechanical parts (pen carriage and track alignment, 


frayed clock and float cable, to name a few). 


3. Failure to keep intakes open and silt out of well. 


4. Failure to place recorder securely on a recorder shelf 


and keep instrument level. 


5. Failure to replace stopped clock. 


6. Failure to remove chart every 1 to 2 months on strip 


recorder. 


7. Incorrect gauge readings. 


8. Inaccurate setting of pens or pencils or failure to 


place them on paper. 


9. Filling pen too full of ink. 


10. Failure to start clock after winding. 


11. Failure to note date, time, all gauge heights, pen 


setting, name of gauging station, reversal lines on 


strip recorder, and signature of field man making the 


inspection. 


12. Failure to prevent small animals from entering, living 


and nesting in the gauge house and well. 
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It is mandatory to follow specific maintenance instructions 


to obtain complete and satisfactory recorder records. The follow

ing instructions should become a fixed part of the field operation 


at every recorder station: 


1. The instrument house, well, and recorder should be kept 


clean at all times. 


2. The recorder should be cleaned once a year and all bear

ings, track, spindles, and rack guides should be lightly 


oiled (heavy oiling causes dust collection). Bearings 


should be cleaned occasionally with a solvent such as 


benzine. (See instructions for each type of recorder). 


3. At one or two month intervals, run pen carriage along 


track or rack, then clean and adjust if the movement is 


binding. Allow clock weight to run down on the Stevens 


A-35 recorder to exercise all time elements. Adjust if 


found binding in any way. Always control clock cable 


drum by placing hand on drum--otherwise the weight will 


drop into well and break clock cable and damage recorder. 


4. The clock should be changed if found stopped and the cause 


appears to be a faulty clock. A spare clock should always 


be carried into the field by service personnel. A record 


of clock changes should be kept in station field file. 


5. The Chelsea weight-driven clock on the Stevens A-35 is 


in proper adjustment when the balance wheel turns 1 1/2 
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times with no more than 60 inch-ounces of torque. An 


additional 1/2 to 1 lb. of clock weight can be added 


if the recorder causes clock stoppage. Never add so 


much additional weight to cause clock balance wheel to 


over bank (double click). 


6. Check all clock and float cables at each service visit, 


Repair or replace all frayed cables. Frayed clock 


cable on a Stevens recorder can cause clock stoppage. 


7. Check for loose cable or tape connections on all weights 


and float at each service visit and fasten if needed. 


8. Check all intake pipes for plugging and well for silt 


deposits at every service visit. Clean and unplug, if 


necessary. Always carry equipment on trips to stations 


that need this type of service. 


9. Examine all inside and outside gauges at each visit. 


Loose or missing gauge plates should be repaired. 


Information about cause and time of gauge changes should 


be noted on chart. 


10. Notes regarding all items of maintenance should be 


written on Form H103. 


Recorder operation instructions 


The operation of a water-stage recorder requires the service 


of a skilled and careful technician. The continuous recorder 
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(Stevens A-35) with a time scale of 1.2 to 2.4 inches per day needs 


a paper change and servicing at one to two month intervals. Since 


the interval between servicing fits into a regular field trip by 


a trained hydrographer, this type of recorder can be installed in 


remote locations. The weekly recorder (Kent) needs weekly serv

icing and chart change and should be installed close to central 


offices of the Hydrological Branch unless skilled and competent 


observers can be obtained for the gauging station. 


Kent (or vertical drum) recorder 


1. Check if clock is running at start of inspection. To check 


look at pen or pencil trace on chart and listen to clock. 


2. Inspect and read inside (if installed) and outside gauge 


and note the time of the readings. 


3. Read the pencil and move carriage up and down by slight 


rotation of float wheel to mark the exact position of 


the pencil on the chart at the finish. 


4. Remove the chart drum. 


5. Write the gauge height, time, and date on the old chart 


and sign your name on the chart below the printed "STAFF 


GAUGE HEIGHT FINISH." If there is an inside and an out

side gauge, write both readings on the chart and identify 


both by writing "In" for "Inside gauge" and "Out" for 


"Outside gauge" just before each gauge height. It is 


recommended that all reference to time be on the 24 hour 


basis, e.g., 0800, 1620, etc. 
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6. Remove the old chart from the drum. 


7. Check the old chart at once for: 


(a)Loss or gain in time. 


(b)Clock stoppage. 


(c)Plugged intake or silted well. 


(d)Any other malfunction. Locate trouble on chart and 


write reason for the trouble and run arrow to position 


on the chart. 


8. Change clock if necessary and write the date of change on 


the chart if the clock was changed and the number of the 


clocks removed and installed. A similiar record should 


be kept in the field file on Form H114. Clean intakes 


and well if necessary and clean and oil recorder, if needed. 


9. Wind clock. 


10. Sharpen or replace pencil. 


11. Put new chart on drum. 


12. Write on new chart the full name of station (river and 


location), dates and your signature just below the 


printed words "STAFF GAUGE HEIGHT START". 


13. Read all the gauges, note time, and write gauge heights 


and time on chart. 


14. Put drum on recorder. 


Note.- If stage is changing rapidly, care should be 


taken to set pen on correct gauge height. 


15. Set pencil to the exact gauge height that is written on 


the top of chart and move pencil carriage up and down by 


slight rotation of the float wheel to mark position of 
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pencil start. Check pencil carriage for sloppy connections. 


16. Check to see if clock is running. 


17. Gently replace cover on recorder. 


WARNING.- Never mark over the pencil trace in the field: 


Illustration of proper notes is found on the chart in 


Figure 47. 


Stevens A-35 (strip chart-continuous) recorder 


Recorder chart paper is affected by humidity and the Stevens 


paper is no exception. It is assumed that there is no change at 


the center and the amount of expansion or contraction from the 


center outwards is directly proportional to the distance from the 


center of the paper. 


The same magnitude of error in gauge height at low stages 


represents a much larger percentage error in discharge than at 


high stages. To prevent expansion errors, it is necessary to 


keep the low stage pen trace close to the center of the chart. 


This is accomplished by estimating the lowest stage at the 


gauging station and setting the scale to keep the low stage 


trace near the center of the chart. This scale should be un

changed, with few exceptions, because many changes is a source 


of error and leads to more work in computation of gauge heights. 


This scale can be maintained by inking the recorder gauge height 


scale on the inside cover or front of the recorder at 1 or 2 


inch intervals opposite the same values on the chart. 
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The following procedures must be used in servicing a con

tinuous recorder installation: 


1, Inspect and read all the gauges and note the time. 


2. Open recorder and see if clock is running or stopped 


(listen and look at balance wheel movement). 


3. Read pen and rotate float wheel slightly to mark 


finish position of pen. 


4. Write the following notes on the chart and draw arrow 


to finish mark of pen and sign your notes: 


Full name of gauging station; example--"Mutama 


River at Mu Lama Rapids". 


Date. 


Outside gauge height. 


Inside gauge height. 


Pen gauge height. 


Time of reading gauges. 


Also write if clock is stopped. 


Your signature. 


5. Raise pen off the chart and check for plugged intakes or 


silted well. If necessary, clean out intakes and well 


and lower pen and read inside gauge. If it reads differ

ent than before the cleaning, mark the difference on the 


chart by pulling a little paper (1 inch) through the 


recorder by winding slightly on the take-up roll. Make 


a note on the chart as follows and run an arrow to the 


pen trace: 
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Found after cleaning (Write this on the chart as a 


heading to the following notes) 


Outside gauge height. 


Inside gauge height. 


Pen gauge height. 


Time of reading. 


Signature. 


6. Mark the marginal reversal points by the following pro

cedure (pen should be marking on the chart): 


(a)Loosen the float wheel from the hub by releasing 


the two thumb screws on the hub plate--look at 


arrows on hub. 


(b)Grasp the float wheel hub and run the pen carriage 


slowly through the reversal at each margin of the 


chart. Write note and flag "Found reversal here." 


7. Raise the pen off the chart. 


8. Loosen the paper from the drive roller and roll about 6 


inches of paper on the take-up roller. 


9. Tighten the paper on the drive roll and with a sharp 


knife cut the paper off at along the back edge of the 


metal writing surface. 


10. Take out the take-up roll and loosen the paper by 


rotating core of take-up roll backwards and remove paper 


by slipping off end of roll. Replace take-up roll in 


recorder. 
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11. Inspect chart carefully for any indication of plugged 


intake or well, clock stoppage, gain or loss in time, 


and other malfunctions. Write any notes about trouble 


on the chart and draw arrow to spot on chart. Write 


dates on chart to determine loss or gain of time. 


12. Change clock if necessary and/or wind clock. Fill pen 


2/3 full of ink. Clean and oil the recorder at this 


time if this is the proper service period. 


13. Attach cut end of paper to take-up roll and wind 2 laps 


of paper on roll. 


14. Lower pen and slowly run pen across the paper to mark 


the reversal points at margins of chart (see procedure 


step 6). Adjust pen holder on pen carriage to reverse 


exactly on right (facing) margin of chart. Take up a 


little paper and check reversal and after proper adjust

ment, leave a new reversal mark at edge with the word 


flagged "Left reversal here." 


15. Check pen to see if it is in the correct reversal 


position (the pen should move in the direction of 


increasing gauge height when the float is raised). 


16, Read all gauges and note time. 


17, Set pen to proper gauge height and time and tighten 


float wheel on hub. Mark exact start position of pen 


by slightly rotating float wheel. 
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18. Write the following notes on the chart: 


Full name of gauging station. 


Date. 


Outside gauge height. 


Inside gauge height. 


Pen gauge height. 


Time of reading gauges and pen. 


Write signature. 


Illustration of the proper notes is found on the chart, 


Figure 47. 


WARNING.- Never mark over the pen trace in the field. 


Digital (punch tape) record 


The Ott digital water-stage recorder is a battery operated 


paper tape punch which records the gauge height on a 5 channel 


paper tape at 15, 30, or 60 minute intervals. The paper tape 


record must be run through a translator to produce a record in a 


medium suitable for computer programming. 


The digital recorder is a serviceable but sophisticated in-


strument which requires expert servicing in the field. Lack of 


fresh batteries has also been a constant source of trouble in 


Zambia. Because of the difficulties in obtaining a usable record 


and the large amount of man-days spent on servicing, the Ott 


digital recorders are being withdrawn from field use and "mothballed" 


until a future date. No operating instructions are given here. 
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Non-recording gauges 


Staff 


The vertical staff gauge is used at all gauging stations in 


Zambia with the exception of Luangwa River at Luangwa Bridge and 


the Zambezi River at Balovale (Zambezi) where inclined staff 


gauges are installed. At the recorder gauging stations, the 


staffs are used as outside base gauges to which the recorder is 


referenced. Although an outside gauge is necessary at each 


recorder installation, an inside gauge should be installed as the 


base gauge. A vertical staff gauge attached to an inside wall 


of the well makes an excellent base gauge. The vertical staff 


gauge plates used in Zambia are graduated in tenths of feet. 


This leaves much to be desired as gauge readings must be estimated 


between the tenth graduations if accurate discharge records are 


to be computed. A recommended staff gauge graduated in English 


units is shown in Figure 7. The tenth-foot graduated staff gauges 


are acceptable for the stage station, (see section on Accuracy, 


pp. 49-53). The method of installing the staff gauges on angle 


iron posts driven into the river channel beds and banks is satis

factory for the conditions encountered. At bridge sites the 


staff gauges can be attached to stable piers and abutments. 


The inclined staff gauge can be used at stations where main

tenance of a vertical staff gauge is impossible. The two instal

lations of this type of gauge in Zambia are constructed by 


screwing vertical enameled staff gauge sections to a wood bedpiece 
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attached to the top of a sloping concrete foundation running up 


the river bank. Because vertical staff gauge sections have been 


used on the inclined bedpiece, adjustments must be applied to each 


gauge reading. Although the conversion has been somewhat simpli

fied by using a pre-computed conversion table, this method of 


obtaining the true gauge height is both extremely inefficient 


and a constant source of error. The object of using the inclined 


staff is to eliminate the maintenance problems common to the 


vertical staff gauge installation and, therefore, it is imperative 


to consider the following construction suggestions: 


1. The concrete foundation should be made of high strength 


reinforced concrete. 


2. A decay resistant wood bedpiece (a 2 x 6 is suitable) 


should be securely bolted to the top of the concrete 


foundation. 


3. All up-bank drainage must be diverted away from the 


foundation or a site chosen with no erosion from up-


bank drainage. 


4. The slope of the concrete foundation should conform to 


the general slope of the river bank. 


5. The sloping top of the gauge should be built flush 


with the surface of the river bank. 


6. The gauge site should not be affected by river bank 


erosion (keep away from high velocities or eddies). 
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7. Construct the scale to read directly in gauge height 


and mark the graduations in place on the wood bedpiece 


directly from a bench mark by leveling. 


8. Numerals and graduations should be made of non-rusting 


material. Consider materials made of aluminum, copper, 


bronze or enameled iron. Staples, nails, screws, or 


stiff metal strips make excellent graduation marks. 


Wire-weight. 


The installation of a wire-weight gauge, Figure 8, should be 


considered at gauging stations at bridge sites, especially with 


stations that have staff-gauge maintenance problems. This type 


of gauge requires a stable support and the rail or truss member 


of a steel or concrete road or railroad bridge offers an excellent 


location. The wire-weight gauge can be used as either the base 


gauge at a non-recording station or as the outside reference 


gauge at a recorder installation. A road bridge which is suitable 


for a wire-weight gauge support is shown in Figures 2 and 3 and 


excellent pictures and descriptions of the gauge are given in 


USGS Water Supply Paper 888, pp. 196, 197 (7): USGS Techniques, 


Book 3, Chapter A7, p. 21 (3), and Streamflow, Grover and 


Harrington, pp. 118, 119 (5). 


Chain. 


The chain gauge can be fastened to bridge rails and used as 


a substitute for a wire-weight gauge at stations unsuitable for 


staff gauge installation. The chain gauge can also be attached 
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to a cantilever beam or bridge floor (no handrail) which are not 


usable for a wire-weight gauge support. See USGS Water Supply 


Paper 888, pp. 193, 194, Plate 24 (7): USGS Techniques, Book 3, 


Chapter A7, pp. 22, 23 (3); and Streamflow, Grover and Harrington, 


pp. 117, 118 (5). 


Tape. 


The two types of tape gauges in general use are (1) electric-


tape gauge, Figure 9, and (2) float-tape gauge, Figure 10. They 


are installed in wells and used as an inside base reference gauge 


to a water-stage recorder although both can be read as a non-


recording gauge by an observer during faulty recorder operation. 


Although the electric-tape gauge gives excellent results, it re

quires a battery and more maintenance and is not recommended for 


use in Zambia at this time. The gauge height mechanism of the 


Stevens water-stage recorder (strip chart or drum) can be actuated 


by a float-tape attachment which eliminates the use of two floats 


in the well and a separate inside base gauge. Detailed discussion 


and illustrations are given in USGS Water Supply Paper 888, pp. 


194, 196 (7); USGS Techniques, Book 3, Chapter A7, pp. 21, 22 (3); 


and Stevens Stream Gaging Equipment Catalog, Bulletin 18 (4). 


Crest-stage. 


The crest stage gauge is a device for obtaining the gauge 


height or elevation of the flood crest in a river. This gauge 


has widespread use because it is reliable, simple, economical, 


and easy to install. 
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The most satisfactory type consists of a vertical 2-inch 


galvanized pipe containing a wood stick. A metal cup attached 


to the lower end of the stick contains ground cork that floats 


upward as water enters the pipe through a series of holes near 


the bottom of the pipe. A line of cork remains on the stick at 


the highest stage after the water recedes through the intake 


holes. Figures 11-16 show a variety of designs that have proven 


satisfactory in field use. 


A few crest-stage gauges have been installed in Zambia and 


it is recommended that the network be expanded. They can be used 


for collecting peak stages at the following locations: 


1. At sites where only information on peaks is desired 


(high-flow partial record stations). 


2. Regular non-recording stations. 


3. Continued collection of peak stages at discontinued 


stations. 


4. Regular recording stations subject to trouble during 


floods (plugged intakes and silted wells). 


The following instructions for location, installation, and 


operation are helpful at all crest-stage sites: 


Location 


The same location criteria for high flow as used for a 


regular gauging station applies when a crest-stage gauge is 


installed as a base gauge only. When a crest-stage gauge is 
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installed as a supplemental gauge at a recording station or 


installed at a discontinued station, it should be set close to 


the same cross section as the intake but at a higher elevation. 


When the crest-stage gauge is installed to help define the 


high-water profile, certain location requirements must be ful

filled. 


Culverts--The headwater gauge should be located a distance 


upstream from the toe of the wingwall equal to the width of the 


entrance to the culvert at the toe of the wingwall. This gauge 


can also be used as a base gauge for defining the stage-discharge 


relation. 


A tail water gauge, if necessary, should be located along 


the eftankment close to the culvert exit. 


Dams--The upstream gauge should be located upstream from the 


dam a distance equal to 2 1/2 to 3 times the maximum expected 


head. This gauge can also be used as a base gauge. 


The downstream gauge, used to determine the degree of 


submergence, should be located immediately downstream from the 


dam in a position where it will represent the true downstream 


elevation and not be struck by water falling over the dam. 


Contractions--The upstream gauge should be located one 


bridge-width (distance between abutments) upstream from the 


bridge opening. This gauge can also be used as a base gauge. 


The downstream gauge should be located as near as possible 


to the downstream side of the bridge opening but not directly in 
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the opening. It is desirable to have a gauge on each bank both 


upstream and downstream. 


Slope-area--The gauges should be located at each end of the 


reach and on both banks if possible. For a dependable slope-area 


measurement the crest-stage gauge readings at the ends of the 


reach should be used in conjunction with full profile definition. 


Installation 


Crest-stage gauges can be attached to vertical walls or walls 


with some batter as wingwalls and abutments by means of the 


specially designed brackets. At many places a tree can be used 


for supporting the gauge. The gauge should be installed in a 


vertical position and in such a way that it can easily be raised 


or lowered. 


At locations where nothing is available to support the crest-


stage gauge, it may be attached to a wood or metal post set in the 


ground a distance of at least 2 feet. The post hole should be 


filled with concrete. Steel strap can be used to attach the 


gauge to the post. The gauge should be installed on the upstream 


or streamward side of the post to avoid the disturbances in the 


water-surface elevation that would be encountered on the downstream 


side, and to have a greater range in raising and lowering the 


pipe than would be possible on the shoreward side. Care should 


be exercised in the installation of the gauge to avoid the "pile 


up" area which occurs on the upstream side of the support in fast 


moving water. 
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Another type of crest-stage gauge installatio' consists of 


a 2-foot length of 2 1/2-inch pipe imbedded in a concrete block 


in the ground. The 2-inch pipe with the intake holes drilled in 


the pipe is inserted inside the 2 1/2-inch pipe, and the two pipes 


are bolted together below the intakes. The bolt serves as a pin 


for the gauge staff to rest on. This type of gauge has the 


advantage of eliminating the use of a wood post but has the dis

advantage that the elevation of the intakes can not be changed 


very easily. Figures 13 and 14 show a pipe base that is driven 


into the ground and needs no concrete for support. 


The length of a section of crest-stage gauge is limited to 


that from which a man can remove the staff. Several sections 


may be needed at one ,,I-T,eam section. 


If clearance above the gauge is a problem such as at a 


bridge pier under a cantilevered sidewalk, an aluminum venetian 


blind slat can be used in place of a rigid staff and then the 


blind slat can be snaked in and out of the top of the gauge. 


At least two permanent reference marks should be established 


at each crest-stage gauge station. 


Crest-stage gauges, especially those that may be inaccessible 


during high water, should be graduated in feet and in tenths of 


a foot (or in hundredths of a metre) by paint marks on the outside 


of the pipe so that current meter measurements can be easily 


referred to the gauge. 
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Operation 


Crest-stage gauges should be serviced at regular intervals 


just as are recorders and other gauges at regular gauging stations 


unless it is certain that no peaks have occurred during a 


particular period. Levels should be run occasionally to be 


certain there has been no vertical movement of the gauge. Paint 


marks can be made as match points on the gauge to indicate any 


movement of the pipe with respect to the brackets. 


The servicing procedure is as follows: 


1. Remove the top cap with a pipe wrench. 


2. Remove staff and mark with pencil the crestline and add 


the date of the inspection. Secondary rises after the 


highest rise will also leave cork lines. 


3. Remove cork from the staff. 


4. Measure from reference (bottom) end of staff to marks 


and record on Form H100. The staffs can be graduated 


with saw cuts for convenience in this step. 


5. Show date of flood crests, if known, on Form H100. 


6. Remove bottom cap (if available), clean, grease threads, 


replace in proper position. 


7. Replace staff with cork in tin cup, grease threads, and 


replace top cap. Be certain vent hole is open in top cap. 


8. Note and record control conditions. 


9. Compare cork level with high-water marks on banks, trees, 


or other objects by means of a hand level. 
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10. Check for evidence on vertical movement of the gauge. 


If the crest-stage gauge is in the water and the stage is 


falling or stationary, the procedure for servicing is the same 


as that outlined above except that step 6 is omitted. The staff 


should be replaced slowly so as not to cause a false cork level 


on the staff by the rapid displacement of volume. If the stage 


is rising, the staff should not be removed. The water surface 


should be referred to the painted graduation on the pipe any 


time the pipe is in the water. 


If a rise considerably higher than the stage of the previous 


highest measurement has occurred, the hydrographer should stake 


out the high-water marks for an indirect measurement. 


LEVEL CHECKS AT GAUGING STATIONS 


General 


A permanent datum of gauge must be maintained at every 


gauging station if records of stage and discharge are to be 


accurate (refer to "Datum of Gauge" p.14). Review the definition 


of bench mark and reference point in "Stream Gauging Terms" in 


the Appendices. 


The maintenance of established gauge datum is done by 


leveling from bench marks and reference points to all gauges at 


the station. In order to obtain accuracy and to facilitate run

ning levels at gauging stations, it is necessary to establish 


definite procedures of operation. This includes the preparation 
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of data in the office prior to a trip for leveling as well as 


the leveling operation in the field at the gauging station. 


Office preparation 


The field man should be sure he has obtained the following 


information: 


1. See that the Field Station Description (Figures 26 and 


27) contains the most recent description and elevation 


of all bench marks and reference points. 


2. See that the Level Summary (Figure 17) is up to date; 


if not, take the last year's levels and make a level 


summary on Form H114 as shown in Figure 17. 


3. Obtain a supply of looseleaf level note sheets, Form H102. 


4. Prepare to take a copy in the field of the Field Station 


Description, Level Summary, and Station Sketch. 


General recommendations 


The accuracy of stream flow and stage records is dependent 


upon accurate gauge heights and therefore all surveying instru

ments used in checking gauges must be properly maintained and 


adjusted. All surveying instruments used in hydrological survey 


work should have a critical inspection at least once a year by 


the employee who is designated and made responsible for surveying 


instrument maintenance. This should be done prior to the dry 


season, preferably January to March.
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The level is the surveying instrument to determine differences 


in elevation and is used in checking and maintaining gauge datum. 


Basically, it consists of a telescope for sighting and a leveling 


device for making and keeping the line of sight horizontal. The 


leveling device may be a type of pendulum, in an automatic level, 


or a bubble in a cylindrical vial which requires manual manipulation. 


Prior to leaving the office, each field officer should 


examine the level (or theodolite), tripod, and staff (rod) that 


has been issued to him and satisfy himself that it is in proper 


condition. All field officers should immediately return to the 


designated employee all damaged or poorly adjusted instruments. 


The final responsibility of using only properly adjusted and 


functioning surveying instruments rests with each officer who is 


in charge of the field work in each province, region or area. 


Although a level is built for field use, it cannot be sub

jected to mistreatment and remain in adjustment. The following 


precautionary measures should be taken in the field: 


1. In driving to a gauging station, the instrument must 


be carried in the lap of a responsible member of the 


level party or on a resilient shock-absorbing mat-

never to bounce around in the bottom of a vehicle. 


2. In use from one setup to another, the level is carried 


over the shoulder, mounted on the tripod, but if near 


trees or other obstructions, it is carried under the 


arm with the level in front, close to the person's body. 
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3. The tripod should be lowered gently to the ground and 


set firmly with legs far enough apart to assure 


stability. 


4. The screws or bolts connecting the legs of the tripod 


to the head should be set firm, but not too tight. To 


check for proper leg tension, set the tripod with legs 


apart on level ground; when lifted by the head, the 


legs should fold in only slightly. 


5. Never leave a level set up in the field unattended. 


The basic requirement in leveling is that the line of sight 


(line of collimation) of the telescope must be perpendicular to 


the direction of gravity when the level is set up for observing. 


The accuracy of the results depends upon whether this requirement 


has been met. Although perfect adjustment is rarely obtained, 


accurate leveling can be obtained by keeping backsight and fore

sight distances about equal. In many instances, the location 


of bench marks can be arranged to facilitate equal distance 


backsights and foresights in leveling at gauging stations. 


Since there are a variety of surveying instruments used in 


hydrological surveying in Zambia, no details of their care and 


adjustment is given. Instrument manufacturer's manuals and 


surveying books should be used for reference. An excellent 


manual is USGS Topographic Instructions, Leveling, Book 2, 


Chapters 2E1-2E5 (6). 
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Running levels to check datum of gauges 


Since the theory of using a level is found in all surveying 


texts, no explanation of the theory is given in these instructions. 


Refer to the text books. However, it should be understood that 


the instrument (level) should be in adjustment and at each setup, 


attempt to keep equal distances between the level and all bench 


marks, reference points, gauges, and turning points that are 


sighted. 


In addition to these general statements, the following 


procedures should be considered; 


1. Prior to running the level check, locate all bench 


marks, gauges and reference points at the gauging 


station (use the field station description, if 


available). The levels should be started from the 


bench mark previously used as the initial point 


point if the level summary (Form H114) and appearance 


in the field suggests it has remained stable. Other

wise, use another bench mark that most nearly fits 


the requirement of stability. 


2. Always use Form H102 for all your level notes. The 


Form H102 is designed for the "Height of Instrument" 


(or Height of Collimation) method of computing level 


notes. If you wish to use the "Rise and Fall" method, 


use the "Height of Instrument" column for "rises" 


with a plus sign, and "falls" with a minus sign. Use 


Figure 18 as an example. 
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3. Completely fill out the heading on the sheets. List 


all the bench marks and their known elevations on the 


top of the first Form H102 as shown in Figures 19 and 20. 


Be careful to use the correct river and station name, 


station number, locality, name of the party (both 


instrument and staff man), and the date (spell out month). 


4. Remember that your level notes on Form H102 are the 


original field notes and are as important as discharge 


measurement notes. You are responsible for their 


legibility and accuracy. Make no erasures, cross out 


mistakes and write corrected figures above the crossed 


out figure. Your level notes will be a part of the 


permanent basic data for the station. Your name will 


show your ability to run level checks to gauges. 


5. Set up the instrument at the desired location 


(follow the general note). Level the instrument. Care 


must be used in the conventional (dumpy type) spirit 


level to keep the bubble centered at every reading of the 


staff (rod). The automatic level keeps the line of sight 


level automatically if the instrument is approximately 


leveled by the circular bubble. 


As a word of caution, see that the instrument tripod 


legs are well spread and firmly pressed into the ground, 


and if the setup is on a slope, it is preferable to have 
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one leg extend up the slope. After setting, do not 


disturb by bumping the legs or unnecessary walking 


around the instrument until it is ready to be moved 


to the next setup. 


6. The first backsight is on the bench mark that is decided 


upon for initial use in Step 1 above. The staff (rod) 


should be handled carefully and be in a vertical 


position when read by the instrument man. The staff 


man should stand back of the staff if possible and 


wave the top of the staff back and forth toward the 


instrument. The smallest staff reading is the correct 


reading. On a calm day, the staff can be kept vertical 


by balancing the staff on the bench mark, etc. 


Remember that the use of the level staff (rod) is as 


important in running accurate levels as the use of the 


instrument. 


7. Take foresights on all bench marks, gauges, and reference 


points that can be sighted by the instrument. If all 


cannot be seen from this first setup, establish a change 


point (turning point) and continue on to the second 


setup. Never neglect running levels to any bench mark 


or gauge simply because it cannot be seen from the first 


setup. 
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8. Identify all the observed bench marks, gauges, etc. in 


the "Station" column and use "Remarks" column for added 


notes. See Figures 19 and 20. 


9. The level circuit or traverse must always be closed 


back on the initial bench mark and if the error of 


closure is greater than 0.02 ft., the traverse must be 


rerun. 


10. An easy way of using the "Height of Instrument" method 


is shown in Figures 19 and 20. This eliminates time 


spent in carrying the instrument to a new setup in the 


circuit and is especially useful where more than one 


setup is necessary for level checks at a gauging station. 


The following items should be examined in the examples: 


a. The instrument is set up, a backsight is taken on 


the initial bench mark, and foresights are taken 


on all other bench marks and gauges and change 


point, if needed, that can be sighted from this 


setup. See Part I, Figure 19. The instrument is 


reset by lifting, changing the tripod leg position, 


and releveling. Another backsight is taken to the 


same initial bench mark and foresights are retaken 


to the same bench marks, gauges, etc. used in the 


first setup. See Part II, Figure 19. The two 


elevations found for each bench mark and gauge 


should check within 0.02 ft., or a third check run 


should be made. 
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If all the bench marks and gauges are not 


visible from this first setup, the instrument is 


carried to the second position and the same procedure 


followed as at the first instrument position. See 


parts III and IV, Figure 19. It should be noted 


that the elevation of the bench mark or change point 


(turning point) used in the backsight in the second 


position is an average of the two elevations found 


in the first position. 


b. A tape and weight, if properly used, can 


eliminate one or more change points (turning points) 


at gauging stations at bridge sites. See Figure 20. 


This applies when bench marks are on the bridge 


abutments or reference points are on the bridge rails. 


The tape and weight can also be used in recorder 


wells to measure down to the water surface from a 


reference point on the house floor or recorder shelf. 


11. It has been found that many staff gauge plates have not 


been cut off by- the manufacturer exactly on the marked 


reading. Always use the actual value when placing the 


bottom of the level staff on the top or bottom of the 


gauge. (You may have to use a steel tape or rule to 


obtain the actual value). 


12. All staff gauges should be reset if in error by 0.03 ft. 


or greater. All tape and wire-weight gauges should be 
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reset if found in error by 0.01 ft. or greater. Levels 


must be rerun to all gauges reset and the time of change 


written in the level notes. See Parts IV and V, Figure 


19. 


13. Levels must always be run to the water surface near the 


gauge. Care must be taken to have the bottom of the 


staff on the water surface. This can be done in a 


soft location by placing the bottom of the level staff 


on the top of a stone or stick at the water's edge that 


has been pushed down until the top is exactly at the 


water surface. 


14. The gauges must be read (time noted) before and after 


resetting. See Part V, Figure 20. 


15. A summary and notes should be made to clearly show what 


you have done at each gauging station. See Figures 18 


and 19. 


16. Write a note to show your reasons why a gauge has become 


out-of-level or completely upset and estimate date of 


change. 


17. The level note computatiDns will be checked by a 


responsible person in the regional and/or central office 


in Lusaka. 


18. Clearly indicate, with dates, old bench marks that have 


been destroyed and new bench marks that have been 


established. 
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19. Sample level notes to a crest-stage gauge is shown in 


Figure 21. 


20. Levels run to a wire-weight or tape gauge are noted in 


Figure 20. Although these gauges are not presently 


being used in Zambia, the notes can be kept for future 


reference. 


21. The following procedure should be followed in checking 


a wire-weight gauge by levels: 


a. Obtain elevation of check bar by sighting instrument 


on level staff, rule, or steel tape placed on top 


of check bar. 


b. Set up instrument (level) at the lowest elevation 


possible, o Lain correct Height of Instrument (HI) by 


backsight on bench mark, r F.rence point, or change 


point, and lower weight of wire-weight gauge until 


bottom of weight is on line of sight of instrument. 


Read wire-weight gauge dial. 


c. If wire-weight gauge dial reads differently than the 


HI of instrument, correct by loosening drum, and 


rotating drum until dial reading coincides with HI. 


Then tighten drum securely. 


d. Raise weight and set bottom of weight on check bar 


and read dial. This is the correct reading to check 


the gauge each week and during discharge measurements. 
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e. Lower weight to line of sight and recheck gauge 


reading with Height of Instrument. 


f. The elevation of check bar found directly by levels 


is not always the same as the gauge reading with 


bottom of weight on check bar. This arises from 


imperfections in the gauge and the fact that the 


gauge should be set to read correctly at the lowest 


gauge height possible as described in procedure "b." 


g. Obtain elevation of water surface near wire-weight 


gauge by instrument (level) and read gauge height 


from wire-weight gauge. This should be done before 


and after changing the dial reading of the gauge. 


22. On the 1st January 1971, Zambia will go metric. This 


does not change these instructions although statements 


regarding specific English units in procedure items 9, 


10a, and 12 must be changed to equivalent metric units. 


ACCURACY AND SOURCES OF ERROR 


An accurate gauge height record is necessary for the deter

mination of accurate and usable stage and discharge records. The 


refinement of gauge readings should not be confused with accuracy 


of the gauge-height record. Well designed staff gauges can 


usually be read within two hundredths of a foot. Gauge heights 


at recording stations with an inside gauge can be obtained to 


the nearest hundredth of a foot. 
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The sources of error for all non-recording gauges are con

cerned with the gauge reader or hydrographer. The gauge reader 


must be adequately trained, constantly supervised, and periodically 


checked. Neglect or carelessness in any of these items will 


result in a lower quality of gauge-height record. The water level 


(gauge height) book should be inspected at each visit and the 


supervising hydrographer should always enter his gauge reading in 


the book, together with time of observation and his initials for 


identification. Previous periods of doubtful or no gauge readings 


should be questioned. Explanations or unusual conditions that 


require lengthy notes should be written by the hydrographer on 


Form H100. Although the accuracy of gauge heights is dependent 


upon the gauge reader (observer), his ability to obtain good and 


reliable readings to a necessary refinement is directly related 


to the design of the gauge and the location of the gauge in the 


river. 


The Hydrological Branch intends to install wire-weight gauges 


at a few appropriate bridge sites. The gauge is operated by 


lowering a weight until the bottom touches the surface of the 


water. This is very easily seen from many feet above the water 


surface because the correct reading occurs when the water surface 


near the bottom of the weight reflects a slight deformation (it 


has the appearance of a slight bubble). The gauge reader then 


reads the gauge heightcn a counter on the gauge. After instruction 


and thorough schooling in gauge operation, the gauge reader can 
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obtain readings that are generally correct within a hundredth of 


a foot, or the equivalent metric unit. 


There are many designs of staff gauges and it is important 


to have a design that is easily read and with graduations that 


leave little to the estimation of the gauge reader. A highly 


visible vertical staff gauge used in many countries is porcelain 


enameled iron with black numerals and graduations on a white 


background, shown in Figure 22. The staff gauge presently used 


in Zambia is of this type but is graduated in English units at 


10th foot intervals. The gauge is made in 4-foot sections, each 


section overlapping the next higher section by 1 foot. It is 


unfortunate that the graduations are in tenths of feet since the 


intermediate gauge heights (hundredths of feet) must be estimated. 


Many observers have not been trained to use decimals and they 


estimate gauge heights between the 10ths of feet by using fractions 


1/4, 1/2, and 3/4. An observer's reading of 31-1/2 means a 3.15 


foot gauge height and a fair assumption is that the observer's 


reading may be in error by 0.05 foot. An error in gauge height 


of this magnitude represents a 10 percent error in discharge at 


a 2-foot stage using the representative discharge rating table, 


Figures 54 and 55. 


In contrast, some other countries use staff gauges graduated 


in 0.02 foot intervals which require little or no estimation. A 


little thought shows the fallacy of using the staff gauge graduated 


in tenths of feet, if accurate stage and discharge records are 
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desired. It takes far greater training to estimate gauge heights 


on a poorly designed gauge than to simply read a gauge reading 


from a well marked staff gauge. 


Metrication, including the hydrologic units used in stream 


gauging, begins in Zambia on 1st January 1971. The change over 


to the new metric unit staff gauges will take time. This can be 


done in two ways: 1) Use a transitional period in which both 


types of gauges are in use; or 2) remove the present staff gauges 


and immediately replace with the metric staffs. (It is obvious 


that all the staff gauges in Zambia cannot be replaced at one time 


so this statement refers to each station individually). The 


second method is to be preferred. It is imperative that the 


hydrographer should carefully instruct the observer on reading 


the new metric staff gauge. The numerals and graduations of the 


metric staff is important and Figure 23 shows a recommended design 


with two alternative graduations, "A" and "B". With average 


vision, either design can be accurately read to within 5 mm at 


a distance of 7 metres. Design "A" requires no estimation if 


read to 5 mm and personal errors owing to estimation will 


probably be less than 0.01 foot. In comparison to the staff 


gauge with graduations at 0.1 feet intervals, the gauge heights 


from design 'TAT! will be correct within 2 percent of discharge 


from a rating similar to that in Figures 55 and 56. Any metric 


scale with the smallest marked divisions similar in size to the 


0.1 foot graduations on the old staff gauges will be both difficult 


to read and be the source of probable errors 5 times as large as 
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with design "A" and "B", Figure 23. It is recommended that the 


metric gauges be read to hundredths of a meter (centimeter) 


although gauge heights at stations with stable, sensitive controls 


and good measuring conditions could very well be carried to half 


centimeters. 


The frequency of gauge readings for non-recording gauges 


is an important factor in the accuracy of the resultant stage and 


discharge records. Two readings per day is sufficient on rivers 


similar to the lower Kafue River. On flashy streams, two or 


three readings per day are needed plus additional readings during 


periods of rapid changes in stage, especially on the crest of 


rises. A crest-stage gauge is a necessity for obtaining peak 


stages on some streams. On most streams during the dry weather 


recession, once a day reading is sufficient. 


The sources of error for recording gauges have been covered 


in the section on Water-stage recorders, pp. 15-23. 


FIELD GAUGING STATION DESCRIPTION 


General 


The description will be in two parts, "Preliminary" and 


"Final". It is necessary to have specific information concerning 


the station recorded in the office immediately upon its establish

ment. This applies to all types of gauging stations, whether 


stage or discharge, short term or long term, and partial record 


or complete record. This preliminary or advanced description is 
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placed in the current station file and will be combined later with 


the data entered on field form H122a (or Form H101, Figure 1) 


titled "Data for. Field Station Description," Figures 24 and 25, 


and used to write the final Field Gauging Station Description on 


Forms H103 and H104, Figures 26 and 27. Upon completion of Forms 


H103 and H104, the preliminary description and data form will be 


placed in the gauging station back file of miscellaneous field 


notes. Instructions for the preparation of the two parts of the 


description, with examples, are given in the following notes: 


Preliminary description 


The data recorded in the preliminary description gives the 


Lusaka office station information to fill the temporary needs 


prior to receiving complete data. 


The preliminary data should include (Figure 28): 


1. Name of river basin. 


2. Full station name, river, and town or physical 


feature of reference. 


3. Date of establishment. This is the date the records 


start, not the date the gauge was installed. 


4. Specific location. 


5. Remarks. 


This information has been neglected in the past and is so 


inadequate that it is impossible to locate some gauging stations 


on a map or refer them to tributaries, bridges, town, or other 
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Similar data should be provided for Miscellaneous discharge 


measurements. 


Final description 


The final Field Gauging Station Description is typed on Form 


H103 but should include sketches, Forms H105 or H106 (Figure 29), 


maps, and photographs. 


The text should be complete and the data exact and concise 


as taken from the form used in collecting the data in the field. 


The sketch need not be exactly to scale and should include the 


gauge, control, bench marks, access road or trail, and all 


measuring sections. Two sketches may be included, one for the 


general location and the other an expanded scale sketch showing 


details in the vicinity of the gauge. These sketches need not 


be elaborate although they should provide general answers con

cerning the gauging station site. The map may be a section of a 


large topographic or planimetric map. Photographs are of utmost 


help in the analysis of basic data and should show reaches of 


river upstream and downstream from the gauge, controls, and 


measuring sections. 


A revised description should be written if a major change is 


made in the station location, equipment, or regimen of flow. 
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DISCHARGE MEASUREMENTS 


General 


The discharge of a river is the quantity of water flowing 


past a cross-section of the river in a unit of time. The unit in 


which discharge is usually expressed in English units is cubic 


feet per second, or cusec. Comparably, in the metric system, the 


unit is cubic meters per second, or cumecs. Although these are 


the commonly used units of rate of flow in stream gauging, 


other units are used less frequently. 


The procedure of measuring the cross-sectional area of a 

stream and the velocity of flow past the section is known as the 

velocity-area method -f measuring discharge. The most common 

method of measuring the velocity is by means of a current meter. 

The area is determined separately by means of soundings and by 

measurements of the distances across the stream from an initial 

point on the bank to the points of sounding. The product of the 

velocity and area is the discharge. Less common methods are: 

1. Weirs. 


2. Flumes. 


3. Volumetric. 


4. Floats. 


5. Tracers. 


6. Surveys of channel dimensions and water-surface slope. 
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Current meter discharge measurements 


Excellent instructions on the use of the current meter in 


making a discharge measurement are given in USGS Techniques, Book 


3, Chapter A8, (3) and should be studied by all stream gaugers. 


USGS Water Supply Paper 888 also contains valuable instructions. 


The hydrographer should compute the discharge measurement 


and plot it on the field rating curve sheet before leaving the 


gauging station. Measurements more than 5 percent off a defined 


curve should be checked and if still off, a check measurement 


should be made. On streams with badly shifting control or only 


fair to poor measuring conditions, substitute 10 percent for the 


above 5 percent limit. It is especially important to carefully 


compute the measurements of high floods since the whole upper end 


of a rating may depend upon the measurement and if there is a shift, 


the office staff and hydrographers should be alerted to the 


necessity for follow-up measurements. In planning follow-up dis

charge measurements, the computations and mean gauge height should 


be examined and checked in the office. However, on flashy streams, 


the decision to make additional discharge measurements may rest 


on the judgement of the hydrographer at the station. 


Theory of method 


A. current-meter measurement is the summation of the products 


of the partial areas of the stream cross-section and their respective 
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average velocities. The formula 


Q = S (av) 

represents the computation where "Q" is total discharge, "S" is 

a summation symbol, "a" is an individual partial cross-section 

area, and 1 TT is the corresponding mean velocity of the flow 

normal to the partial area. Therefore, the total discharge of a 

stream is the summation of the discharges for all the partial 

sections. 

All current meter discharge measurements in Zambia are made 


by the midsection method. In this method of measurement, it is 


assumed that the average velocity at each location (vertical) 


represents the mean velocity in a partial rectangular area. The 


area extends horizontLlly from half the distance from the pre

ceding meter location to half the distance to the next meter 


location, and vertically, from the water surface to sounded depth. 


In Figure 30, the depths taken (d2, d3, d4, d5, ...dn) are 


considered as the mean for each of the partial sections. For 


example, the heavily outlined partial section has a mean depth 


-3
which is "d4" and a width which is half the distance between T1,-1 TT 

to "d4" plus half the distance between "d4" to "d5". The mean 


velocity for the same partial section (marked by heavy outline) 


is the velocity obtained from the current meter placed in the 


vertical marked 11A.TT The section at the river's edge (marked 1° 


in the sketch) is computed similarly; the depth may be zero, or 


at a vertical bank "dn", it may be some measurable depth. The 
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width, however, is the distance from the water's edge half way 


to the next vertical, or half way to "d2" in the sketch. The 


velocity may or may not be zero at the water's edge but is assumed 


to be the mean of the partial section just described. The mid

section method of making and computing a discharge measurement 


eliminates the averaging of the velocities and depths to obtain 


the mean velocity and depth, respectively, in each partial section. 


The 0.6 depth setting of the current meter will give the mean 


velocity of the vertical (or section) for depths below 2-5 feet. 


For depths greater than 2.5 feet the .2-.8 depth settings of the 


current meter are used, the velocities for these two positions 


must be averaged to obtain the mean velocity in the vertical 


(or section). 


The measuring section 


The availability of a measuring section is one of the items 


considered in selection of a gauging station site. A current 


meter discharge measurement can be made by the following methods: 


Wading 


Boat 


Bridge 


Cableway 


The choice of one method in favor of any other depends upon 


the physical conditions encountered at the river. The following 


characteristics of the reach of river should be considered in 


selecting a measuring section: 
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1. A straight reach with the threads of velocity parallel 


to each other. Measuring at a bend in the river should 


be avoided wherever possible. 


2. Stable streambed free of large rocks, weeds, and pro-


truding obstructions which would cause turbulence. 


3. A flat streambed profile to eliminate vertical components 


of velocity. Avoid measuring at the upstream edge of a 


riffle if other sites are available. 


Since it is usually not possible to satisfy all these con

ditions, select the best reach using these criteria and then choose 


the exact cross-section for measuring. 


Preparation for measuring 


1. String a tag-line or measuring tape for measurements made 


by wading, from a boat at sites without permanent marked 


cables, or from an unmarked bridge. 


2. The line should be at right angles to the direction of 


flow to avoid horizontal angles in the cross-section. 


3. The cableways or frequently used bridges should have 


neat and inconspicuous graduations painted on the cable 


or bridge rail. Use these markings but be sure the 


spacing of the marks is known. 


4. Examine the cross-section and determine the spacing of 


the verticals. Generally use about 25 to 30 partial 


sections. 
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5. Both the velocity and cross-sectional area are being 


determined and a smooth cross-section and even velocity 


distribution will require fewer partial sections than 


a rough cross-section with uneven velocity distribution. 


Remember that the ideal measurement is one in which no 


partial section has in it more than 5 percent of the 


total discharge. In some measuring sections, this may 


be impractical but under most conditions, no partial 


section should have more than 10 percent of the total 


discharge in it. The correct spacing has a definite 


influence on the accuracy of the discharge measurement. 


The discharge measurement in Figure 31 had 5.2 percent 


of the total discharge in the partial section with the 


greatest discharge. 


6. Equal spacing of the verticals across the entire cross-


section is not recommended unless the discharge is very 


well distributed. Closer spacing of the verticals should 


be made in the areas of greatest discharge. Make the 


width of the partial sections less as the depths and 


velocities become greater. 


7. Every field file should have a copy of the current rating 


curve if one has been drawn. Space the verticals so the 


discharge in each vertical is about 5 percent of the 


discharge from the rating curve. If a rating is not 


available, examine past measurements to get some idea of 


the magnitude of discharge for the prevailing stage. 
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8. After the cross-section has been selected and the spacing 


of the verticals (stationing) has been determined, 


assemble the appropriate equipment. 


9. Assemble the discharge measurement note sheets, Forms H107, 


and H108 in the field note book. Write in the date (spell 


out the month) and correct name of river and location. 


See Figure 31. 


10. Read all the gauges, note the time, and record this on 


the top line of Form H108. Also identify the stream 


bank as LB or RB (left bank or right bank, respectively, 


when looking downstream) and record this also on the top 


line with the starting time of the measurement. See 


Figure 31. 


11. Remember to record the time periodically during the 


measurement. This is used to compute the mean gauge 


height of the discharge measurement if there is a large 


change in stage during the measurement. Make it a habit 


to record the time at every ±5 to 20 minute intervals 


and at the end of each measurement note sheet, as well 


as at the beginning and end of the discharge measurement. 


Also record the time at intermediate places, such as at 


piers and before and after stoppages due to equipment 


repairs. Always record the time on the basis of the 


24-hour day, e.g., 0810 or 1430. 


12. When the measurement is completed, record the bank and 


time of finish. See Figure 31. 
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Computation of the measurement 


English units 


The total discharge of the measurement is the summation of 


the discharges for the partial sections obtained by multiplying 


the mean velocity times the area. Although the rating tables for 


the Pygmy or Price meters show the lower velocities to thousands, 


it is recommended that the velocity be recorded only to hundredths, 


regardless of the type of meter used. An exception would be 


measurement of total discharge of less than 1 cubic feet per 


second where under excellent measuring conditions the velocities 


might be carried to thousands. 


Refinement in computation of area and discharge depends on 


the magnitude as follows: 


Magnitude1Places 


Less than 112 or 3 (see below) 


1 or greater13 


Generally it is not justified to carry area or discharge figures 


below 1.00 to thousands unless the total flow is a few tenths of 


a cubic foot per second, the measuring conditions are very good, 


and the control is stable. The total discharge should be rounded 


to 3 significant figures above 1.00 cubic feet per second and 


below 1.00 to hundredths. Judgment should be used by the 


hydrographer in modifying the rules when necessary and the 


hydrologist should always be consulted. 
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Metric units 


Use rounding and significant figure rules that are comparable 


to those recommended for the English units. 


Making the measurement 


General Procedure 


After the above preparations and recommendations have been 


taken and understood, follow the general procedures listed below: 


1. Write on the note sheet the distance from the initial 


point to the edge of the water and measure the depth of 


water at the edge and record. 


2. After the depth is recorded, determine the method of set

ting the meter to be used. Normally this is either the 


0.6 or the .2 and 0.8 method, and should be used accord

ing to Table 1. Use of the pygmy meter is not recom

mended for depths less than 0.3 foot. If the depths are 


less than 0.3 foot seek another measuring section or 


prepare one described in the section on wading measure

ment, paragraph 5. When neither the depths or cross-


section can be found or altered to fit the minimum depth 


recommendations the pygmy meter can be used at depths 


less than 0.3 foot. If this is done care must be used 


and an understanding that the accuracy of the discharge 


measurement may be lowered by the shallow depth. 


The standard current meter is known to give erratic 


results in the zone from the water surface to 0.5 foot 
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Table 1 


Current-meter and velocity-measurement 

method for various depths 


Depth of water Current Position of 

(feet) Meter meter 


2.5 ft. and above Price or Watts 0.2 and 0.8 


1.5 ft.1to 2.5 ft. Price or Watts 0.6 


0.3 ft.1to 1.5 ft. Pygmy 0.6 


Note: The pygmy meter is a shallow depth meter, not a low 

velocity meter. Use comparable metric units after 

metrication or equipment calibrated in metric units. 


Table 2 


Velocity-measurement method for various 

suspensions and depths 


Minimum depth (feet) 

1/ 

Suspension 0.6 method 0.2 and 0.8 method 


15C.5,130C.5 1.2 2.5 


50C.55 1.4 2.8 


50C.9 2.2 4.5 


75C1.0,1100C1.0, 2.5 5.0 

150C1.0 


1/ The numerals preceding the "C" is the weight of the sound
ing weight, in pounds. The letter "C" represents "Columbus," 

which is the shape of weight that offers the least resistance 

to flowing water. The numerals following the "C" are the 

distance in feet between the bottom of the sounding weight 

and the center of the meter bucket wheel. For example, the 

50C.55 means 1) the sounding weight is 50 pounds in weight, 

2) the weight is "C" shaped in design, and 3) the current 

meter should be attached to the hanger bar at the ".55" 

marked hole or 0.55 feet above the bottom of the 50 pound 

sounding weight. 
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below the surface and Table 2 is designed to prevent 


using the meter in this zone. For instance, if a 50C.55 


sounding weight is required because of the stream veloc

ity the minimum depth of water in which it should be used 


is 1.4 feet and 2.8 feet with the 0.6 method and the 


0.2 and 0.8 method, respectively. 


3. Compute the setting of the meter for the particular 


method to be used. 


4. Set the meter and allow the meter to become adjusted to 


velocity. Usually a few seconds is sufficient. 


5. Count the revolutions for a period of 40-70 seconds. 


Start the stopwatch with the first click counting zero 


not one. 


6. End the count on a convenient number given in the meter 


rating table. 


7. Read the time to nearest second, or if the hand is on a 


half-second, always read to the even second. 


8. Record revolutions and time on Form H108. See Figure 31. 


9. When the velocity is to be observed at more than one set

ing (0.2 and 0.8 method), reset the meter and proceed 


with steps 5-8 above. 


10. Move to the next vertical and repeat the above procedure. 


11. When the direction of flow is not at right angles to the 


cross-section, find the horizontal coefficient from the 


Form H108. See Figure 34. Record the angle coefficient 


in the column at left edge of Form H108. Multiply the 


measured velocity by this coefficient and record in the 
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correct column. See Figure 31. Details and recommenda

tions concerning specific type of current-meter measure

ments are described below. 


Zero flow determination 


The point of zero flow is the lowest point on the control and 


is the point at which the last flow of water past the gauge will 


continue down the river. It is determined by measuring the depth 


of water over the lowest point on the control and subtracting 


such a depth from the gauge height at that particular time. The 


measurement of depth can be made with a wading rod, or any rule 


or stiff tape. 


The gauge height of zero flow should be determined frequently 


in the field and if depth of water allows, should be determined 


at the time of each discharge measurement at gauging stations 


with unstable controls. 


The importance of the zero flow determination is emphasized 


for three general reasons: 1) the gauge height of zero flow de

fines a low-water extension when discharge measurements are not 


available; 2) It defines the gauge height at which flow ceases 


and can be used chronologically in the separation of flow and no 


flow periods; and 3) It defines shifts in the control and stage-


discharge relation. 


It is generally impossible to obtain a zero flow determin

ation at gauging stations on large rivers, e.g., Kafue River at 


Kasaka. Zero flow can be measured in the field on most small 


streams, e.g., Chongwe River at Chongwe Bridge. 
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The points (gauge height) of zero flow should be plotted on 


every rating curve sheet when the discharge measurements are plotted. 


Wading measurement 


1. Wading measurements are preferred because it is usually 


easier to choose a good cross-section. Good wading 


sections in an alluvium channel and a rocky channel are 


shown in Figures 32 and 33, respectively. 


2. See Table .1 for the details of determining whether to use 


the 0.6 or .2-.8 method with the Price, Pygmy, and Watts 


meters. The same recommendations should be used with the 


Ott meter. 


3. If a Price meter is used in a cross-section with an aver

age depth greater than 1.5 ft., do not change to a Pygmy 


meter for a few depths less than 1.5 feet, or vice versa. 


4. Do not use either meter if velocities are less than 0.2 


feet per second. 


5. Prepare a cross-section to increase velocities and depths 


if necessary. Build earth dikes if necessary to confine 


flow, eliminate dead water, and increase velocity. Do 


not build dike between gauge and control. Carry a shovel 


and spend time in preparing the low-stage measuring cross-


section. It is time well spent. After preparing, wait 


for flow to stabilize. 
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6. Stand in a position that least affects the velocity of 


the water passing the meter. Face the bank and hold the 


wading rod at the tagline. Stand 1 to 3 inches downstream 


from the tagline and 18 inches or more from the rod. In 


narrow channels, avoid standing in water if legs occupy 


a large part of cross-section. Measure from bank or 


bridge channel with plank. 


7. Remember to keep rod vertical. 


8. In a soft channel bottom, do not disturb bottom by 


walking near tagline and if rod sinks into mud, measure 


depth to surface of mud and do not let rod sink during 


velocity reading. 


9. Measure the horizontal angles if the flow is not at 


right angles to the tagline. 


Boat measurement 


1. Use slack cable or tagline. 


2. If there is boat traffic on the river, station man on 


bank to lower tagline. Place cloth streamers on tagline 


for traffic to see. 


3. If no tagline is used, position boat by range poles or 


flags and obtain distance by stadia and theodolite or 


sextant. Hold boat in position by motor or anchor. 


4. Consider the suspension of meter by using wading rod for 


shallow depths (under 10 feet) and low velocities. 
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5. Use reel and sounding weights for deep sections. See 


section on "Use of Sounding Reels." 


6. The up and down movement of boat caused by wave action 


seriously affects velocity reading. Wait for calm day 


if too windy for good measurement. 


Bridge measurement 


1. Advantage of using upstream side of bridge: 


a. Flow generally more favorable. 


b. Drift can be seen. 


c. River bottom less apt to scour than at downstream side. 


2. Advantages of using downstream side of bridge: 


a. Vertical angles more easily measured. 


b. Flow lines of stream straighten out by passing 


through opening. 


c. Drift caught on meter is more easily removed than 


similar collection at upstream side. 


3. Choice of side of bridge to use depends upon the condi

tion at each individual bridge. 


4. Use either handline or sounding reel supported on crane. 


See section on "Use of sounding reels" and "Else of 


handline." 


5. Choice of method (.6, .2-8, etc.) depends upon the 


conditions at the bridge. See Table 2. 
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6. Long bridges with many piers or multiple openings may 


require more than the 25 partial sections. 


7. Keep meter several feet away from piers and abutment if 


velocities are high. Estimate velocity and depth at the 


the face of the piers, write "Est. 1/2 Vel. as at 32 


feet" and "Est, depth 22.0 feet." 


8. Use care in measuring horizontal angles around piers. 


9. Use penta contact of meter for high velocities. 


Cableway measurement 


1. With few exceptions, sounding reels are used to measure 


from cableways. See section on "Use of sounding reels." 


2. Use Table B in the general instructions for choice of 


method (.6, .2-.8) for setting the meter for velocity 


readings. 


3. The car may oscillate for a short time after moving from 


one vertical to another. Wait until the oscillations 


are negligible. 


4. Always carry side-cutting pliers. If drift is caught 


and can't be released, cut the sounding line before it 


breaks to insure safety. 


5. Use the two-table method of correcting for vertical 


angles where river is swift and deep. 
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Measuring deep swift rivers. Two table method--discharge measurement 


In deep swift rivers, corrections must be made for meter 


drifting downstream and also for horizontal angles, if occurring. 


The procedure is as follows: 


1. Measure and record vertical distance from the water 


surface to the top pulley on the boom. 


2. Place bottom of sounding weight at water surface and set 


counter to read zero. 


3. Lower weight to bed of stream and read and record 


observed depth and vertical angle with weight entirely 


supported by the sounding line. 


4. To obtain vertical depth of water with aid of correction 


table: 


a. Enter Table 3 with vertical angle and distance above 


water surface (vertical length) and obtain air 


correction--and record to nearest tenth of a foot. 


b. Subtract the air correction from the observed depth 


to obtain wet-line depth--and record. 


c. Enter Table 4 with vertical angle and the wet-line 


depth computed above to obtain water correction-

and record to nearest tenth of a foot. 


d. Subtract water correction from wet-line depth to 


obtain vertical depth of water--and record. 


Note: If large horizontal angles occur, use 

Table 5 to obtain the additional degrees 

that should be added to the vertical 

angles before entering Tables 3 and 4. 
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5. Obtain 0.8 setting. 


a. Compute 0.2 of vertical depth and raise the meter 


this distance from the bottom position minus the 


distance between meter and bottom of weight. 


b. Check vertical angle and if changed by more than 


5 degrees, use step (1) or (2) below. 


(1)If vertical angle is increased lower meter 


the difference between air corrections for 


this 0.8 depth position and sounding position 


(weight at bottom of river). 


(2)If decreased the meter is raised the difference 


between air corrections for this 0.8 depth 


position and sounding position. 


c. Observe and record velocity of 0.8 depth position. 


6. Obtain 0.2 setting. 


a. Raise the meter until counter reads 0.2 of vertical 


depth plus distance between meter and bottom of 


weight. 


b. Check vertical angle and from Table 3 find correction 


by using vertical angle and the vertical length above 


water plus 0.2 of vertical depth, plus distance bottom 


of weight is below meter and lower the meter equal 


to this correction. Use to tenths of a foot. 


c. Observe and record velocity for the 0.2 depth position. 
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Table 13 -Air-correction table, giving deference, in feet, between vertical length and slant length of sevecibs, has above wooer 
suriaat fat selected vertical angles 

Vertical 
length 
(feet) 4° 8° 8° 10° 1 2° 

Vertical angle of sounding line at protractor 

14° 16° 18° 20° 22* 24° 28° 28° 30' 32° 34' 36° 

Vartifal 
length 
WK) 

10 
12 
14 
16 
18 

 0.02 0.06 
 .03 .07 
 .03 .08 
 04 . 09 
 .04 . 10 

0.10 
.12 
.14 
. 16 
. 18 

0.15 
.19 
.22 
. 25 

28 

0.22 
.27 
.31 

. 40 

0.31 
.37 
.43 
49 

. 55 

0.40 
.48 
.56 
64 

. 73 

0.51 
.82 
.72 
. 82 
. 93 

0.64 
.77 
.90 

!. 03 
I. 16 

0.79 
.94 

1.10 
1. 26 
1.41 

0.93 
1.14 
1. 32 
1.51 
1. 70 

1.13 
1.35 
I.68 
I. 80 
2.03 

1.33 
1.59 
1.86 
2. 12 
'2. 39 

1.55 
1.86 
'2.17 
2. 48 
2. 78 

1.79 
2.15 
2.51 
2. 87 
3. 23 

2.06 
2.47 
:'.89 
3. 30 
3. 71 

2.36 
2.83 
3.30 
3. 78 
4. 25 

20  
7.!  
24  
26_ 
28 

.05 
05 

.06 

. 06 

. 07 

. 11 20 

. 12 . 72 

.13 .24 

. 14 .26 

. 15 . 28 

. 31 

. 34 

.37 

.40 

.43 

45 
. 49 
.54 
.58 
. 63 

. 61 

.67 

.73 

.80 

. 86 

. 81 

. 89 

.97 
1.05 
1. 13 

I. 03 
1. 13 
1.24 
1.34 
1.44 

1.28 
1.41 
1.54 
1.67 
1.80 

1.57 
1. 73 
1.88 
2.04 
2. 20 

1.89 
2.08 
2. 27 
2.48 
2.65 

2. 25 
2. 48 
2.70 
2.93 
3. 15 

2. 65 
2. 92 
3.18 
3.45 
3. 71 

Z,. 09 
3.40 
3.71 
4.02 
4.33 

3. SK 
3. 
4.30 
4.66 
5.02 

4. 12 4. 72 
4. 54 5. 19 
4.95 5.67 
536 6. 14 
5. 77 6. 61 

to__. .07 
32_ . 08 
34. . 08 
36_ _ _ . 09 
38.... 

. 17 

. 18 

. 19 

. 20 

. 21 

. 29 

.31 

.33 

.35 

.37 

. 46 

. 49 

.52 

. 56 

. 59 

.67 

. 71 

. 76 

.80 

. 85 

.92 

.98 
1.04 
1. 10 
1. 16 

1.21 
1.29 
1.37 
1.45 
1.53 

1. 54 
1.65 
1. 75 
1.85 
1. 96 

1.93 
2.05 
2. 18 
2. 31 
2. 44 

2.36 
2.51 
2.67 
2.83 
2.98 

2.84 3.38 
3.03 3. 60 
3. 22 3.83 
3.41 4.05 
360 4. 28 

3. 98 
4. 24 
4.51 
4. 77 
5.04 

4. 64 
4.95 
5.26 
5.57 
5.88 

5. 38 
5. 73 
6.09 
6. 45 
6. al 

6. 19 
8. 60 
7.01 
7. 42 
7.84 

7.08 
7. 55 
8.03 
8. 50 
8.97 

40  . 10 
42  .10 
44._ . .......... 11 
46  . 11 
48  .12 

. 22 

.23 

. 24 

.25 

.26 

.30 

.41 

.43 

.45 

.47 

62 
.85 
.88 
.71 
.74 

.89 

.94 

.98 
1.03 
1.07 

1. 72 
1. 29 
1.35 
1.41 
1.47 

1.61 2.06 
1. 60 2. 16 
1.77 2. 26 
185 2.37 
1.93 2.47 

2.57 
2. 70 
2. 82 
2.95 
3.08 

3. 14 
3. 30 
3.46 
3.61 
3.77 

3. 79 
3. 97 
4. 16 
4.35 
4.54 

4. 50 
4. 73 
4. 95 
5.18 
5.40 

5.30 
5. 57 
5.83 
6.10 
6.36 

6. 19 
6. 50 
6. 81 
7.12 
7.43 

7.17 
7.53 
7.88 
8.24 
8.60 

8. 25 
8.66 
9.07 
9.49 
9.90 

9.44 
9.91 

10. 39 
10.86 
11.33 

50  
52._ 
54_ _ 
56  
58  

.12 

. 13 

. 13 

.14 
. 14 

.28 

. 29 

. 30 

.31 

.32 

.49 

. 51 

. 53 

.55 

.57 

.77 
80 

. 83 

.86 

.89 

1.12 
1. 16 
1. 21 
1.25 
1.30 

1.53 
1. 59 
1. 65 
1.71 
1.78 

2. 02 
2. 10 
2. 18 
2.26 
2.34 

2.57 
2. 68 
2. 78 
2.88 
2.98 

3.21 
3. 34 
3. 47 
3.59 
3.72 

3.93 
4.08 
4. 24 
4.40 
4.55 

:.73 
4. 92 
5. 11 
5.30 
5.49 

5.63 
5. 86 
6.08 
6.31 
6.33 

6.63 
6. 89 
7. 16 
7.42 
7.69 

7.74 
8.04 
8. 3.5 
8.66 
8.97 

8.96 
9. 32 
9. 68 

10.03 
10.39 

10.31 
10. 72 
11. 14 
11.55 
11.96 

11.80 
12. 214 
12. 75 
13. 72 
13.69 

00_ ........ 15 
62_  . 15 
44_ _ . 16 
66_ . 16 
68  .17 

. 33 

.34 
35 

. 36 

.37 

. 59 

.61 

. 63 

. 65 

.67 

. 93 

. 96 

. 99 
1.02 
1.05 

1. 34 
1.39 
1. 43 
1.47 
1.52 

1. 84 
1.90 
1.96 
2.02 
2.09 

2. 42 
2. 50 
2. 58 
2.66 
2.74 

3.09 
3. 19 
3. 29 
3. 40 
3.50 

3.85 
3. 98 
4. 11 
4. 24 
4.36 

4. 71 
4. 87 
5.03 
5. 18 
5.34 

5. 68 
5.87 
6. 06 
6. 25 
6.44 

6. 76 
6.98 
7. 21 
7. 43 
7.66 

7. 95 
8. 72 
8. 48 
8. 75 
9.01 

9. 28 
9. 59 
9. 90 

10. 2: 
10.52 

10. 75 
11. 11 
11.47 
11.83 
12.18 

12. 37 
12. 79 
13. 20 
13. 61 
14.02 

14. 16 
14.64 
15. 11 
15. 58 
16. OS 

70 
72 
74 
76 
78 

 .17 . 
 .18 .40 

 . 18 . 41 
 .19 .42 
 . 19 .43 

.69 

.71 

.73 

.75 

. 77 

1.08 
1.11 
1. 14 
1.17 
I. 20 

I.56 
1.61 
1.65 
1.70 
1. 74 

2.14 
2.20 
2.27 
2.33 
2.39 

2.82 
2.90 
2.98 
3.06 
3. 14 

3.60 
3.71 
3. 81 
3.91 
4. 01 

4.49 
4.62 
4.75 
4.88 
5.01 

5.50 
5.65 
5. 81 
5.97 
6. 13 

6.62 
6.81 
7.00 
7.19 
7.38 

7.88 
8.11 
8.33 
8.56 
8. 78 

9.28 
9.55 
9.81 

10.08 
10.34 

10.83 
11.14 
11.45 
11.76 
12.07 

12.54 
12.90 
13. 26 
13.62 
13.98 

14.44 
14.85 
15. 26 
15.67 
16.09 

16.52 
17.00 
17.47 
17.94 
is. 41 

80  20 . 44 
82...............20 . 45 
84_ 20 . 46 
86  .21 .47 
88  21 . 48 

.79 

. 81 

.83 

.85 

.87 

1. 23 
1.27 
1.30 
1.33 
1.36 

1. 79 
1.83 
1.88 
I.92 
1. 97 

2.45 
2.51 
2. 57 
2.63 
2.69 

3.22 
3. 30 
3.39 
3.47 
3. 55 

4. 12 
4_ 22 
4.32 
4.43 
4.53 

5. 13 
5. 26 
5.39 
5.52 
5. 65 

6.28 
6. 44 
6.60 
6.75 
6.91 

7.57 
7. 76 
7.95 
8.14 
8. 33 

0.01 
9. 23 
9.46 
9.68 
9. 91 

10.81 
10. 87 
11. 14 
11.40 
11. 67 

12. 38 
12.69 
12.99 
13.30 
13.61 

14. 33 
14.69 
15.05 
15.41 
15. 77 

16.50 
16.91 
17.32 
17.73 
18. 15 

18. 89 
19. 36 
19.83 
20.30 
20. 77 

90... . 22 .50 
92  . 22 . 51 
94_ 23 . 52 
96  23 . 53 
98_  24 .54 

. 88 

. 90 

. 92 

.94 

.98 

1.39 
I. 42 
1.45 
1.48 
1.51 

2.01 
2. 06 
2. 10 
2. 14 
2.19 

2. 75 3.63 
2. 82 3. 71 
2.88 3. 79 
294 3.87 
3.00 3.96 

4.63 
4. 73 
4. 8.4 
4.94 
5.04 

5. 78 
5. 90 
6.03 
6. 16 
6.29 

7.07 
7. 22 
7.38 
7.84 
7.70 

8. 52 
8. 71 
8. 90 
9.00 
9.27 

10. 13 
10.36 
10. 58 
10.81 
11.03 

11.93 
12. 20 
12.46 
1.1 73 
1296 

13.92 
14. 23 
14. 54 
14.86 
12.16 

16. 13 
16 48 
16.84 
17.20 
17.60 

18.56 
18.97 
19.38 
19.60 
28.21 

21.25 
21. 72 
22. 19 
42se 
2113 

100  .24 .56 98 1.64 2.23 3.06 4.03 S. 11 6.43 7.81 9.40 IL X 13.28 18.47 17.92 WO 23.61 



 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

  
  
  
  
  

  
  

  
  
  

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

                

 

 
 

     

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Table 4 -Wet-line table, giving difference, in feet, between wet-line length and vertical depth for selected vertical angles 

Wet-line Vertical angle of sounding line at protractor Wet-line 
length, in feet length, to 

4 ° 6 ° 8 ° 10 ° 12 ° 14 ° 16 ° 18 ° 20 ° 22 ° 24 ° 26 ° 28 ° 30 ° 32 ° 34 ° 36 ° kat 

I 0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.07 0. 10 0. 13 0. 16 0.20 0.25 0.30 0. 35 0.41 0. 4 7 0. 54 0.62 0. 70 
12_ . 01 .02 .04 .06 .09 . 12 . 15 .20 .24 .30 .36 . 42 .49 .57 .65 .74 .84 
14 .01 .02 .04 .07 . 10 . 14 . 18 .23 . 29 . 35 .41 . 49 .57 .66 . 76 .87 .98 
16 .01 .03 .05 .08 . 12 . 16 .20 .26 .33 . 40 . 47 . 56 . 65 . 76 . 87 .99 1. 12 
18 .01 .03 .06 .09 . 13 . 18 .23 .30 .37 . 45 .53 .63 . 73 .85 .98 1. 12 1. 26 

20 . 01 . 03 .06 . 10 . 14 .20 .26 .33 . 41 .50 . ,,9 . 70 .82 .94 1. 09 1.24 1.40 
22 .01 .04 . 07 . 11 . 16 _22 .28 .36 .45 .55 .65 77 .90 1.04 1.20 1.36 1.54 
24 . 01 . 04 . 08 12 . 17 . 24 .31 . 39 . 49 . 60 . 71 . 84 98 1. 13 1.31 1.49 1.68 
26 . 02 .04 . 08 . 13 . 19 . 25 . 33 . 43 . 53 . 64 . 77 . 91 1. 06 1.23 1.41 1.61 1. 
28 02 04 .09 . 14 .20 . 27 . 36 . 46 .57 .69 .83 .98 1. 14 1.32 1.5'2 1.74 1.95 

30 .02 .05 .10 .15 .22 .29 .38 .49 .61 .74 .89 I.05 1.22 1.4'2 1.63 1.86 2.09 
32 .02 .O5 .10 .16 .23 .31 .41 .52 .65 .79 .95 1.12 1.31 1.51 1.74 1.98 2. 23 
34 .02 .05 .11 .17 .24 .33 .44 .56 .69 .84 1.01 1.19 1.39 1.60 1.85 2.11 2.37 
36 02 .06 . 12 . 18 .26 35 . .59 . 73 .89 1.07 1.26 1.47 1.70 1.96 2. 23 2. 51 
38 .02 .06 .12 .19 .27 .37 .49 .62 .78 .94 1.12 1.33 1.55 1.79 2.07 2.36 2.65 *u

r
ns
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40 .02 .06 .13 .20 .29 .39 .51 .86 .82 .99 1.18 1.40 1.63 1.89 2.18 2.48 2.79 48 
42 .03 .07 . 13 . 21 . 30 . 41 . 54 . 69 .86 1.04 1.24 1.47 1. 71 1.98 2. '28 2. 60 2.93 42 
44._ .03 .07 . 14 .22 .32 .43 . 56 . 72 .90 1.09 1.30 I. 54 1.80 2.08 2. 39 2. 73 3.07 44 
48 _ �03 .07 . 15 .23 .33 .45 . 59 .75 .94 1. 14 1.36 1.61 1.88 2. 17 2. 50 2.85 3. 21 46 
48 .03 .08 .15 .24 .35 .47 .61 .79 .98 1.19 1.42 I.68 I.96 2.27 2.61 2.98 3.35 48 

50 
52 
54 
36 
58 

60 
62 

64.. 
66 
68 k 

i
k
k
g
 
n

ii
ii

i
 . 08 . 16 . 15 . 36 . 49 . 64 . R2 1.02 1.24 1. 48 1.75 2. 04 2. 36 2. 72 3. 10 3. 49 be 
. 08 . 17 . 26 .37 . 51 . 67 . 45 1.06 1.29 54 1. R2 2. 12 2. 45 2.83 3. 22 3. 63 52 
.09 .17 .27 .39 .53 .69 .89 1.10 I.34 1.60 1.89 2.20 2.55 2.94 3.35 3.77 54 
.09 .18 .28 .40 ..,5 .72 .92 1.14 1.39 1.66 1.96 2.8 2.64 3.05 3.47 3.91 66 
. 09 . 19 .29 . 42 . 57 . 74 .95 1. 18 1. 44 1. 72 2. 03 2. 37 2. 74 3. 16 3. 60 4. 05 IS 

.10 .19 .30 .43 .59 .77 .98 1.22 1.49 1.78 2.10 2.45 2.83 3.26 3.72 4.19 

. 10 .20 .31 .45 .61 . 79 1.02 1.28 1.54 1.84 2. 17 2. 53 2.93 3.37 3.84 4.33 

.10 .20 .32 .46 .63 .82 1.05 1.31 1.59 1.89 2.24 2.61 3.02 3.48 3.97 4.47 

.11 .21 .33 .48 .65 .84 1.08 1.35 1.64 1.95 2.31 2.69 3.12 3.59 4.09 4.61 
11 .22 .84 .49 .67 .87 1.12 1.39 1.69 2.01 2.38 2.77 3.21 3.70 4. 22 4.75 

70 .04 .11 .22 .35 .50 .69 .90 1.15 1.43 1.74 2.07 2.45 2.86 3.30 3.81 4.34 4.89 
72 04 .12 .23 .86 .52 .71 .92 1.18 1.47 1.79 2.13 2.52 2.94 3.40 3.92 4.46 5.03 
74. .04 .12 .24 .37 .53 .73 .95 1.21 1.51 1.84 2.19 2.59 3.02 3.49 4.03 4.59 a. 17 
76 06 .12 .24 .88 .5S .74 .97 1.25 1.55 1.88 2.25 2.66 3.10 3.59 4. 13 4.71 5.30 
78 .05 .12 .25 .39 .56 .76 1.00 1.28 1.59 1.93 2.31 2.73 3.18 3.68 4.24 4.84 5.44 

80 .05 . 1 3 .25 .40 .58 .78 1.02 1.31 1.63 1.98 2.37 2.80 3.26 3.78 4.35 4.96 5.56 
82 .05 . 13 . 26 . 41 . 59 .80 1. 05 1.34 1.67 2.03 2. 43 2.87 3. 35 3.87 4.46 5.08 5. 72 
84 .05 .13 .27 .42 .60 .82 1.08 1.38 1.71 2.08 2.49 2.94 3.43 3.96 4.57 5.21 5.86 
86 .05 .14 .28 .43 .62 .84 1.10 1.41 1.75 2.13 2.55 3.01 3.51 4.06 4.68 5.33 6.00 

05 .14 .28 .44 .63 .86 1.13 1.44 1.80 2.18 2.60 3.08 3.59 4.15 4.79 5.46 6.14 

90__ 05 . 14 .29 .45 .65 .88 1. 15 1.48 1.84 2.23 2.66 3. 15 3.67 4. 25 4.90 5.58 6. 28 
92_ _ 06 . 15 . 29 .46 .66 .90 1. IS 1.51 I. 88 2. 2. 72 3. 22 3. 75 4. 34 5.00 5.70 6. 42 
94_. 06 . 15 .30 . 47 .68 .92 1.20 1.54 1.92 2. 33 2. 78 3. 29 3.84 4.44 5. I I 5. 83 6. 56 
96 .06 .15 .31 .48 .69 .94 1.23 1.57 1.96 2.38 2.84 3.36 3.92 4.53 5.22 5.95 6.70 
98 .06 .16 .31 .49 .71 .96 1.25 1.61 2.00 2.43 2.90 3.43 4.00 4.63 5.33 6.08 6.84 

100 .06 . 16 .32 . 50 . 72 .98 1.28 1.64 2.04 2.48 2.96 3.50 4.08 4.72 5.44 6.20 6.98 

Table 5 -Degrees to be added to observed angles to obtain actual vertical angles 

Horizontal angle 
Observed vertical angle 

8° 12' 16° 20° 24° 28° 
coe =0.99 cos =0.98 cos =0.96 cos = 0.94 cos =0.91 cos =0.88 

8°. 0. 1 0. 2 0. 3 0. 5 0. 8 1. 0 
12°. .1 .3 .5 .8 1.1 1.5 
16°. ..1 .4 .6 1.0 1.4 2.0 
20°. .2 .4 .7 1.2 1.7 2.4 
24°. .2 .5 .8 1.4 2.0 2.8 
28°. .2 .5 1.0 1.5 2.2 3.0 
32°. .2 .6 1.0 1.6 2.4 3.3 
36". .2 .6 1.1 1.7 2.5 3.4 



7. See Figure 35 for sample computation. 


8. Complete theory and explanation of the two table method 


is given in USGS Techniques, Book 3, Chapter A8, pp. 


47-53 (8). 


Use of sounding reels 


The Watts sounding reel has a counter for obtaining depths 


which can only be reset to zero. Some U.S.G.S. sounding reels 


have depths counters and others have computing depth indicators. 


Both types can be set to any desired numeral including zero. This 


is a decided advantage since the sounding line can be tagged a 


known distance above the center of the meter cups and the counter 


set to this reading. The tags can be cloth streamers of different 


colors, for example, red at 10 foot and blue at 20 feet, etc. In 


deep swift rivers, a tag is set at the water surface and the depth 


indicator is set to read that particular depth. Then the sounding 


weight is lowered to the bottom of the river. This procedure 


essentially places the reel at the water surface which eliminates 


the air corrections in Table 3. Keeping the meter below the 


surface is also helpful during debris laden floods. 


The computing depth indicator is used in the following manner: 


1. Set the indicator to zero when the center of the meter 


cups is at the water surface. 
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2. Lower the sounding weight and meter until the weight 


touches the bottom of the river. 


3. Add to the indicator reading the distance that the bottom 


of the sounding weight is below the middle of the meter. 


This distance is the one obtained from the first column 


in Table 2, for example, .5, .55, .9 or 1.0 feet. 


4. The 0.8 depth position is set by raising the weight and 


meter until the indicator hand is over the depth mark. 


5. The 0.2 depth position is set by raising the weight and 


meter until the hand on the indicator points to two 


tenths of the depth on the main dial. 


Mean gauge height of discharge measurement 


The mean gauge height of a discharge measurement is the mean 


height of the stream during the period the measurement was made. 


Both the mean gauge height and the discharge are used in 


plotting the discharge measurement on graph paper (rating curve 


form) to establish the stage-discharge relationship, commonly 


known as the rating curve. Consequently, an accurate determination 


of the mean gauge height is as important as an accurate measure

ment of discharge. 


The computation of the mean gauge height presents no problem 


when the change in stage is small (generally less than 0.1 foot) 


because the mean may be obtained by inspection. For example, 


rivers that are slow to change in stage, such as the Kafue River 
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at Kasaka, the mean gauge height is obtained by inspection or 


by averaging the gauge heights at the beginning and end of the 


measurement. 


However, discharge measurements must also be made on flashy 


streams during floods, when the change in stage during the 


measurement may be large. The sample discharge measurement in 


Figure 31 shows a gauge height change from 3.11 feet at the 


start to 3.48 feet at the end. Since this discharge measurement 


was made over a flood crest, it is necessary to obtain intermediate 


gauge heights in order to define the stage hydrograph during the 


measurement. As previously explained, every hydrographer should 


record the time of start and finish of the discharge measurement 


and at intermediate times during the measurement. At recording 


stations, the gauge heights for these intermediate times can be 


picked off the recorder chart but at non-recording gauges, the 


gauge must be actually read or estimated from a graph based on 


gauge readings. In the sample, Figure 31, the gauge was read at 


hours 0805, 0830, 0910, 0940, and 1020, in order to define the 


stage hydrograph. 


If the change in stage is large (generally over 0.1 foot), 


the mean gauge height is obtained by weighting the gauge-heights 


rather than by inspection. 


Figure 36 shows two methods of weighting the gauge heights, 


graphical and arithmetic. In either method, a gauge height graph 


as shown on the upper left curve of the figure. 
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The arithmetic computation of the mean gauge height for the 


sample discharge measurement in Figure 31 is shown on the Form 


H108 at the bottom of Figure 36. Some of the gauge heights are 


taken from the graph because the gauge was not read at the same 


time as noted in the discharge measurement notes. For example, 


the time noted at the bottom of sheet No. 2 is hour 0900, whereas 


the gauge reading of 3.50 feet was made at hour 0910. Consequently, 


the gauge height of 3.47 feet was obtained from the graph. 


The lower part of Form H108, Figure 36, presents the shortcut 


method which eliminates multiplication of large numbers. The 


results of the computation are the same for both methods. 


The curve in the upper right of Figure 36 shows the graphical 


method for obtaining the weighted mean gauge height. A cumulative 


sum of the partial discharges is obtained for each recorded hour 


in the measurement. For example, at hour 0900 the cumulative 


sum is 40.8 cusecs. The curve is plotted as follows: 


1. The vertical gauge height scale is the same as that 


used for the gauge height graph. 


2. Establish a reasonable discharge scale on the horizontal 


axis of the graph paper slightly to the right of the 


gauge height graph. 


3. Enter the gauge height graph at the hour the discharge 


measurement was started (hour 0810 in the sample) and 


follow down to the intersection with the gauge height 


graph at A. This is the gauge height at the start of 
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the measurement. Plot a point opposite this gauge 


height on the discharge scale at B (zero discharge 


for the start). 


4. Enter at hour 0830 and follow down to C, then across 


to D (16.7 cusecs) and plot a point. Continue plotting 


until the end of the measurement is reached at hour 


1015 and discharge 81.8 cusecs. 


5. Connect the plotted points B, D, F, H and J with a 


series of straight lines. 


6. Connect the centers of the adjacent segments with 


straight lines. This is done successively until one 


final connecting line a-b is drawn, the center of which 


defines the weighted mean gauge height of 3.44 feet. 


7. If there is an odd number of segments to the gauge 


height-discharge graph, the centers of first two 


segments are connected, then the center of this 


connecting line is connected to the center of the 


third segment, etc., until all segments have been 


connected and the weighted mean gauge height is obtained. 


Channel storage correction 


If the discharge is measured at a distance from the control 


during a change in stage, the discharge passing the control 


during the measurement will not be the same as the measured 


discharge. This difference is caused by the effects of channel 


storage between the control and the measuring section. Although
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the channel storage is negligible if there is little change in 


stage, the effect may be appreciable during a large change in 


stage and a channel storage adjustment must be used to adjust the 


measured discharge. As a general rule, do not apply this adjust

ment unless the total discharge of the measurement is changed by 


3 percent or more. 


Adjustment is made for channel storage by applying to the 


measured discharge a quantity (discharge) obtained by multiplying 


the water surface area by the average rate of change in stage in 


the reach. The method of computation is as follows: 


1. Calculate or estimate, if necessary, the distance 


(length of reach) between the measuring section and the 


control. Use a map, vehicle speedometer, or pacing to 


obtain the distance in feet. 


2. Calculate the average width of the channel in the reach. 


Use a map to scale off the width or directly measure a 


few widths of channel in the field to assist in com

puting the average for the reach. 


3. If a large scale map is available, the surface area can 


be determined directly by a planimeter. 


4. Calculate the average change in stage in the reach from 


the change in stage obtained at each end of the reach. 


Use the change in gauge height for the end at the control 


and set a temporary gauge or point at the measuring 


section. This temporary point need not be elaborate but 


a tree, post, staff gauge plate, or mark on a bridge 


rail can be used. Set a mark at the start and finish 
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of the discharge measurement and the difference measured 


by a tape or rule will be the change in stage. 


5. The average rate of change in stage is the change 


computed in step 4 above divided by the elapsed time 


during the measurement. 


Figure 37 is the front sheet of a discharge measurement that 


is affected by channel storage and needs an adjustment. This 


measurement was made 0.8 mile downstream from the control and the 


sample computation follows: 


1. Length of reach is 0.8 x 5280 = 4224 feet. 


2. Average width of channel = 200 feet. 


3. The gauge height change at gauge during the measurement 


= 0.46 foot. Gauge height change at measurement site 


during the measurement 0.36 foot. 


Average change in stage = (0.4612 = 0.41 foot.
0.36)1


4. The measurement was completed in 1 hour 10 minutes 


= 70 minutes. 


5. The volume of water going into storage is 4224 x 200 


x 0.41 = 346,368 cu. ft. 


6. The elapsed time of the measurement is 70 x 60 = 4200 


seconds. 


7. The average rate of water going into storage in cusecs 


(discharge) = 346)368 _ 82,5 cusecs. 

42001
-
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Since this discharge measurement was made downstream from 


the control and the stage was rising (water going into storage), 


the 82.5 cusecs must be added to the measured discharge. What 


it means is that 82.5 cusecs of the discharge passing the control 


did not reach the measuring section but was used in raising the 


stage 0.41 foot in the reach of river between the control and the 


measuring section. On a falling stage, the water would have come 


out of storage and the measured discharge would have been larger 


than that passing the control. If this was the case, the storage 


correction of 82.5 cusecs would have to be subtracted from the 


measured discharge. 


Had the discharge measurement of Figure 37 been made upstream 


from the control and on a rising stage, the channel storage adjust

ment must be subtracted from the measured discharge, whereas on 


a falling stage, a similar adjustment must be added. Detailed 


analysis is given in USGS Techniques, Book 3, Chapter A8, pp. 


54-56 (8). This is not a difficult adjustment to understand or 


compute and every Technical Officer and hydrographer should know 


its application. Draw a sketch to help to visualize how the water 


is going into or coming out of storage. 


Time of travel adjustment 


It is possible to adjust the mean gauge height of a discharge 


measurement for the travel time of a flood wave between the control 


and the measuring section. The time of travel of a flood wave 
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is assumed as 1.3 times the mean velocity for the discharge 


measurement. 


It is necessary to calculate the distance between the con

trol and the measuring section. The time of travel of the flood 


wave is the length of reach divided by product of 1.3 and the 


mean velocity of the measurement. 


This time adjustment is added or subtracted from the recorded 


times on the measurement notes as follows: 


1. The time of travel adjustment is subtracted from the 


observed time at the gauge if the measurement is made 


either below the gauge on a rising stage or above the 


gauge on a falling stage. 


2. The time-of -travel adjustment is added to the observed 


time at the gauge if the measurement is made either 


below the gauge on a falling stage or above the gauge 


on a rising stage. 


3. The sample computation from Figure 37 is as follows: 


Velocity of a flood wave = 1.3 x mean velocity 


L = Length of reach = 0.8 x 52801
4224 feet. 


V = 4.06 feet per second (Mean velocity of the discharge 

measurement) 


Time of travel = 422511
= 4224 = 800 seconds 

5.28 


800 sec = 13 minutes time adjustment 

60 


1.3 x 4.061
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This measurement was made below the gauge on a rising stage and 


the 13 minute time adjustment must be subtracted from the time 


at the gauge. This means that a graph of gauge heights must be 


plotted and the gauge heights for the adjusted times must be 


picked from the graph. Figure 37 shows a copy of the front sheet 


and graph of gauge heights that are used in the computations. 


Either the channel storage method or the time-of-travel 


method is used, although generally the channel storage correction 


will give the most accurate results. 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE 


PREPARATION OF GAUGING STATION RECORDS 


INIRODUCTION 


These instructions pertain to the preparation of streamflow 


records either in the Lusaka office or in any regional or provin

cial office of the Hydrological Branch. The instructions, which 


are divided into three general sections, 1) Basic Field Data, 


2) Ratings, and 3) Discharge Computations, have been written to 


provide consistent, logical, and scientific methods for conversion 


of basic surface water basic data to accurate and usable data. 


Examples have been provided to illustrate the explanations 


in the text. Alternate methods and ideas are occasionally pro

vided because the outdoor laboratory of stream gauging is notorious 


for the variety of conditions. 


Basic data (see "Definitions" section) must be properly 


identified in both time and place, otherwise they lose value. 


In the proper interpretation, basic data includes gauging station 


records, both stage (water level) and discharge, partial records, 


such as low flow or high flow, and miscellaneous discharge 


measurements. 


Since the instructions concerning the collection of surface 


water basic data are in the section "Instructions for the Field 


Collection of Surface Water Basic Data," it is assumed that field 


data and notes are available for the station data analysis and 
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have been collected by the recommended methods. Quite often the 


hydrologist must use greater ingenuity and understanding in 


analyzing meager and poor field data than with those rated 


excellent. 


The methods of filing the data processed in the office are 

contained in this section although an explanation of a workable 

and efficient office filing system is outlined in the section 

"Office Filing System for Surface Water Basic Data and Records." 

All professional and technical personnel should be aware of the 

importance of systematic recording and filing of the basic data 

and records. 

ANALYSIS OF STREAMFLOW RECORDS 

General 


The necessity for writing and recording clearcut and con

sistent analyses of all basic streamflow records must be empha

sized and a detailed discussion follows. 


The written gauging station analysis contains a description 


of all the factors that determine the manner in which the record 


was computed as well as the reason for any procedure that was 


followed. The analysis is analogous to the scientific report a 


consultant would submit concerning an investigation of a proposed 


scheme or project. 


It is absolutely necessary to carefully prepare the written 


analysis of streamflow basic data in a uniform format for each 
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station year of record for two reasons: 1) Preparation of a 


written analysis in a prescribed format requires the hydrologist 


to sort out the basic data in a scientific and orderly manner. 


It helps him to remember all pertinent information and not fall 


into careless and slovenly habits of thought, and 2) it presents 


in a chronological sequence the basic data, procedures, and 


reasons concerning the station records in a way that can be 


reviewed, understood, and checked for both the current and past 


years. 


The analyses for Kafue River at Kasaka for water years 1967 


and 1968, pp. 164-167, have been written to show a practical 


application of the instructions to the records for a discharge 


station. The analysis for a stage station, which is illustrated on 


pp.168,169, will be shorter, because the Rating and Discharge 


paragraphs are unnecessary, and for some stage stations, the 


Remarks paragraph is also eliminated. 


Since the caliber of station records depends upon consistently 


complete analyses, it is recommended that the following arrange

ment and description of methods be used for all reports that 


contain analyses of station records. These instructions should 


be used as a guide although many details will change because 


of the unlimited variety of the streamflow characteristics of 


natural channels. 
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Contents and description of the station analysis 


Equipment 


A short statement of the type of installation should be 


given such as "Water-stage recorder with integral float-tape 


gauge in standard half-length metal shelter over a 24-in. 


corrugated metal pipe in well on right bank," or "Staff gauge 


fastened to tree on left bank." In the second sentence, describe 


the various types of gauges available such as "Inside and outside 


staff gauges available for reference," or "Tape-and-weight gauge 


and type A wire-weight gauge available for reference." Describe 


the type and location of structure available for high-water 


measurements. Give the type of artificial control following this 


statement if one exists. Report any major changes in equipment 


that have a bearing on the accuracy of the records, such as a 


recorder replacing a staff gauge or a new cableway erected to 


provide a better measuring section, together with the date on 


which the change took place. If no change in equipment was made 


during the year, it will be sufficient to say, "No change." 


Repairs that do not affect the gauge-height record or stage-


discharge relation, such as painting, replacing walkways, repair

ing doors, etc., need not be mentioned in the station analysis. 
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Gauge- height Record 


Under this heading give the type of water-stage recorder 


and its gauge-height ratio. Identify the base reference gauge. 


Discuss the continuity, reliability, and accuracy of the gauge-


height record. If the gauge-heights for certain periods are 


determined from a graph based on gauge readings or are estimated 


or interpolated, so indicate. List all periods of missing record 


with a brief explanation. If large instrumental errors of time 


or gauge height affected the record, they should be briefly 


discussed. 


Datum Corrections 


Prepare a summary statement regarding the levels run during 


the year, giving the date of the levels, the reference marks to 


which the levels are referred, and the magnitude of the errors 


found in the setting of the gauges. Then give the hydrologist's 


conclusions, stating whether or not any changes in the gauge 


were necessary or made and the reasons for them. Also prepare 


a similar statement for levels run before or after the water year, 


if they are used in connection with the datum corrections for the 


year in question. If no corrections were necessary, so state 


with the reason. Following are some examples of level check 


statements: 
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Levels of 20th October, 1965, by C. R. Brickhill from B.M. 


No. 1 (elev. 23.84 ft., gauge datum) found B.M. No. 2 at 


elevation 25.43 ft. gauge datum and the new staff gauge 


as follows: 


Section 8-211
0.005 ft. low (reads 0.005 ft. high) 


Section 20-331
0.005 ft. low (reads 0.005 ft. high) 


These sections were established on 15th October, 1965, and 


no changes made to the gauge at time of levels. Water 


level found at 13.44 ft. at hour 1120 by level and the 


gauge read 13.45 ft. at water level at same time. 


No levels run during year. Gauge heights, referred to 


outside staff gauge, were used as recorded. 


Rating 


This part of the analysis should begin with a paragraph that 


describes the channel conditions affecting the rating and should 


be in sufficient detail to orient a person who is unfamiliar 


with the station. This statement is reviewed each year and 


revised to fit current conditions. Include the following items 


and describe their effect on the rating: 


1. Channel width and bed material. 


2. Distances upstream and downstream to curves in channel 


or other pertinent features. 


3. Location and type of material of control. 


4. Height of channel banks, type of vegetation on banks, and 


their relation to overflow during periods of flood flow. 
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5. Any condition or feature that may cause abnormal 


fluctuation in discharge. 


In the remainder of this section include a discussion of 


the following: 


1. Number and type of discharge measurements and obser

vations of no flow. 


2. Thend of plotting of measurements with respect to 


rating curve. 


3. Reasons for changing ratings. 


4. Basis for development and accuracy of ratings. 


5. Periods of use and identification of ratings. 


6. Reliability of measurements and reasons for weighting 


or disregarding any. 


Discharge 


This section of the analysis discusses the methods used to 


compute discharges. Explain the distribution of shifts with 


special emphasis on unusual procedures or diagrams used. Discuss 


the determination of discharge for periods of doubtful, fragmen

tary, or missing gauge-height record, backwater, or other special 


conditions. Refer to hydrographic comparisons and any special 


devices or methods used in the determination. 
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Remarks 


The first statement in this section pertains to the accuracy 


rating of the daily discharges. "Excellent" indicates that, in 


general, the error in the daily records is believed to be less 


than 5 percent; "good," less than ten percent; "fair," less than 


15 percent; and "poor," probably more than 15 percent. These 


accuracy ratings do not refer to stage stations. Under some 


conditions the accuracy of the computed discharge may be question

able and of doubtful or of low quality. If this is the case 


periods of no gauge-height record, high water, low water, back

water, shifting control, or other unusual conditions are often 


given a lower accuracy rating than those computed directly from 


a well defined segment of the rating curve. Usually this section 


includes the statements that are in the "Remarks" paragraph of 


the manuscript and station description. Information included 


is as follows: 


1. Amount and type of diversions for irrigation above 


the station. 


2. Upstream reservoirs that affect the record, including 


month and year of establishment if there has been any 


change subsequent to the start of the record. 


3. Flow which bypasses station. 


4. Supplemental records pertinent to the station. 


5. Credit to another agency which furnishes a portion 


of the data. 
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6. Any other condition or fact pertinent to the record. 


Signature and Date 


Following the "Remarks" paragraph and on separate lines, 


show the name of the hydrologist writing the analysis and the 


date of its completion. If more than one hydrologist worked on 


the analysis, the name of each concerned is to be shown. (This 


also refers to the hydrologist that checks the analysis). 


Summary 


The Station Analysis is the only permanent record of the 


methods used in computing the record. It is rewritten each year 


and consists of six principal parts: 


1. Equipment.--A brief description of the station and 


its equipment. 


2. Gauge-height record.--A discussion of the continuity 


and accuracy of the gauge-height record. 


3. Datum corrections.--A discussion of any levels run 


during the year and resulting datum corrections. 


4. Rating.--A brief discussion of channel and control 


conditions at the gauge followed by a discussion of 


the reasoning in determining the rating curves and 


tables used during the year. 


5. Discharge.--A discussion of how discharge was determined 


during periods when the stage-discharge relation is 


affected by unusual conditions. 
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6. Remarks.--Make a statement in regard to the general 


accuracy of the records; include reference to any 


regulation, diversions, bypass flow, or supplemental 


records pertinent to the record. 


The hydrologist who writes and checks the analysis 


affixes his name and the date at the bottom of the analysis. It 


should be remembered that a comprehensive station analysis can 


eliminate the need for a large amount of re-analysis in future 


years. 


PREPARATION OF BASIC FIELD DATA 


General 


Many new field forms for the recording of streamflow data 


have been designed, printed, and placed in use. The reasons for 


the new forms are: 


1. New methods of computation required different layout 


of forms. 


2. Looseleaf forms are necessary for efficient filing 


and retrieval of basic data. Formerly the original 


notes were recorded in bound notebooks and copied at 


least twice. The original notes could not be found 


and used for study and examination during analysis. 


3. The accumulation of basic field data year after year 


requires more compact filing. Use of 5" x 8" form 


size greatly reduces the space requirement. 
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4. The original notes must be filed by gauging station 


for ease in use in analyses. The size of the form 


should conform to available file size, i.e., 5" x 8". 


5. The new forms are made for a small notebook and 


designed for a one man use in the field. 


6. The smaller size forms are efficient and easy to use 


in the office. They take up only a fraction of the 


space on the desk as compared to the foolscap size 


sheet. 


The observer's gauge height (water level) book has not been 


redesigned although it is bulky and inefficient. However, a 


suggested size is 10" x 8", which can be folded and filed in a 


5" x 8" drawer. This problem should be examined critically in 


the future. 


Check-in of incoming field data 


All incoming field data must be promptly checked in by the 


designated officer. The record book should give a visual daily 


check of all gauge readings, recorder charts, level notes, dis

charge measurements and miscellaneous field notes. Figure 38, 


which is shown at 1/2 scale, illustrates an excellent type of 


'record book. The time sequence of all the data or lack of data 


can be seen at a glance since the actual size sheet is 11" x 21". 


The review of the incoming field data is necessary to prevent 


regression in field work by both gauge readers and hydrographers. 
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Constant supervision is a must since the accuracy of the discharge 


and stage records is dependent upon all the basic field data 


collection system. One serious fault which appears on both the 


old and new forms is the wasteful use of space at the top by an 


enlarged and widely spaced title. The form is for utilitarian 


use and much needed space has been wasted. This should be 


rectified at the next printing of forms. 


The following procedure for dealing with incoming streamflow 


basic data has been initiated in the Lusaka office of the 


Hydrological Branch: 


1. All incoming field data will be sent to the officer-in

charge of the computing section, irrespective of whether 


the data is sent by mail or brought in by hand. This 


data includes observer's gauge height records, recorder 


charts, discharge measurements, level notes, miscellane

ous field notes, station descriptions and maps. This 


officer will have general responsibility for seeing 


the data is dealt with in an efficient and orderly 


manner. 


2. The officer-in-charge will see that incoming data is 


correctly labelled and dated. He will mark the gauge 


height records, discharge measurements and level notes 


coming from regular stations on the bar charts. If 


data is consistently sent in with an incomplete or 
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incorrect station name, he will bring it to the 


attention of the appropriate observer or field 


officer. 


3. All basic data will then be sent to the Senior Hydro

logical Engineer who will inspect and pass it back to 


the officer-in-charge. 


4. The officer-in-charge will then send the level notes, 


miscellaneous field notes, station descriptions, etc., 


to the hydrologist-in-charge for checking. After 


checking, these will be returned and filed in the 


appropriate 5" x 8" drawer or as otherwise indicated 


by the hydrologist, who will raise any queries with 


the field staff concerned. 


5. The officer-in-charge of the computing section will 


also send all discharge measurements to the hydrologist-


in-charge for preliminary checking; however, when these are 


returned to him, he will be responsible for seeing 


that the current meter rating was applied correctly 


and the arithmetic checked by automatic data processing. 


He will mark the results of computer check on the 


measurement notes, number the measurement notes, and 


enter the measurement data on the current Form H110 


for the station (Figure 48). Preparation of this form 


is given on p.168. Finally he will see that the measure-


ment is filed in the appropriate 5" x 8" drawer. 
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6. The officer will plot each discharge measurement on 


the copy of the rating curve sheet bound in the rating 


curve binder. He will see if the measurement plot 


appears satisfactory, but if there is any question, 


he will notify the hydrologist. 


7. The officer-in-charge of the computing section examines 


the gauge height record for periods of no or doubtful 


record and will contact the appropriate field staff, 


if necessary. He will see that all recorder charts are 


dated. He now turns the gauge height record over to a 


computing section clerk for processing and filing. 


8. Note that there is no division of work by catchment 


and all computing section staff must cooperate to see 


that the work load is efficiently done. It is the 


responsibility of the officer-in-charge of the com

puting section to delegate the work to those under his 


supervision and all requests for data by other employees 


should be routed through the officer-in-charge. 


Filing system for field data 


The new forms for field use, H100, H101, H102, H107 and H108 


are 5" x 8" and can be filed conveniently in a 5" x 8" card file. 


Form H109 is a larger discharge measurement form which is used 


when vertical angles are part of the computation of the discharge 


measurement. It is 10" x 8" and is folded once and filed along 
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with the other 5" x 8" forms. These basic data should be filed 


alphabetically by gauging station name. 


A file card protruding 1/2 inch above the 5" x 8" data forms 


contains the station name and separates the data by station. It 


is suggested that these separator cards be a distinctive color. 


Each station file contains discharge measurement notes, level 


notes, and miscellaneous notes. These should be segregated and 


a file card used to label and separate each category of notes. 


Finally, these basic data files must be separated into cur

rent and back data files which are identical in design. The basic 


data is moved from the current to the back data file upon com

pletion of the analysis and computation of the yearly records. 


The files for the stage stations (water level) will contain 


only the level notes and the miscellaneous notes, otherwise they 


are similar to the discharge stations. 


The reasons for recommending this system of filing are given 


in the section on "Filing System." 


PREPARATION OF GAUGE HEIGHT (WATER LEVEL) RECORD 


General 


anual 


gauge or water-stage recorder, must be processed by a careful and 


systematic method. To insure that errors are not overlooked and 


the accuracy of the final records is understood, the prescribed 


procedure of computing gauge heights must be followed for every 


station for every year. 


Every gauge height (water level) record, whether from1
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All gauge height records received in the office are checked 


in according to the procedure described in the preceding section. 


Periods of no or doubtful record have been determined and the 


field staff alerted to the trouble. 


Although there is a basic similarity in the method of pro

cessing the observers' record and the water-stage recorder charts, 


the instructions are separated for simplicity and clarity. Follow 


the Progress Report Form, Figures 39 and 40, for all station 


analyses. Sign all computations and all checking, and Be Proud 


of Your Work. Rubber stamps can be designed and used to advantage 


to denote computation, checking, listing, and dates. 


Non-recording (manual) gauge-height record 


The following three steps in preparation of the gauge height 


record will be presently done on a current basis as a part of the 


"check-in" procedure: 


1. Enter in the observer's gauge height record sheet all 


hydrographer's gauge readings from discharge measure

ments or miscellaneous notes. The hydrographer should 


have made these entries at the time of his visit but 


check to see if everything has been entered. 


2. Compute the daily mean gauge height by averaging all the 


readings including those made by the hydrographer and 


record in the appropriate column on the record sheet. 
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Never erase, obscure or obliterate any observer's 


or hydrographer's entries. 


3. If any errors are found, bring it to the attention of 


the officer-in-charge of the computation section. 


The following procedure is done as a part of the station 


analysis for both stage (water level) and discharge stations: 


4. Attach a copy of the STATION PROGRESS REPORT, Figures 


39 and 40, to the brown envelop that is used for the 


station computation file. 


5. Collect the current station file (see Filing Section), 


level and miscellaneous notes from the previous and 


current year together with the next year's notes (if 


available), discharge measurements, and the gauge 


height record. 


6. Wherever possible, estimate periods of missing gauge 


readings on the basis of records for nearby stations, 


rainfall records, high water marks, miscellaneous 


notes, and the shape of the recession curve or flood 


hydrograph. If no estimates can be made, label them 


as periods of no gauge height record. For discharge 


stations, the daily mean discharges will be computed 


for the no gauge height record during the final 


comparison of the hydrographs. 
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7. Plot a graph of gauge heights for all periods of rapidly 


changing stage. Use all gauge readings. Follow the 


example given in Figures 41 and 42. Examine rainfall 


records, other recorder charts, previous year's record, 


etc., as a help in determining the shape of the graph. 


To save work, understand that rivers that are slow to 


change need not be considered; example is the middle 


and lower reaches of the Kafue River. In general, the 


reasons for using the plotted graph are: 


a. Stage station.--The gauge height graph is necessary 


at stage stations because it provides a more accu

rate daily mean gauge height and peak stage than is 


obtained1
from averaging the observer's readings 


and using the maximum gauge reading as the peak 


of the rise. If a crest-stage gauge is installed, 


the maximum recorded gauge height should be plotted 


and used in the graph construction. 


b. Discharge station.--In addition to the reasons given 


under the "Stage Station," the graph is necessary 


for the discharge station because it provides a 


means for integrating the discharge for each day. 


The integration is performed by averaging the 


discharge for intervals of the day. Every graph 


must be checked and both the computer and checker 


must place his signature on the graph and the date 


of completion. 
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8. Subdivide the gauge heights for discharge stations as 


shown in Figures 41 and 42. 


9. Compute the daily mean gauge height from the plotted 


gauge height graph by either graphical or arithmetical 


methods for stage stations. The graphical method is 


recommended because it is both fast and accurate to 


use. The explanation and illustration of the method 


is in Figure 43. 


10. List the extremes on Form 114. Follow the example in 


Table 6. 


11. Attach the graph to the observer's gauge height record 


sheet. It becomes a part of the permanent basic gauge 


height record. 


12. Enter all daily mean gauge heights obtained from the 


graph in the appropriate column of the observer's 


gauge height record and place a "g" (for graph) beside 


the number; an example is shown in Figure 44. 


13. Write the "Gauge height" paragraph of the Analysis. 


14. Compute the datum corrections and enter on Form H113. 


See Figure 45. 


15. Enter datum corrections on the observer gauge height 


record sheets and apply to the computed daily mean 


gauge heights to obtain the correct daily mean gauge 


heights. 
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16. Write the "Datum Correction" paragraph of the Analysis. 


Water-stage recorder 


Preparation of recorder charts is usually more complicated 


than preparation of observer's readings because the pen trace 


may need both time and gauge height corrections. The instructions 


in this section will not refer to records from a digital recorder. 


The preliminary check-in has been done and includes identity of 


no or doubtful records (clock stoppage, plugged intake, etc.) 


and the dating of all the days. The following written procedure 


is recommended although the charts in Figures 46 and 47 will 


provide the best explanation to the preparation of the daily mean 


gauge heights from the water-stage recorder charts. Although 


recorders are both strip chart and drum, in general, the prepara

tion as follows is similar for both types: 


Follow illustrations carefully at all steps 


1. Determine if all hydrographer's gauge readings and notes 


are on the chart. Enter those that have been missed. 


2. Compute and apply all time corrections and denote days 


by vertical marks at hour 2400. 


3. Check all dates on the charts. 


4. Place gauge height scale on chart. 


5. Compute gauge height (pen) corrections and distribute. 


See Figures 46 and 47. 
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6. Compute daily mean gauge heights for days of rapid 


change-in-stage by the method recommended in step 8 


under the "Non-recording gauge height record" and 


illustrated in Figures 46 and 47. For days of little 


or no change in stage, the daily mean can be obtained 


by observation or by use of the plastic straight edge 


described in Figure 43. Enter the daily mean gauge 


heights directly on the chart. See example, Figures 46 


and 47. 


Carefully examine the chart for faint signs of pen 


or pencil trace during periods of intermittent recorder 


record. Fill in between the faint marks with pencil 


dashes, but never draw over any trace however faint, 


because these are basic data and must be preserved. 


In filling in periods, make use of rainfall records, 


records from nearby stations, observer's gauge readings 


and notes, recession curve, and the shape of the flood 


hydrograph. After the trace has been estimated, the 


daily mean gauge heights are computed by the same 


method as for complete recorder record. The periods 


of no gauge height record will be noted and for dis

charge stations, the daily mean discharge will be com

puted at a later time directly on the hydrograph when 


the final comparisons are made. At a clock stoppage, 


the recorder trace shows the range in stage during the 
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period stopped. If rain occurred, this range may not be 


the maximum and minimum daily mean gauge heights. 


7. Attach a copy of the STATION PROGRESS REPORT, (Figures 


39 and 40) to the brown envelope that is used as the 


station computation file. 


8. Collect the current station file (see Filing Section) 


level and miscellaneous notes from the previous and 


current year, together with those from the next year 


(if available), discharge measurements, and the recorder 


chart and observer's readings. 


9. Write the "gauge height" paragraph of the Analysis. 


10. Compute the datum corrections and enter them on Form H113. 


See Figure 45. 


11. Enter datum corrections on recorder chart and apply to 


daily mean gauge heights and gauge heights for intervals 


of the day. If the datum corrections are to be applied 


by the computer, they need not be used to compute the 


correct mean gauge heights on the chart. However, this 


should be clearly stated on the chart and the corrections 


entered on the chart since this will prevent mistakes in 


the future. 


12. List the extremes on Form H114. Follow example in Table 6, 


13. Write the "Datum corrections" paragraph of the Analysis. 
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Listing and preparation of record of daily mean gauge heights 


If the automatic data processing is to be used, the daily 


mean gauge heights are punched directly from the values notes on 


the observer's record sheets or the recorder charts for stage 


station. At discharge stations where some days are integrated, 


the gauge heights punched will be the daily means, or for sub

divided days, the gauge heights for intervals of a day. Instruc

tions regarding punching will be given in the automatic data 


processing instructions. For manual computation of discharge, 


the gauge heights are listed on the discharge computation form, 


Figures 69 and 70. 


For stage stations, the computation of the daily mean gauge 


heights completes the record and the "Remarks" paragraph of the 


Analysis is written at this time. For manual computation, the 


daily mean gauge heights are listed by the hydrological year in 


monthly columns and the monthly and yearly values of mean gauge 


height and maximum and minimum gauge heights are computed. The 


gauge heights, including the monthly and yearly computations, 


are carried to hundredths of a metre in the metric units. In 


both systems, there should be an option to use thousandths if 


future gauging stations warrant this refinement. 
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RATING 


General 


The continuous or daily records of discharge at gauging 


stations are computed from records of stage (water level) and 


the discharge rating for the channel. The simple discharge 


rating defines the relationship between the stage and the dis

charge of the stream. The rating at some gauging stations may 


be a more complex relationship between stage, slope, discharge 


and other variables. The rating may also take the form of the 


basic weir formula, Q = Clh 3/2, where the gauging station 


control is a designed weir or dam. 


The discharge ra-ings are usually determined from the 


measurements of discharge and stage at the gauging station. The 


discharge measurements are usually made by the current meter but 


since other methods can be used, a review of the section on 


Discharge Measurements is recommended. Although weirs may be 


installed as controls, it is emphasized that these should be 


ITrated" in the field by discharge measurements (not necessarily 


by current meter at all stages). Theoretical ratings of weirs 


can give deceptive results because of differing physical conditions 


at each weir site and they should be checked in the field or by 


a model study. 


The majority of discharge ratings in Zambia will consist of 


simple relations between the stage and discharge and these 
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instructions concerning the rating curve will be confined to this 


type of stage-discharge relation. References will be made to 


more complete texts and instructions concerning the complex 


ratings. 


Upon completion of the rating, the RATING paragraph of the 


Analysis is written. 


Control 


The relationship of stage to discharge is determined or 


controlled by the physical characteristics of the river channel 


and overflow area at and downstream from the gauging station. 


The combination of all these physical features is known as the 


CONTROL of the station. The features that constitute the control 


at low water are most often not the control at medium or high 


water. Very likely the control changes to a downstream location 


as the discharge increases from low to high flow. Knowledge of 


the control conditions is important in understanding the stage-


discharge relation of the gauge station because the shape and 


curvature of the rating curve varies as the control changes with 


the increase in discharge. It is also necessary to understand 


the stability of the control. Shifts may occur because of the 


collection of debris, change in velocity of approach, scour or 


fill of sand, gravel and boulders, and the change of submergence. 


Deposition or removal of sand between the boulders or crevices in 


rock ledges may show up as shifts in the stage-discharge relation. 
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The interpretation of the discharge measurements relative to the 


rating curve requires judgment gained by experience and an 


understanding of the physical properties of the station control. 


Refer to Water Supply Paper 888, pp. 109-130 (7), Surface Water 


Techniques, Book 1, Chapter 12 (1), and Streamflow, Grover and 


Harrington, pp. 267-280 (5). 


Preparation of rating 


Listing of discharge measurements, Form H110 


The discharge measurements are numbered and listed currently 


on Form H110 during the field data check-in procedure, step 5, 


p. 98. Every discharge measurement should be numbered and listed 


regardless of accuracy or whether the measurement has been used 


or discarded. This includes indirect measurements. These forms 


should then be filed in the current station file. The listing 


of discharge measurements on all Forms H110 should follow a 


definite rule because consistency in routine jobs results in 


efficiency and accuracy. The following methods (Figures 48-51 


are examples) should be used in listing on Form H110; 


1. Check all listed data prior to plot on the rating curve 


sheet, Form H116. 


2. Sign for listing and checking on the Form H110. 


3. Use a new form or forms for each hydrological year 


and list all the discharge measurements made at the 


station during the year. Include the last measurement 
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of the preceding year and all the measurements in the 


succeeding year that are used in the analysis. Also 


list any other measurements from past years if they 


are used in the analysis. Quite often this includes 


the highest discharge measurements made at the station. 


4. Leave a blank line between calendar years and insert 


the year in that line. 


5. Although this was not done in the example, Figure 48, 


leave a blank line between the hydrological years, 


as a help. 


6. Fill in all columns completely (except the shift 


adjustment and percent difference column that will 


be completed as the rating table is completed. 


7. Give the actual measured discharge. If the discharge 


has been adjusted for channel storage or other reasons, 


insert the adjusted discharge figure followed by an 


asterisk above the measured discharge figure and use 


a footnote at the bottom of the form to explain the 


adjustment. The adjustment computations should always 


be attached to the discharge measurement notes because 


they become a part of the basic notes. 


8. Add all pertinent notes in the Remarks column and use 


an extra line if the column is too small. The notes 


should include changes in datum, use of a temporary 


gauge, special measuring conditions, debris on control, 


depths obtained indirectly (cross-section), etc. 
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9. The Method means .6, .2-.8, surface, etc. 


10. The gauge height change and time should be such that 


the rate of change of stage can be computed. The gauge 


height change and time should be for the exact time of 


making the discharge measurement. Time can be used to 


tenths of an hour for convenience. If long delays 


occur during the measurement because of meter trouble, 


etc., indicate the time and gauge height change for 


each period of measuring. Short delays can generally 


be ignored. 


11. The checked Forms H110 should be inked or typed carbon 


back so that copies can be printed. 


12. The original Form H110 should be filed in the current 


station file but removed to the back data file after 


the next year's records have been analyzed and computed. 


One copy should be placed in the field station file and 


kept current by the hydrographer--each discharge measure

ment is listed after it has been made and computed in 


the field. 


Preparing the rating curve sheet, Form H116 or logarithmic form 


The stage-discharge relation at a discharge gauging station 


is generally developed from a graphical analysis of the plot of 


discharge measurements on rectangular or logarithmic graph paper. 


At gauging stations with a dam, weir or flume control, the 
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stage-discharge relation may be developed theoretically but in 


all such cases the rating should be checked in the field. 


Theoretical ratings will not be considered in these instructions 


because many excellent references are available on the subject. 


The stage-discharge relation takes two forms of expression: 


1) graphical, Form H116 or equivalent, rating curve that is used 


in the development of the stage-discharge relation, and 2) 


numerical, Form H112 rating table that is used for computation 


of discharge. The rating curve is considered in this section. 


The rectangular-coordinate graph paper, Form H116, is 


recommended for most of the rating curves at present in Zambia 


because: 


1. It is easily understood by both technicians and laymen. 


2. The pattern of low water shifts with time is more easily 


seen on a rectangular graph. 


3. The point of zero flow can be plotted directly on the 


graph. 


The following definite advantages to the use of log-paper 


are listed for comparison: 


1. The range-in-stage for which different controls are 


effective can be identified. 


2. Averaging discharge measurements is easy because the 


percent deviation scaled off on the graph paper is the 


same throughout the range of discharge. 


3. The general shape of the rating curve is more easily 


defined. 
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The preparation of the rating curve sheet, Form H116, is an 


important step in the analysis of the gauging station records. 


It must be complete, accurate, and perfectly clear in all 


respects. Follow Figure 52 carefully in the preparation of 


Form H116. Specific recommendations in the construction are: 


1. Always use the vertical axis for the gauge height scale 


and the horizontal axis for the discharge scale. 


2. Choose both scales so that the user of the curve may 


determine the coordinates with a minimum of time and 


effort. Avoid using scales containing 3 or 8 or their 


multiples by 10, etc. Scales of 4 or its multiples of 


10, etc., may be used but it is better to use 1, 2, 


2.5, 5, 10, or their multiples of 0.1, 10, etc., for 


each inch of scale (or similar metric scale) for both 


gauge height and discharge. 


3. It is desirable to have one main curve and a medium and 


low water expanded curve. See Figure 52. A station 


that has a small range in stage and discharge may only 


require a single curve. Remember this is a work sheet 


and ease of plotting and interpretation, together with 


accuracy in use, should always be considered. The 


expanded curves are used because it increases accuracy 


for those particular ranges expanded, and in addition, 


more space is provided for the measurement plot. 
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Generally, provision should be made for the plot of 


zero flow on the low-water scale. 


4. Mark each curve as low-water curve, medium-water curve, 


and high-water curve. 


5. Place the numerals of the gauge height and discharge 


scales both inside and outside the margin of the graph 


paper in a way to avoid confusion. See Figure 52. 


6. Indicate the plotted discharge measurement point by a 


small open circle about 1/8" in diameter. Use a template 


or drop bow pen. Draw a fairly thin guide line using a 


2 or 3 mm. rapidograph pen and print the measurement 


number horizontally at the end of the line. Keep the 


guide line length uniform at about 1 inch long. Run 


the guide lines to the edge of the circle, not into 


the circle. It is good practice to draw all the guide 


lines at a 45° slope with the axes of the graph paper. 


Some exceptions may arise on a rating curve sheet that 


has been used a number of years. 


7. If the slope or rate of change in stage, etc., is used, 


enter this figure for the measurement along the dis

charge measurement guide line. 


8. Indicate the number and the exact period of use of each 


rating curve on the sheet and run a guide line from 


these to every curve on the sheet for identification. 


Keep all lettering horizontal. See Figure 52. 
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9. If velocity and area curves are used, they can probably 


be plotted on the right side of the sheet. If there is 


no room on the rating curve sheet, use a separate graph 


paper. 


10. Fill in the complete name of the gauging station. 


Complete all marginal notes and enter the number of 


all discharge measurements plotted on the sheet. 


Indicate each year during which one or more measurements 


have been plotted on the curve sheet. Indicate the 


maximum and minimum gauge heights. Always sign for 


plotting and checking the discharge measurements for 


all years indicated. See Figure 52. 


11. In the construction of a new rating curve for stations 


with past analyzed records, the current year's measure

ments may not be sufficient. For example, the high-flow 


stage-discharge relation generally remains more stable 


than the lower relationship and on flashy streams, the 


peak flows may not have been measured each year. There

fore, it is wise to use the previous high-stage discharge 


measurements and if no better high-water curve can be 


defined, incorporate the last high-water curve into the 


new low and medium-water curve; otherwise the only high-


water rating curve and table become lost through neglect. 


Usually the older high-water measurements have been 


plotted on the curve sheet but if an entirely new sheet 
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is prepared, replot the previous high-water measurements 


and print a note similar to the following on the rating 


curve sheet: 


"Note. All discharge measurements above 

20,000 cusecs (or cumecs) are plotted." 


12. Draw the rating curve for the preceding year on every 


newly prepared curve sheet. 


13. Plot discharge measurements which have been made after 


the current year if they are used in defining the current 


rating curve. 


Drawing the rating curve 


Although all rating curves are considered as averages of the 


discharge measurements, the question always arises as to what 


measurements should be used to define the rating. Discharge 


measurements are subject to errors and if they are all made 


under exactly the same control conditions, they will plot either 


plus or minus from the true rating curve. Change in the stage-


discharge relation occurs at most stations with natural controls. 


Artificial controls are usually more stable although the rating 


can also change owing to the collection of debris, variations in 


the approach velocity, and changes in the surface of the control. 


A study of each discharge measurement is necessary to 


determine which ones were made under similar control conditions. 


If the control is stable and the discharge measurements plot 


within an acceptable percentage of the latest rating curve, 
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that curve will remain in use. A new rating curve will be drawn 


only when there is positive proof from the plot of additional 


measurements that a change has occurred in the stage-discharge 


relation. However, if one or more measurements plot off the 


current curve but more recent ones again plot within an acceptable 


percentage of the rating, the current rating can be continued 


and shift corrections applied for a period as defined by the one 


or more scattered measurements. The scatter of measurements 


should be random. However, a group of measurements that plot 


within acceptable limits of the rating curve may be used to 


define a new rating if the plot shows a definite trend or change 


in the stage-discharge relation. Since a change in the stage-


discharge relation for a permanent gauging station is caused by 


a physical change in the control, care must be taken to determine 


the period of use of every rating. Rarely does the change occur 


at the exact end of the hydrological year. A new rating may be 


started at the beginning of the hydrological year if additional 


measurements show last year's rating was in error and if the 


change in ratings cause no excessive jump in the computed daily 


mean discharges. In this case, a smoother transition in discharge 


records can be obtained by the use of shift corrections at the 


beginning of the year. If the additional discharge measurements 


prove that last year's records are in error, they must be revised. 


Shift corrections will give a smooth transition in discharge 


whenever a new rating is used and the actual change in the stage-


discharge relation was gradual and not abrupt. 
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At a station with a scarcity of discharge measurements and 


poor definition, a search of past records may provide information 


regarding the best shape for the rating curve. Minor shifts in 


the stage-discharge relation do not cause most rating curves to 


change radically in shape, or cross over each other. However, 


the shape may change materially where the control conditions 


have been substantially altered by bank erosion, quarrying on 


the control, channel straightening and diversion, dam and bridge 


construction, clearing of channel banks and flood plains, major 


channel changes caused by floods, etc. Construction of an 


accurate rating curve requires a thorough knowledge of the station 


control and a record of the changes in the control conditions. 


Since flood measurements may be affected by as many errors 


as those made at other stages, the high-water rating curve should 


average the high flow measurements and not necessarily pass 


through the highest one if it creates an unreasonable shape. 


A long extension of the high-water rating curve above the highest 


discharge measurement must not be made unless the physical 


features of the river are considered. Use of a log extension is 


dangerous unless used with caution because the same curvature 


(or straight line) of the rating curve only applies where the 


control conditions remain unchanged. A log plot, velocity-area 


curves, and an examination of the shape and size of the controlling 


section of the channel and flood plain will help in defining the 


shape of the high-water curve. It is emphasized that the peak or 
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maximum discharge should be obtained from the rating and not from 


a discharge measurement made on the crest of the flood unless the 


measurement plots on the rating curve. Indirect measurements at 


peak flows should be made if current meter measurements are 


impossible or absent. This is not emphasized because trained 


personnel are not available in Zambia. 


In general, most discharge measurements rated as good by the 


hydrographer should be within 5 percent (plus or minus) of the 


true discharge. Fair rated measurements are generally within 


8 percent and poor measurements over 8 percent. A discharge 


measurement that is rated excellent, within 2 percent, is rare 


because the natural field conditions and measuring methods do 


not generally warrant such an assumption. Since most well-made 


discharge measurements are assumed to be within 5 percent (plus 


or minus) of the true rating, it is recommended that generally 


we hold to this figure in drawing the average curve (the final 


smoothing and shaping is done with the rating table). Exceptions 


may always occur; for example, if only fair discharge measurements 


can be made at a station, hold to the 8 percent limits in drawing 


the average rating curve. This flexibility in averaging dis

charge measurements requires judgment gained by the analysis of 


the basic data and experience in the study of a variety of gauging 


station records. The discharge measurements that deviate a 


greater percentage are used to define a new curve or temporary 


shift corrections. An excellent report of discharge ratings 
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which should be studied is USGS Surface Water Techniques, Book 1, 


Chapter 12 (1). 


The decision should now be made regarding the ratings to be 


used throughout the year (or period of the year). Generally the 


latest rating will be continued, either for the entire year or 


for a shorter period followed by another rating which may or may 


not be new. It is recommended that the number of ratings used 


each year be limited to three. If a gauging station has greater 


variability in ratings than this, consider the application of 


shifting control adjustments. 


Rating table, Form H112 


Although the rating curve on Form H116, or its equivalent, 


is a graphical expression of the stage-discharge, it is not in 


a convenient form for computation and checking discharge records. 


To alleviate this shortcoming, the curve is converted to tabular 


arrangement on Form H112. The descriptions and illustrations 


regarding the rating table are given in English units but two 


samples of Forms H112 and H112a, Figures 53 and 54, are suggested 


for the metric (S.I.) unit use. The detailed instructions should 


be used for either system. 


The rating table in general follows the rating curve but is 


closer to the actual stage-discharge relation because: 


1. The rating table is smoothed mathematically to eliminate 


the inaccuracies inherent in drafting the rating curve 


on graph paper. 
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2. The rating table is the basis for computing the percent 


deviation of each discharge measurement and is shaped 


to average the designated rating measurements within the 


correct percentage. 


The computation of the rating table requires experience and 


an understanding of the accuracy requirements. The following 


steps will facilitate table preparation: 


1. Prepare the table in Pencil. 


2. Complete all the headings on Form H112, this includes 


a) the exact and complete station name and number; b) 


rating table number--this is the same as the number on 


the rating curve (the ratings for each station are num-


bered in sequence and a number must never be repeated); 


and c) the exact period of use for the rating. The dates 


on which the use of a rating table is started and ended 


must be inserted. See Figures 55 and 56 of the sample 


station. More than one sheet of Form H112 may be necessary. 


3. Enter the gauge height scale in the appropriate columns. 


4. Pick values of discharge from the curve for equal incre

ments of gauge height and enter on Form H112. For low 


stages, use increments of a tenth of a foot, for higher 


stages use half feet or feet. The values of discharge 


picked off should not be considered final but rather as 


preliminary figures to be smoothed arithmetically. 
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5. Form H112 has a column headed "difference." This is 


the difference between the discharge for each tenth 


foot in stage. In the "smoothing" process, these 


differences in discharge are adjusted to change 


smoothly. Usually these differences should increase. 


Differences that remain the same show that for that 


portion the rating is a straight line. If the 


differences grow smaller with an increase in stage, 


the rating has a reversal. A reversal in a rating 


is exceptional and should be examined very critically 


because the discharge measurements used to define the 


curve probably do not represent the same stage-discharge 


relation. The second differences, or the difference 


between the differences should vary smoothly. Examine 


the rating for the "Sample Station," Figures 55 and 56. 


Perfectly smooth variation in the second differences 


is usually impossible to achieve but wild jumps should 


be eliminated by careful construction of a rating table. 


6. Compute the differences between the values picked off 


the curve in step 4 and carefully follow the remarks 


made in step 5. Enter these differences lightly in 


pencil in the proper column. For the portion of the 


rating in which the discharges were picked off for 


every half foot or foot, compute the total difference 
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and convert it to difference per tenth of a foot and 


enter it once near the edge of difference column. These 


values can now be used to compute a smooth rating table. 


Compute the percent difference of all discharge measure-


ments and list them on Form 110. The percent is always 


computed from the rating table discharge--not from a 


discharge value picked off the rating curve. Enter the 


rating table with the mean gauge height of the discharge 


measurement and obtain the corresponding rating table 


discharge. Round this discharge to the same number of 


significant figures used in the measurement discharge. 


Subtract algebraically the measured discharge from the 


rating table discharge and divide the difference by the 


rating table discharge, then convert this to percent. 


The percent is minus or plus, depending on whether the 


measured discharge is smaller or larger, respectively, 


than the rating table discharge. (All measurements that 


plot to left of the rating curve on Form H116 are minus, 


whereas all those to the right are plus). The rating 


discharge is always used as the base because the dis

charge measurements are considered as deviating from the 


average rating curve. Carry the percent to tenths of a 


percent as follows: 


+0.3,+ 2.9, and -29.3 percent. 


7.1
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8. An example of the computation of percent difference 


follows: 


On Form H110 for the Kafue River at Kasaka, Figure 50, 


locate discharge measurement No. 602. 


The mean gauge height is 18.11 feet. 


Enter the rating table No. 15, Form H112, for Kafue 


River at Kasaka, Figure 57, with this gauge height. 


The rating discharge (computed to the hundredth of a 


foot) is 9480 + 23 = 9503 cusecs. 


Since the measured discharge is carried to three 


significant figures, the rating discharge is also 


rounded off to the same number of places, or 9503 


cusecs becomes 9500 cusecs. 


The difference is 9500 - 9150 = 350 cusecs. 


Converted to percent:1
350 = 0.037, or 3.7 percent. 

9500 


The measured discharge is less than the rating discharge 


and the percent difference is minus, or -3.7 percent. 


As a check, locate measurement No. 602 on the rating 


curve sheet. It is plotted reasonably correct and to 


the left of the curve, which confirms the minus sign. 


9. The rating table may have to be reshaped once or twice 


by changing differences if some rating measurements 


deviate from the table by more than the acceptable 


percentage. 
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10. The rating table is the mathematical counterpart of the 


rating curve but, because of practical limitations in 


construction, the discharge values are generally entered 


on the table for each tenth of a foot gauge height. 


Consequently, if the table is used to hundredths, the 


discharge is obtained by interpolation. An examination 


of the rating tables in Figures 57 and 58 show that it is 


not always necessary to change the difference each tenth 


of a foot in gauge height throughout the entire range 


of the rating. This creates a rating made up by a 


series of straight lines which may or may not be the 


true rating. If the true rating is a curve and the 


table is a straight line, the difference in discharge 


is called an error. The size of this error must be 


known and limited or excessive errors in discharge will 


result from the use of the rating table. Rating tables 


must be computed on the basis of an allowable error in 


terms of percent. 


The allowable error may be established by examining 


the definition of the rating curve which includes the 


number and quality of the discharge measurements and the 


range of stage covered by measurements. It also depends 


upon the shape and stability of the control. For the 


present conditions existing in Zambia, a 2 percent 


allowable error is recommended. This should be reduced 
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to 1 percent for any station with a well defined rating 


and a weir control (this does not include stations where 


theoretical weir formula are used). For ratings that 


have a small curvature, little error will result from 


interpolating to hundredths between tenths but a spot 


check should be made at various points on the rating. 


For ratings with sharp curvature (usually at low stages), 


errors in percent of discharge may be greater than the 


allowable error and a curvilinear expansion to hundredths 


of a foot should be constructed on a form similar to 


the one shown in Figure 59. An estimated error for 


checking purposes can be obtained by converting the 


difference in discharge at the midpoint of the inter

polated values to percent of the curve discharge. 


Since the curvature of a rating does not remain the same 


throughout the entire range in stage, one portion may 


require curvilinear expansion, another one difference 


per tenth, while the remainder of the table will give 


equally accurate results in percent by using a flat 


difference for portions ranging from two tenths to many 


feet in gauge height. Care should always be exercised 


to avoid a curve that is severely broken into a series 


of straight lines. Examine rating tables Figures 55-58. 


11. There is no exact rule governing the use of significant 


figures in the rating table. However, the following can 


be used as guidelines: 
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a. Use the rating tables in Figures 55-58 as 


examples and guides. 


b. The discharge in the rating table should always 


be the exact figures obtained from the addition 


of the differences. 


c. Below 10 cusecs, the discharges can usually be 


carried to tenths except for ratings that have 


sharp curvature and are very well defined. 


d. Between 10 and 99 cusecs, the discharges can be 


carried to either 2 or 3 significant figures. The 


choice depends upon the curvature and definition 


of the rating. 


e. Between 100 and 999 cusecs, the discharges usually 


may be carried to 3 significant figures or to the 


nearest 5 or 10 cusecs where the rate of curvature 


permits, as the discharge ;approaches 1,000 cusecs. 


f. At the above 1,000 cusecs, the rating can be 


carried to the nearest 5 or 10 cusecs, and as the 


curve approaches a straight line, much larger 


differences can be used. See the rating table 


for Kafue River at Kasaka, Figures 57 and 58. 


12. Look over the percent column on Form H110 for the 


rating measurements and be sure the percent has been 


correctly entered for every measurement. Form H110 


for Kafue River at Kasaka, Figures 48-51, is an example. 
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13. Plot the rating table discharges back on the rating 


curve sheet, Form H116, to see that the curve has not 


been greatly altered. If it is essentially the same as 


the original rating curve, both the table and curve are 


considered satisfactory and ready for checking. The 


table must be thoroughly checked before it is used to 


compute the discharge record. 


14. Write the Rating paragraph of the Station Analysis. 


SHIFTING CONTROL ADJUSTMENTS 


General 


The shift adjustment and percent difference columns on 


Form H110 were left blank during the initial listing of discharge 


measurements. Finally (except for checking) the percent difference 


was computed for all discharge measurements and listed on Form H110 


after the rating table, Form H112, was completed. This completes 


Form H110 except for the shift adjustment column and the final 


percent difference for the discharge measurements used to define 


the shift adjustments. 


The acceptable percent difference has been established 


(generally at 5 or 8 percent) and a decision has been made that 


the discharge measurements outside the limits of acceptability 


will either be 1) disregarded because of indeterminate errors in 


the basic data, or 2) used to define shift adjustments. 
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For convenience, a recommendation was made to use but 3 


ratings per year. Some controls shift more often than this; in 


fact, some controls shift constantly and shift adjustments are 


used as a substitute for many new ratings. Discharge measurements 


that reflect temporary shifts in the control (stage-discharge 


relation) are used to define the adjustments that are applied to 


the gauge heights before entering a rating table. 


A definite procedure should be followed in computing and 

applying the shift adjustments. 

Preparation of shift adjustments 


1. Review the section on "Controls," page 113. 


2. Compute the shift adjustments for all the selected 


discharge measurements. 


3. The measured discharge is always used as the base in 


the computation of shift adjustments. 


4. Enter the rating table with the measured discharge and 


compute the equivalent gauge :height to the nearest 


hundredth of a foot. 


5. Subtract algebraically the equivalent gauge height 


from the measured gauge height. The difference is 


the shift adjustment. 
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6. The shift adjustment is plus or minus, depending upon 


whether the measured discharge is larger or smaller, 


respectively, than the rating discharge obtained by 


application of the mean gauge height of the discharge 


measurement to the rating table. 


7. The percent difference is computed for the measurements 


which have been selected for defining the shift adjust

ments. The method of computation is the same as that 


used in calculating the percent difference for the 


rating measurements. 


8. An example of the computation of a shift adjustment 


follows: 


Locate discharge measurement No. 601 on Form H110 for 


Kafue River at Kasaka, Figure 50. 


The mean gauge height is 18.25 feet. 


This measurement is 13.7 percent smaller than the 


rating (it plots 13.7 percent to the left of the 


rating curve) but it was considered a good measurement 


and should have been within 5 percent of the average 


rating No. 15. It was therefore selected to define 


a shift adjustment. 


The measured discharge is 8470 cusecs, which is 


equivalent to a gauge height of 17.66 feet. 


The shift adjustment is 18.25 - 17.66 = 0.59 feet. 


The rating discharge equivalent to 17.66 feet is 


8,500 cusecs and the percent difference is 
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30 = 0.004 or 

850018500 


8500 - 8470 -1


0.4 percent 


Since the measured discharge is smaller than the 


rating table discharge, the percent is minus or 


-0.4 percent. 


9. Some judgement must be used in computing the shift 


adjustment. In the example, 0.59 feet was calculated 


as the most suitable shift adjustment although the 


use of any shift adjustment from 0.59 to 0,62 feet 


would have been equally as close in percent as 


0.59 feet. This adjustment was chosen because in 

the judgement of the hydrologist it gave a better 

overall shift adjustment distribution. Generally, 

use the adjustment that will bring the final percent 

closest to zero regardless of the rating given the 

discharge measurement. 

Distribution of shift adjustments 


The shift adjustment computed from the discharge measurement 


defines the shift in effect during the measurement but to be useful 


in computing the discharge record, it must be distributed over 


longer periods. It was explained previously that the shift 


adjustments are substitutes for temporary ratings and are used 


for the sake of accuracy and convenience in the computation of 


discharge records. 
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A means must be found to distribute the adjustments in 


accordance with shifts in the control because usually they vary 


with time or stage or a combination of these two. If the gauge 


height record indicates that the difference in adjustments 


occurred gradually between measurements, then they can be dis

tributed according to time. If flashy changes in stage occur 


between the measurements, a larger proportion of the adjustment 


might be applied at the time of the rises. Remember that the 


ratings (including temporary ratings) usually do not change shape 


materially. However, the ratings affected by backwater may 


assume different shapes because of the very nature of the cause 


of backwater. For example, weed and brush growth on banks and 


islands will cause backwater at medium stages, floods on tribu

taries may cause backwater at high stages, and the collection of 


trees and debris on a bar may cause backwater only at low stages. 


It is of utmost importance to analyze the cause of the shift before 


distribution of the adjustments. 


Frequently a series of measurements will define a temporary 


rating for a considerable range in stage but which occurs for 


such a short period of time that computing a new rating table is 


impractical. A temporary curve can be drawn to average the 


selected measurements and the daily shift adjustments are determined 


by measuring with a pair of dividers the difference between the 


temporary shift curve and base rating curve. The adjustment is 


measured from the temporary curve at a point corresponding to the 
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gauge height. For example, the rating curve sheet for the Kafue 


River at Kasaka, Figure 60, shows two temporary shift curves 


which could have been used during the 1961 water year. The shift 


adjustments which were scaled off the rating curve sheet are 


shown on the computation form, Figure 61. (Daily mean discharge 


is not shown on the example). These were applied on the basis 


of stage with occasional slight changes to produce consistent 


streamflow records. The same shift adjustments would have been 


entered on Form H113, Figure 63, if the records were to be 


computed by automatic data processing. Except for three measure

ments which were disregarded because of obvious errors, all the 


measurements used to define the shift curves are within 5 percent 


of the curve. 


If the measurements that define shift adjustments tend to 


scatter a shift diagram might be the best solution. An example 


is the diagram for Kafue River at Kasaka for the 1961 water year 


shown in Figure 62. The list of discharge measurements from which 


the diagram is constructed is on Form H110, Figure 64, and are a 


part of the group of measurements used to define the shift curve 


in Figure 60. In this case, the shift curve is the best solution 


and the diagram is only shown to illustrate the method of con

struction. 


The discharge records computed with shift adjustments will 


be reduced in accuracy unless the measurements are dependable and 


made at a reasonable frequency. The frequency at which the 
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measurements should be made depends upon the control conditions. 


Examine the list of discharge measurements for the 1968 Hydro

logical Year, Form H110, Figure 50, for Kafue River at Kasaka. 


Three measurements, Nos. 600, 601, and 604 plot more than 5 percent 


from the average rating. Nos. 600 and 601 are used to define 


shift adjustments and No. 604 is disregarded. Measurement No. 


600 was made on 22 March, shift -0.33 foot, and No. 601 was made 


on 3 May, shift -0.59 foot. It appeared to the hydrologist that 


the shift from the base rating table No. 15 started about the 


1st of January, but because of the small number of measurements, 


the shift might have started at some other time. If the shift 


had started around the middle of February instead of 7th January, 


the daily mean discharge may be in error by almost 10 percent. 


This lack of discharge measurements to define the adjustments 


and the distribution of adjustments is the cause of the "poor" 


accuracy rating for periods of shifting control in the "Remarks" 


paragraph of the Station Analysis for Kasaka. 


Examination of the shift distribution on the discharge record 


form for Kafue River at Kasaka, Figure 70, shows that the adjust

ments are not necessarily varied by a 0.01 foot. One change was 


in a step of 0.09 foot while others are changed by lesser amounts. 


This pattern of distribution was used for two reasons, 1) it 


creates a reasonably smooth record of discharge, and 2) the change 


in daily mean discharge caused by the jump from one figure of 


adjustment to another was kept within 2 percent. 
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It is recommended that no shift adjustment be smaller than 


0.01 foot and that wherever possible, flat adjustments be used 


for longer periods than one day in length, and also, except for 


low discharges, the change in daily mean discharge be within 2 


percent when caused exclusively by an increase or decrease in the 


adjustment. And furthermore, the smoothness of the final dis

charge record should always be considered. 


The discharge measurements Nos. 600 and 601 plot to the 


left of the rating curve in Figure 52. It was decided that the 


shift adjustments varied with both stage and time and that the 


temporary stage-discharge relation at the time of making No. 600 


was essentially the same shape as rating curve No. 15 but was 


positioned to pass through the measurement No. 600. A similar 


condition existed for No. 601. The temporary curve through No. 


600 progressively changed to the temporary curve through No. 601 


and the adjustments were applied accordingly. 


It was assumed that the initial shift in the control occurred 


about the 7th January. The adjustment started on that date and 


was distributed to 22nd March in a way to produce a good discharge 


record. Measurement No. 602 plotted on the rating curve No. 15 


and the shift adjustments ended before 11th of June. Always 


keep in mind the general recommendations regarding the distribution 


of all shift adjustments. 


The shift adjustments can be applied directly on the dis-


charge computation form, Figure 70, for manual computation of 
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discharge. For automatic data processing, the Form H113, 


Figure 65, is used to present the distribution of the adjustments. 


Write the DISCHARGE paragraph of the Station Analysis. 


SUBDIVISION AND THE ALLOWABLE RANGE TABLE 


General 


The daily mean discharge may be in error if it is derived 


from the direct application of the daily mean gauge height to the 


rating table. The error is caused by both the curvature of the 


rating and is affected by the shape and range in stage of the 


daily stage hydrograph. Use of the daily mean gauge height will 


not cause an error if the rating is a straight line or the stage 


remains constant throughout the day. 


Reference is made to "Subdivision" of the gauge height graph 


or recorder graph at discharge stations in the section on "Prepa

ration of Gauge Height Record" and this should be reviewed. The 


exact daily mean discharge would be obtained by complete inte

gration of the gauge height record which is accomplished by the 


use of digital recorder records and automatic data processing. 


The use of manual gauges and analog water-stage records precludes 


such a vast and tedious method for integration. 


Complete integration can be by-passed using the simple 


technique of establishing a percent limit in the computation of 


the daily mean discharge and subdividing the day accordingly. 


This is accomplished by two practical methods of approach: 
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1. Use either the graph based on observer's gauge readings 


or a water-stage recorder graph. Pick out a few days 


and obtain the daily mean discharge by both subdivision 


and by use of the daily mean gauge height. Since the 


discharge obtained by subdivision is the correct figure, 


compute the percent error in the discharge computed 


from the daily mean gauge height. See the gauge 


height graphs, Figures 41, 42, 46, and 47. From a few 


subdivided days at different stages, a reasonable 


evaluation can be made as to how much change in stage 


at various gauge heights can be allowed and still keep 


the computed daily mean discharge within the desired 


percentage. This method is preferred if the computation 


is done by trained and competent personnel and only a 


few days are affected each year. 


2. For untrained personnel, it is necessary to establish 


a more positive guideline for subdivision which is called 


an ALLOWABLE RANGE TABLE. The range table must be 


computed for each rating in use at stations that may 


have subdivided days. Streams that are slow to change 


can be ignored; examples are the lower Kafue River or 


the Zambezi River. Although the allowable range table 


is only applicable to a specific rating, it will be 


found that rating shapes change so little that seldom 


must a new range table be prepared for a gauging station. 


But do not take this for granted without a check. 
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Preparation of the allowable range table 


The allowable range table simply lists the range in stage 


allowed before the daily stage hydrOgraph must be subdivided to 


keep the computed daily mean discharge less than the maximum 


percent error. Table 7 is an allowable range table computed from 


the sample station rating table shown on Figures 55 and 56 for a 


maximum error of 4 percent. It is recommended that the 4 percent 


maximum error be used in Zambia. This may seem excessive but 


seldom is the daily stage hydrograph of a shape that produces the 


maximum error. Choosing the maximum error is somewhat arbitrary 


but it must be remembered that its value is related to the curvature 


of the rating and the shape of the stage hydrograph for each 


gauging station. 


The expanded section of the rating curve for the sample 


station is shown in Figure 66. This figure also contains a 


sample computation which is explanatory for the computation of 


the allowable range table. The allowable range table has been 


replotted in graphical form in Figure 67 to give a better 


illustration of the shape of the relationship for the sample station. 


It is not necessary to compute the allowable range for every tenth 


of a foot gauge height because the change is usually slow and the 


table can be easily interpolated. 


It has been stated earlier the main reason for the need of 


subdivision (averaging discharge for intervals of the day) is 


because of the error introduced by the curvature of the rating 
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table. But, in addition, it was noted that the shape of the 


daily stage hydrograph had some effect on the size of the percent 


error. Figure 68 shows this effect of the shape of the stage 


hydrograph at the sample station. The relationship will be 


different for each rating and for each range in stage and Figure 


68 simply serves to show that the percent error is affected by 


the shape. For this particular rating between the gauge height 


of 3 feet and 4 feet, the computation shows that the maximum 


error in daily mean discharge would be 9 percent if it had been 


obtained directly from the application of the daily mean gauge 


height to the rating. And besides, this would have occurred 


when the gauge height 'remained at 4 feet for 35 percent of the 


day and at 3 feet for 65 percent of the day. Any other shape of 


the daily stage hydrograph ranging from 3 to 4 feet would cause 


a percent error of less than 9 percent according to the curve in 


Figure 68. This curve also illustrates another point that was 


mentioned earlier; that is, there is no need to subdivide if the 


stage remains constant throughout the day. Note that when both 


3 and 4 feet occurs for 100 percent of the day, there is zero 


percent error. 
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DISCHARGE COMPUTATION 


General 


The computation of the discharge record follows the prepa

ration of the gauge height record and the rating. The time-


honored method of manual computation involves the listing of the 


daily mean gauge heights in monthly columns on a convenient form, 


followed by the entry of daily mean discharges from the rating 


table. Figures 69 and 70 are forms used for the computation of 


the discharge record for Kafue River at Kasaka for the 1967 and 


1968 hydrological years. The discharge record consists of both 


daily means (mean discharge for each calendar day of 24 hours) 


and extremes. These daily mean discharges are the basis for the 


computation of the monthly and yearly figures of discharge which 


are shown at the bottom of the discharge computation sheet. 


Finally, every effort should be made to insure consistent 


records of discharge, i.e., the records of discharge for each 


gauging station should be consistent throughout the years, and 


the records of discharge throughout the basin or area should be 


in good agreement. Two methods are used to obtain these results: 


1) graphical comparison, which entails the use of plotted 


hydrographs of daily mean discharge, and 2) mathematical comparison 


of the monthly and yearly discharges. Detailed descriptions of 


both methods are found in the following section. 


The gauging station analysis, which includes all the pre

liminary steps previously described in the preparation of gauge 
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heights and rating, is the most important portion of the prepara

tion of the discharge records and must be done by qualified 


personnel. The preparation and computation methods require 


judgment gained from experience and the methods must be thoroughly 


understood by the hydrologist. Although in Zambia automatic 


data processing is used to compute the discharge records, an 


understanding of the computer program requires a good working 


knowledge of the manual method that is described in detail in 


the instructions. The specific instructions for automatic data 


processing will be issued separately. 


Computation of daily mean discharge 


The convenient form shown in both Figures 69 and 70 is 


recommended for use for all manual computation of discharge. 


This form is excellent for study, use, and illustration because 


space is provided for the consistent and systematic entry of all 


the relevant data. The following general notes are concerned 


with the use of the discharge record forms and should be care

fully read: 


1. The recommended form can be used for both English and 


metric units (the units of monthly and yearly computa

tions are changed for the metric system). 


2. All spaces at the top of the form should be filled in 


completely. Consistency is necessary in entering the 


correct station name, hydrological year, catchment 
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(drainage) area, observer, type of gauge height record, 


and rating table number. 


3. When more than one rating table is used, the number of 


each must be entered in the upper right corner with the 


exact period of use, i.e.: 


Rating table No. 15 1st Oct. to 15th Dec. 


No. 16 16th Dec. to 21st June 


No. 17 22nd June to 30th Sept. 


4. Marginal space is provided along the right side for 


the name of the person computing and checking the 


various processes. It is extremely important to 


insist that everyone must sign for the work that they 


have performed and insert the date of completion. 


This develops responsibility and pride in the work. 


5. The daily mean gauge heights will usually be listed on 


this form after the preparation of the gauge height 


record. If this hasn't been done, the listing should 


be completed at this time. For days in which the daily 


mean gauge heights are obtained by subdivision, the 


symbol "S" should appear at the left of the gauge height, 


i.e., S12.34. A footnote at the left margin should 


briefly explain that the daily mean discharge was 


obtained by averaging discharge for intervals of the 


day and not by direct application of the daily mean 


gauge height to the rating table. 
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6. The number of each discharge measurement is entered in 


small figures in the space above the gauge height on 


the day that the measurement was made. 


7. Insert the yearly maximum and minimum gauge heights, 


together with the time and date, where appropriate, 


in the space provided along the left margin. 


8. The shift adjustments with the appropriate plus or 


minus signs are inserted in small figures along the 


left edge of the discharge column. If the gauge 


heights had been listed at the completion of the gauge 


height preparation, the shift adjustments should have 


been listed during the preparation of the "Discharge" 


paragraph. For subdivided days, the shift adjustments 


should be inserted to the right of each partial day 


gauge height on the graph based on the gauge readings 


or on the recorder chart, Figures 41, 42, 46, and 47. 


This flexibility in working on the discharge form must 


be under the guidance of the officer-in-charge of the 


computation of discharge and the Progress Sheet attached 


to the analysis file must always show the current status 


of the computations. 


9. The daily mean discharges are computed from the current 


rating table using the listed daily mean gauge heights 


and shift corrections, if applicable. Draw a heavy 


horizontal line to separate the periods when different 
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rating tables have been used, although the heavy line 


is not used at the beginning or end of the year. In 


the example in step 3 above, the heavy lines would be 


used between 15th and 16th of December and the 21st 


and 22nd of June. 


10. The discharge for subdivided days is computed by 


averaging discharge for intervals of a day. A review 


is recommended of the sections for Gauge Height Prepa

ration, pp. 56-60, and Subdivision and the Allowable 


Range Table, pp. 77-79. Because they give a fairly 


complete description of the reasons for subdividing 


days and the methods that can be used, only a summary 


is given in this section. 


a. The daily mean discharge computed from the daily 


mean gauge height may be in error for days of sub

stantial change in stage. To prevent this error or 


to keep it within allowable limits, the daily gauge 


height graph or recorder chart is subdivided into 


smaller parts of the day, as described in the section 


on page 58. 


b. Look over the chart for the Sample Station in 


Figure 46 and examine the computation for 6th 


December. The computation entails subdividing the 


24 hours into a number of smaller intervals. In 


the example, the length of these partial days varies 
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from 1 to 10 hours, depending upon the change in 


stage within the interval (it is not necessary 


in Zambia to use a time interval of less than one 


hour). These intervals are separated by a vertical 


pencil mark which is broken at the pen or pencil 


trace of gauge height. 


c. The mean gauge height is computed for each interval 


by the plastic etched-line "'scooter" and entered 


opposite the hourly interval. 


d. All pen corrections and shift adjustments are then 


entered in the computation. 


e. The mean discharge is obtained for each interval by 


application of mean gauge height to the rating after 


being properly adjusted by pen corrections and shifts. 


f. The final computations includes weighting the partial 


discharges. 


Large errors can result from not subdividing a daily 


stage hydrograph. In Figure 46, a 7 percent error occurs 


on 6th December and a 15 percent on 8th December. In 


Figure 41, which is a graph based on gauge readings, a 


25 percent error occurs on 15th December. These percent 


differences were computed to show the importance of 


understanding this source of error. The allowable percent 


error can be changed to match the physical conditions and 


resultant basic data at a gauging station but a reasonable 
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limit can be set only after the source of error is 


clearly understood. 


The digital recorder and automatic data processing 


provides integration for each day of record. The com

puter program in preparation for use in Zambia will 


integrate days of change-in-stage but requires punched 


instructions for application of corrections and 


adjustments. 


11. The rules to be followed in the computation of maximum, 


minimum and daily mean discharges are: 


ENGLISH UNITS 


Range of discharge (cusecs)1Significant 

From1To1Figures 


.0110.09 

(May be desired for station with small drainage 

area and artificial control) 


0.1 0.9 1 
1.0 9.9 2 
10 99 2 
100 999 3 
1000 and above 3 


METRIC (S I) UNITS 


Range of discharge (cumecs)1Significant 

From1To1Figures 


Below10.0009 

(May be desired for stations with small drainage 

area and artificial control) 


0.0011.009 

0.0101.09912 

0.1001.99913 

1.00 and above1 3 
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These rounding limits will be used for both manual 


computation and automatic data processing. 


12. The extremes of discharge are entered on the left 


margin and if a shift adjustment is to be applied, it 


is inserted in small figures above the maximum or 


minimum gauge height. On some streams, the shift for 


the extremes may not be the same as for the daily mean 


gauge height. The maximum and minimum discharges are 


computed using the same rules for significant figures 


as those used in computing the daily mean discharge. 


The computed maximum discharge (or minimum) may 


occur more often than once a year because of the 


variation in shift adjustments, the method of computing 


the rating table, and the rules used in rounding off 


discharge figures. In any case, follow the example 


shown for the Kafue River at Kasaka in Figures 69 and 70. 


Discharge hydrograph 


A hydrograph is a graph, usually of stage or discharge of 


streamflow, plotted with respect to time. A recorder chart or a 


graph of observer's gauge readings are forms of stage hydrographs 


but in this section, we are dealing with the discharge hydrograph 


constructed of the plot of daily mean discharge in respect to the 


days of the water year. Because the hydrograph is a graphical 


representation of the discharge of a river it is used to make 
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visual comparison of the streamflow at gauging stations on the 


same river or on rivers having similar regimens of flow. In 


this respect large errors in discharge can be spotted and periods 


identified that need additional analysis because the records do 


not compare logically with those from other gauging stations. 


See streamflow, Grover and Harrington, pp. 298-301 (5). 


Manual plotting 


The hydrograph is a most important part of the general 


procedure of converted basic streamflow records into accurate 


discharge records. However, it should be considered a worksheet 


in the preparation of streamflow records and there is rarely a 


necessity for elaborate "Gilding the Lily" type of drafting and 


inking. If one or two hydrographs are needed for illustrations 


in a publication, these should be specifically drafted for that 


purpose. Furthermore, it is recommended that each hydrograph 


should be on a separate sheet because it facilitates the com

parison with other station hydrographs on a light table. 


The most satisfactory discharge hydrograph is one plotted 


on a semilog paper with a vertical log scale for discharge and 


a horizontal arithmetic scale marked in days and months of a 


water year. For normal plotting, a 3-cycle paper about 24" long 


will be best for most gauging station records. If the range in 


daily discharge exceeds the 3-cycles, the scale can be broken 


and that portion exceeding the third cycle can be plotted at the 
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bottom of the first cycle. Many streams in Zambia have periods 


of no flow and since zero flow cannot be plotted on the log paper, 


a practical solution is to use the log cycles for all flow periods 


and plot the no flow about 1/8 inch below the bottom of the first 


cycle. 


Each day of record should be plotted in pencil free hand, 


except for jumps in discharge of about 1 inch or more in height, 


when a straight edge can be used to advantage. An example to 


follow is the discharge hydrograph for the Kafue River at Wusikili 


shown in Figure 71. Although the analysis of the hydrograph 


entails study of the rainfall records, the bar chart need not be 


plotted on the bottom of the form. In fact, a separate plotting 


of the rainfall is preferred because each plotted bar chart of 


rainfall can then be conveniently used with more than one dis

charge hydrograph. This will save much time in plotting. The 


bar chart should be plotted on a form with a vertical arithmetic 


scale and for convenience should have exactly the same horizontal 


time scale as on the discharge hydrograph. 


Review the following items in the illustration in Figure 71: 


1. Determine a discharge scale. Keep in mind that it is 


advantageous to have the whole year plotted on the 3 


cycles with no broken scale. Place scale on both ends 


of sheet for convenience. 


2. Enter station name, water year, catchment area, and 


symbols for discharge measurement, adjusted discharge, 
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and special readings in upper left corner. Always place 


these items in the same place on all sheets because this 


consistency helps to file and retrieve the hydrographs. 


3. Plot free hand in pencil the daily mean discharge. The 


line should be a solid line, medium width, firm, clear-


cut, and dark. Otherwise, the hydrograph cannot be used 


on the light table. A HB (or medium soft) drawing 


pencil is about right. Keep the lead well pointed with 


a sandpaper or coarse paper pad. A very fine lead 


mechanical pencil will work as a substitute. 


4. Plot all discharge measurements and circle point. 


Enter number of discharge measurement and all pertinent 


notes. 


5. Plot all extra readings, highwater marks, etc., converted 


to discharge and note with proper symbol. 


6. Leave blank all days of no record. 


7. The discharge measurement may not plot on the hydrograph 


of daily mean discharges. There are two reasons for 


this departure: 1) the rating curve averages the rating 


measurements and few of them are exactly zero percent 


difference from the rating. The percent difference, 


whether computed directly from the rating or by using 


a shift adjustment, shows up when the measurement is 


plotted on the hydrograph, and 2) the mean gauge height 


of the discharge measurement may not be identical to 


1.56 



 
 

the daily mean gauge height. The measurement will plot 


higher or lower than the hydrograph if the mean gauge 


height is greater or smaller, respectively, than the 


daily mean gauge height. In the first case, the 


measurement needs no correction, but in the second, an 


adjustment should be made. Measurement No. 75 on the 


hydrograph in Figure 71 was made at a much lower gauge 


height than the daily mean. The measurement plotted 


close to the rating curve but because of the change in 


stage during the day, it plotted below the hydrograph and 


is adjusted to the daily mean gauge height as follows: 


Q meas x Q daily 

QAdj.1
,


(from meas. ght.) 


Qmeas. = 1500 cusecs 


Q daily = 1850 cusecs 

Q (from meas. ght.) = 1460 cusecs 

1500 x 1850
• Q Adj. — = 1900 cusecs1460 

The Adjusted Q of 1900 cusecs is the plotted 

value on the hydrograph. 


The same adjustment can be made directly on the 


hydrograph with a pair of dividers. Spread the points 


to a distance equal to the difference between the measured 


discharge and the discharge obtained from the mean gauge 


height of the measurement. Place one point of the divid

ers on the hydrograph and the other point will locate 
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the position of the adjusted discharge. The adjusted 


point might be either above or below the hydrograph. If 


the measured discharge is larger than the discharge 


obtained from the mean gauge height of the measurement, 


the adjusted discharge plots above the hydrograph. The 


reverse holds if the measured discharge is smaller than 


the discharge computed from the mean gauge height of the 


measurement. 


Computer program plotting 


The Calcomp plotter at the Data Center will be used to plot 


the discharge hydrograph on a form similar to the one recommended 


for manual plotting. Although the notes, discharge measurements, 


and miscellaneous items will be plotted by hand, the machine 


plotting will save time and increase the accuracy of the hydrograph. 


This will promote greater use of the hydrographs in the final 


processing of the discharge records. 


Use 

The discharge hydrograph is an important tool in the compu

tation of station records and the best method of use is to make 


visual comparisons on the light table. A comparison of the dis

charge per square mile (or sq km) can be made by marking the 


catchment areas on the log scale and superimpose the hydrographs 


by matching the catchment area marks. At the same time, examine the 


rainfall bar chart and all the notes and plotted items on the hydrograph. 
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Perhaps an examination of the gauge height record at this time 


will bring evidence to bear on questionable periods. This is 


the final examination of the daily mean discharge record and 


accuracy and consistency of the streamflow records may well 


depend upon the hydrograph analysis. The records that are filled 


in should always be shown by dashed lines. A few specific uses 


of the hydrograph follows: 


1. Shifting control. 


Rivers with badly shifting control must be frequently 


measured to define the size and distribution of the shift 


adjustments. If there are few measurements, the daily 


discharge hydrograph can be compared with those from 


other stations and, if desirable, the shift adjustments 


are changed to make smoother transitions during rating 


changes and, in general, produce more consistent records. 


Large changes in the adjustments will show that more 


frequent measurements are necessary in future years. 


The accuracy of the records will be lowered until better 


field basic data is produced. 


2. Periods of no record. 


These periods have been left blank on the hydrograph 


except for the plot of discharge measurements, miscellaneous 


gauge readings and notes, peak flow, range in stage, and 


similar information. These data, together with the 


rainfall record, are used to fill in the daily mean 
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discharge by comparison with records from nearby stations. 


Usually records from stations on the same river make the 


best comparison but no station should be overlooked. 


Reconstruction of the gauge height record (described 


under preparation of the gauge height record) is the 


first choice but if this proves impossible, then the 


daily mean discharge is computed directly on the hydro-


graph. It must be remembered that spot discharges such 


as obtained by discharge measurements do not necessarily 


represent the mean for the day. In computing discharge 


for periods of no gauge height record, it is important 


to study the form of the recession for the gauging 


station. Since the yield at low flow may be different 


than those at medium or high flow, it is very important 


to understand the runoff characteristics of the river 


basins. A study of the record for previous years may 


shed light on the regimen of flow. This information is 


necessary before a reliable comparison of the hydrographs 


can be made. 


3. Periods of backwater and doubtful gauge height record. 


The hydrograph is excellent for identifying periods 


of backwater. The comparison is similar to that used 


for the periods of shifting control and no gauge height 


record. It is possible to identify faulty gauge height 
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record that was assumed to be satisfactory during the 


preparation of the record. The gauge heights for 


Dec. 1-4 in Figure 71 were assumed to be in error after 


the hydrograph comparison. In this case, further 


comparison is called for before the daily mean dis

charges are revised. 




 

 

Computation of monthly and yearly discharge 


The monthly and yearly computations are entered at the 


bottom of the discharge computation form. The same summaries will 


be used for both the manual and machine computations but the units 


will vary between metric (SI) and English system. The following 


units are recommended: 


English Metric (SI) 


Total cusec (f t3 /s) -day m3s-day 

Mean discharge cusec (ft3/s) m3/s 

Maximum daily mean 


discharge cusec (f t3/s) m3/s 

Minimum daily mean 

discharge cusec (ft3/s) m 3/s 


Discharge per unit 

catchment area cusec per squar m3/s/km

2 


mile (ft3/s/m ) 

Depth of runoff inch mm 

Volume of runoff acre-feet (ac-ft) m3 


The following rounding-off limits are recommended for both 


monthly and yearly computations: 


Totals 

Units: 

English - cusec-day 

Metric - cumec-day 


Rounding rule: 

Exact total by addition; no rounding. 


Mean discharge 

Units: 

English - cubic feet per second 

Metric - cubic metre per second 


Rounding rule: 

Computed by dividing the totals by number of days 

and carried to: 


English - Below 0.010 to 1 significant figure 

0.010 to 0.99 to 2 significant figures 

1.00 to 999 to 3 significant figures 

1000 and above to 4 significant figures 
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Metric - Below 0.010 to 1 significant figure 

0.010 to 0.099 to 2 significant figures 

0.100 to 9.99 to 3 significant figures 


10.00 and above to 4 significant figures 


Maximum and minimum daily mean discharge 

Units: 

English - cubic feet per second 

Metric - cubic metre per second 


Rounding rules: 

Are the same as maximum and minimum daily figures. 


Discharge per unit catchment (drainage) area 

Units: 

English - cubic feet per square mile (CFSM) 

Metric - cubic metre per second per square kilometre 


(CMSKM) 


Rounding rule: 

Computed by dividing the mean by the catchment area 

and carried to: 

English - Below 0.10 to 1 significant figure 


0.10 to 0.99 to 2 significant figures 

1.00 and above to 3 significant figures 


Metric - Below 0.0010 to 1 significant figure 

0.0010 to 0.0099 to 2 significant figures 

0.0100 and above to 3 significant figures 


Depth of runoff 

Units: 

English - inches 

Metric - millimetres 


Rounding rule: 

English - Computed by multiplying the total by 0.0372 


and dividing by the catchment area and carried to: 

Below 0.01 to 1 significant figure 

0.01 and above to hundredths 


Metric - Computed by multiplying the total by 86.4 

and dividing by the catchment area and carried to: 


Below 1.0 to 1 significant figure 

1.0 to 9.9 to 2 significant figures 

10 and above to units 
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Volume of runoff 

Units: 

English - acre-foot 

Metric - cubic metre 


Rounding rules: 

English - Computed by multiplying the total cusec-


by 1.9835: 

Below 1 to 1 significant figure 

1.0 to 99 to 2 significant figures 

100 to 9990 to 3 significant figures 

10,000 and above to 4 significant figures 


Metric - Computed by multiplying the total cumec-

days by 86,400: 

Below 1,000 to 1 significant figure 

1,000 to 99,000 to 2 significant figures 


100,000 to 9,990,000 to 3 significant figures 

10,000,000 and above to 4 significant figures. 


Values will generally be given in millions of cubic 

metres. 


Comparison of monthly and yearly mean discharge 


Hydrographs of daily mean discharge are useful and necessary 


in comparing gauging station records. In addition, a quantitative, 


basinwide comparison can be made of the monthly and yearly means. 


This type of comparison might be used in the Kafue River basin, 


as shown in Figure 72. The monthly figures can be made more 


comparable if allowance is made for the travel time between 


stations, although on slow changing streams, this can sometimes 


be ignored. When the ungauged area between two gauging stations 


is a large percent of the total drainage area of the downstream 


station, the computation and comparison loses some of its value. 


A look at Figure 72, however, shows a very good comparison between 


Kafue River at Kipushi Road and at Ngosa Farm, irrespective of the 


large ungauged area. In summary, to be effective, an analysis 
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of the basin streamflow requires a thorough study of all the 


basin characteristics in order to understand the quantitative 


results shown on the form. The computation may have little value 


without this analysis. 
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Sample discharge station analysis 


Hydro Year 1967 


Kafue River at Kasaka - KG 8 


STATION ANALYSIS 


Equipment.--Staff gauge in two sections, 12-21 ft. inside an open 

top circular concrete well and section 20-33 ft. attached to 

6-inch diameter pipe standard, landward from well. Low to 

medium high discharge measurements made by boat from slack 

cableway 64 ft. upstream from gauge well. 


Gauge-height record.--Twice daily gauge readings obtained by ob
server at 600 and 1800 hours. Gauge heights were also obtained 

when discharge measurements were made and at times of a few 

miscellaneous visits by an hydrographer. The observer's record 

is complete and satisfactory and agrees with the miscellaneous 

gauge readings by visitors. 


Datum corrections.--Levels of 20th October, 1965, by C. R. Brickhill 

from B.M. I (elev. 23.84 ft., gauge datum) found the new staff 

gauge as follows: 


Section 8-2110.005- ft. low 

Section 20-3310.005 ft. low 


These sections were established on 15th October, 1965, 

and no changes made to the gauge at time of levels. Water 

level found at 13.44 ft. by level and the gauge read 13.45 ft. 

at water level at same time. 


Levels of 4th November, 1966, by an unknown technical 

assistant from B.M. 2 (elev. 25.43 ft., gauge datum) found 

staff gauge as follows: 


Section 8-2110.01 ft. low 

Section 20-3310.01 ft. low 


Water level found at 12.93 ft. and gauge read 12.95 ft. 

at water level. No changes made to setting of gauges. 


No datum corrections have been applied during the 1967 

hydro. year. 


No levels to the gauge sections have been run since those 

of 4th November, 1966, and consequently no datum corrections 

have been applied during the 1967 hydro year subsequent to 

these levels to either the observer's gauge readings or the 

gauge heights related to the discharge measurements. 
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Rating.--The channel has a smooth firm bottom with much grass 

growing at the edges. There are also scattered grass and reed 

covered bars and islands. The channel is straight in the 

vicinity of the gauge but gradually bends to the left about 

three quarters of a mile downstream. The right bank at the 

gauge will confine flow up to medium high water. The left 

bank will be overflowed at about a 17 ft. stage. The control 

is a section of channel below the gauge with some changes 

because of wash-out of grass and weed beds at high flow. 

Floating grass islands are prevalent on rising stages and cause 

great difficulties during discharge measurements. The Kafue 

Road bridge may have slight control effect at high stages. 


Thirty-eight discharge measurements (Nos. 577-614) and 19 

earlier measurements are available for this analysis. All the 

discharge measurements above 35,000 cusecs were plotted but 

lower measurements prior to No. 577 were not plotted because 

of shifts in the stage-discharge relationship. 


Discharge measurements Nos. 537-547, 579-581, 585-599, 

602, 603, 605, 606, 611-614 were used to define a new rating 

(No. 15). All of these measurements plot within 5 percent of 

rating No. 15 except Nos. 547, 579, and 613, which are +6.4, 

-5.7, and +6.6 percent, respectively, from the curve. 


Measurements Nos. 582-584 plot to the right but are made 

within a few days of Nos. 580 and 581 and there is no reason 

for an increase in discharge as indicated by these three 

measurements. It is possible that these measurements were made 

by an unskilled observer and if each meter count had been in 

error by one extra count they could be corrected to within a 

reasonable percentage of the new rating (No. 15). Therefore, 

no shift corrections were computed on the basis of Nos. 582-584. 


Discharge.--Rating No. 15 was used throughout the year. No shift 

corrections were applied. Since the rating No. 14, used in 

computing the 1966 records, differs: by only 5 percent from 

rating No. 15 at the stage occurring at the end of 1966, no 

transitional shifts are used at the beginning of the 1967 

hydro year. 


Remarks.--Records good. 


Written by L. E. Bidwell, 17/2/70 


Checked by P. S. Lee, 22/4/70
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Sample discharge station analysis 


Hydro Year 1968 


Kafue River at Kasaka KG 8 


STATION ANALYSIS 


Equipment.--Staff gauge in two sections, 12-21 feet inside an 

open top circular concrete well and 20-33 feet attached to a 

6-inch diameter pipe standard, landward from well. Low and 

medium-high discharge measurements made by boat from slack 

cableway 64 feet upstream from gauge well. 


Gauge-height record.--Twice daily gauge readings obtained by 

observer at 600 and 1800 hours complete and satisfactory. No 

days of missing record. Observer's readings compare favorably 

with those obtained during discharge measurements. 


Datum corrections.--The last levels to the gauge were run 4th 

November, 1966. 


No datum corrections have been applied throughout the year. 


Rating.--The channel has a fairly smooth, firm bottom with grass 

growing along each bank. The grass is dense and no perceptible 

flow occurs through the grass at low and medium-low stages. 

The channel is straight in the vicinity of the gauge and bends 

slightly to the left about three quarters of a mile below. 

Some weed and grass covered bars and islands are below the 

gauge. The right bank will overflow at about a 23 ft. stage 

but the left bank starts to overflow at about 17 feet. The 

control at all stages is the channel below the gauge except the 

Kafue Road bridge may become slightly effective as a control 

at extremely high stages. 


Seven discharge measurements (Nos. 599-605), made in the 

1967 and 1968 hydro years and nine discharge measurements made 

in 1969 (Nos. 606-614) are available for this analysis. The 

low and medium stage measurements made in the 1969 hydro year 

are not used. The high stage measurements (Nos. 611-614) were 

used in the 1967 analysis to define last year's highwater 

portion of rating No. 15, which was used at the end of hydro 

year 1967. 


Measurements Nos. 599, 602, 603, 605, and 606 plot within 

5.1 percent of last year's rating No. 15 and it was continued 

in use throughout this year. Measurements Nos. 600 and 601, 

both at medium flow, plot considerably to the left of rating 

No. 15. Both of these measurements were made with too few 
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sections and some doubt exists as to their accuracy but are 

used to define shift corrections. It is assumed that the 

shift to the left started on the rising stage during January 

1968 and continued through June 10, 1968. 


Discharge.--Rating No. 15, in use last year, was continued in use 

throughout this year. Shifting-control method was used 

January 7 to June 10 with the shift corrections defined by 

discharge measurements Nos. 600 and 601 and applied on the 

basis of time and stage. Measurements Nos. 602 and 603 plot 

to the left of the curve, rating No. 15, and could have defined 

shift corrections into August. Since they both plot within 

3.7 percent of the rating, no shift corrections have been 

applied based on these two discharge measurements. No measure
ments were made June 1967 to March 1968 and the measurements 

Nos. 600-606 were all made with few sections so doubt is raised 

on the accuracy of the year's record. 


Remarks.--Record fair except those during periods of shifting 

control (January 7 to June 10), which are poor. 


Written by L. E. Bidwell, 20-2/70 


Checked by P. S. Lee, 28/4/70 
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Sample stage station analysis 

Hydro Year 196 


Kawanda River near Chonta 


STATION ANALYSIS 


Equipment.--Staff gauge on right bank in three sections, 0.5 feet, 

4-9 feet and 8-13 feet. 


Gauge-height record.--Thrice daily observer's gauge readings 

complete and satisfactory throughout the year. Hydrographer's 

gauge readings at time of the visit on Mar. 20, 196_ compares 

favorably with the observer's reading. 


Datum corrections.--Levels of 15 October 196, by J. H. Sommers 

from B.M. 2 (elevation 12.36 feet, gauge datum) found B.M. 1 

at correct datum (8.12 feet) and the staff gauge as follows: 


Section 0.5 feet reads correctly. 

Section 4-9 feet reads correctly. 

Section 8-13 feet reads 0.01 foot high. 


The staff sections were not reset. 


The water surface was found to be at 3.97 feet at hour 1500 

and the staff gauge read 3.97 feet. 


Levels of 22 April 196 , by J. Sekele from B.M. 2 

(elevation 12,36 feet, gauge datum) found B.M. 1 at correct 

elevation and the staff gauge as follows: 


Section 0-5 feet reads correctly. 

Section 4-9 feet reads 0.03 foot low. 

Section 8-13 feet reads 0.04 foot low. 


The water surface elevation found at 4.64 feet and the staff 

gauge read 4.64 feet on the lower section at hour 1320.. 


The middle and upper sections were reset to correct elevation 

at hour 1345. The lower section was not reset. 


No datum corrections necessary to the readings from the 

lower section but datum corrections necessary to middle and 

upper sections. Since no date of change is known, it is 

assumed that the gauges gradually changed between the first 

rise in stage on 3rd January and the date the levels were run 

on 22 April. The datum corrections therefore are as follows: 
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Section 4-9 feet 


+0.01 foot -- 18 January to 18 February 

+1
.02 foot -- 19 February to 21 March 

+1
.03 foot -- 22 March to 22 April at 1345 


Section 8-13 feet 


+0.01 foot -- 17 January to 15 February 

+1
.02 foot -- 16 February to 12 March 

+1
.03 foot -- 13 March to 6 April 

+ .04 foot -- 7-22 April at 1345 


Written by L. E. Bidwell, 20/2/6_ 

Checked by J. H. Honaka, 28/3/6 
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It is recommended that the average discharge for each 

streamflow station be computed by the method shown on this form. 

The calculation is made in pencil and filed in the station 

current file. Each year, upon completion of the yearly discharge 

records, the yearly mean discharge is entered as shown and the 

calculation is made. This computation sheet is easily recognized 

in the file if Form H114 is always used for the "Average discharge" 

computation. 


Recommended rounding rules and computation method follows: 


English Units 


Cusecs - 3 significant figures below 1,000 and 4 

significant figures 1,000 and above. 


Inches - to hundredths. 

Acre-feet - 3 significant figures below 10,000 and 4 

significant figures 10,000 and above. 

Ave. yearly runoff in inches is computed by multiplying 

the average discharge in cubic feet per second by the 

factor 13.58 and dividing by the catchment area. 

Ave. yearly discharge in acre-feet is computed by 

multiplying the average discharge in cubic feet per 

second by the factor 724.5. 


Metric Units 

Use units that will give comparable percent accuracy 


to English units. 
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CONVERSION TABLES 


Dimensions 


Length 


Area 


Voluffe 


Time 


Velocity 


Comparison of Units 


English 


Inch (in.) 

Foot (ft.) 

Mile (mi.) 


Square foot (sq.ft.) 

Acre (ac) 

Square mile (sq. mi.) 


Metric -S.I. 


Millimetre (mm) 

Centimetre (cm) 

Metre (m) 

Kilometre (km) 


2

Square metre (m ) 

Square kilometre (km2) 


1
 
Cubic foot (cu.ft.) Cubic metre (m3) 

Acre foot (ac.ft.) 


Second (s)1Second (s) 


Feet per second (ft/sec)1
Metre per second (m/s) 


Conversion 


Metric (S.I.) into English Units 


To Convert 


Millimetres (mm) 

Centimetres (cm) 

Metres (m) 

Kilometres (km) 

Square metres (m2) 

Square kilometres (km2) 

Square kilometres (km2) 

Cubic metres (m3) 

Metres per second (m/s) 


Cubic metres per second 
(m /s) cumecs 

Cubic metres per second 
per square kilometre, 

Into 


Inches (in) 

Inches (in) 

Feet (ft) 

Miles (mi) 

Square feet (ft2) 

Acres (ac) 

Square miles (mi2) 

Cubic feet (ft3) 

Feet per second 

(ft/s) 

Cubic feet per second 
(ft3/s) cusecs 

Cubic feet per second 
per square mile 

Multiply by 

0.03937 

0.3937 

3.281 

0.6214 

10.76 

247.1 

0.3861 

35.31 


3.281 


35.31 


91.46 
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English into Metric (S.1.) 


To Convert 


Inches (in.) 

Feet (ft) 

Miles (m) 

Square feet (ft2) 

Acres (ac) 

Square miles (mi2) 

Cubic feet (ft3) 

Acre feet (ac-ft) 

Cubic feet per second 

or cusec 


Cubic feet per second 

per square mile 


Into 


Millimetres (mm) 

Metres (m) 

Kilometres (km) 


2
Square metres (m ) 

Square kilometres (km2 

Square kilometres (km ) 

Cubic metres (m3) 

Cubic metres (m) 

Cubic metres per second 


cumecs (m3/s) 

Cubic metres per second 


per square kilometre 


Multiply by 


25.40 

0.3948 

1.609 

0.09290 

0.004047 

2.590 

0.02832 


1233 


0.02832 


0.01093 
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GENERAL STREAM GAUGING TERMS 


Artificial control.--A structure built in a stream channel to 

stabilize the stage-discharge relation. 


Backwater.--Water backed up or retarded in its course as compared 

with its normal or natural condition of flow. In stream gauging, 

a rise in stage produced by a temporary obstruction such as 

weeds, fish traps, or tributary floods. 


Bank.--The margins of a channel. See "Left (or Right) bank". 


Bench mark.--A recognized permanent point of known elevation above 

a specified datum plane. Bronze tablets, bolts, chiseled marks 

are all examples of bench marks used at gauging stations in 

Zambia. It has been found expedient in the United States, where 

vertical control points and gauging stations are numerous, to 

separate the points of known elevation into three categories: 

1) Bench marks; 2) Reference marks, and 3) Reference points. 

U.S.G.S. Water Supply Paper 888, pp. 210, 211 gives a detailed 

account of these points. 


Channel (water course).--An open conduit either natural or 

artificial (canal) which periodically or continuously contains 

moving water, or which is a connecting link between two bodies 

of water. 


Control.--A feature downstream from the gauge that determines the 

stage-discharge relation at the gauge. It can be either natural 

or artificial. 


Cross-section.--The section across the stream, 90 degrees to the 

mean direction of flow, which is used in a discharge measure
ment to obtain the depth, width, and velocity of the water. 


Datum of gauge.--The datum plane (either arbitrary or a recognized 

datum such as mean sea level) to which the zero of the gauge 

is referred. A permanent datum must be maintained by referring 

the zero of the gauge to a bench mark. 


Discharge measurement.--The operation of measuring the discharge 

of a liquid in a conduit. In surface water hydrography, it is 

the determination of the discharge of water flowing in a stream, 

canal, or conduit. It is expressed as a rate of flow. 
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Error of Closure.--The difference between the initial elevation 

of the initial benchmark of a level circuit and the final 

elevation of the same benchmark obtained upon completion of 

the circuit. 


Gauge height (water level).--The water-surface elevation referred 

to some arbitrary gauge datum. Gauge height is often used inter
changeably with the more general term "stage", although gauge 

height is more appropriate when used with a reading on a gauge. 

In Zambia, the term "water level" is synonymous with gage height. 


Gauging station.--A particular site on a stream, canal, lake, or 

reservoir where systematic observations of gauge height or 

discharge are obtained. 


Horizontal angle.--The angle of current, or the difference between 

90° and the angle made by the current with the discharge 

measurement cross-sections. 


Left (or right) bank.--The stream bank to the left (or right) as 

viewed facing downstream. 


Reach.--Generally, any length of a river or section of a river. 


Reference point.--See "Bench mark". 


River.--A natural stream of water of considerable flow, or a 

watercourse. 


Sounding.--A determination of depth of water in a stream. In 

stream gauging, this is generally done during a discharge 

measurement at each vertical in the cross section prior to 

positioning the current meter for a velocity reading. 


Stage.--The height of a water surface at a point along a stream, 

measured above an arbitrary datum. See "Gage height". 


Stage-discharge relation.--The relation between gauge height 

(water level) and the amount of water flowing in a channel, 

expressed as volume per unit of time (discharge). At a dis
charge station this relationship is expressed in a rating 

curve or table. 


Stream.--A general term for a body of flowing water. In hydrology, 

the term is generally applied to the water flowing in a natural 

channel, as distinct from a canal. In stream gauging, it is 

applied to the water flowing in any channel, natural or 

artificial. 
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Stream gauging.--The process and art of measuring the depths, 

areas, velocities, and rates of flow in natural or artificial 

channels. 


Vertical.--One of the vertical lines which divide the cross section 

into smaller areas and in which the depth and velocity of the 

water is determined during a current meter discharge measurement. 


Vertical angle.--The angle between the vertical and the sounding 

line when the current meter and sounding weight are dragged 

downstream by the water. 


Water level.--See "Gauge height". 
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EQUIPMENT TERMS 


Angle indicator (protractor).--An instrument attached to the 
outer end of the boom of a bridge crane, which measures the 
vertical angle during bridge discharge measurements. 
Similarly, another type is used on a cable car for the same 
purpose. . 

Bridge crane.--See "Crane". 


Boat outfit.--It includes an adjustable telescopic boom used to 

extend the current meter and sounding weight beyond the bow 

of the boat, a crosspiece to attach the boom to the boat 

gunwales which holds the boat on the tag line, and a support 

and sheaves for a sounding reel and line. The boat outfit 

developed in Zambia consists of a boom attached to the boat 

seat and resting on the gunwale to extend the current meter 

and sounding weight over the side of the boat. 


Cable car.--A car suspended on a cableway by sheaves (pulley) 

and designed to carry personnel and discharge measuring equipment 

across a river during a discharge measurement. The cable car 

is of two types, sit-down and stand-up. 


Cableway.--A cable, spanning the stream, and supported and 

anchored on each bank, provides a track for a cable car which 

is used by the hydrographer in making a current meter discharge 

measurement. 


Counterweight.--A cast iron (generally) weight used on the four-

wheel truck base of a bridge crane to counter balance the 

sounding weight during a bridge discharge measurement. 


Crane.--A machine consisting of a movable boom, 3 or 4-wheeled 

truck base, and support and sheaves for a sounding reel and 

line. It is used with a sounding reel to facilitate sounding 

with a heavy sounding weight in a bridge discharge measurement. 

The movable boom with current meter and sounding weight can 

be extended beyond the interfering bridge members. 


Current meter.--An instrument used to measure the velocity of 

flowing water. They generally can be classified as those 

having vertical-axis rotors and those having horizontal-axis 

rotors. 
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Current meter rating.--The calibration of the current meter. It 

is usually a table expressing the relation between the 

revolutions of the bucket wheel (rotor) and the time, and 

expressed in velocity in feet per second or meters per second. 


Float gauge.--'A device inside a well which consists of a float 

which rides on the water surface attached to a counterweight 

by means of a stainless steel tape which passes over a suitable 

pulley and past an indicator pointer. 


Handline.--An assembly of an upper rubber covered cable, hand 

reel, and lower steel single conductor cable to support the 

current meter and light sounding weights in discharge measure
ments of streams too deep to wade. 


Hand reel.--A reel used to hold the steel cable of a handline 

and to connect the upper rubber-covered cable to the steel cable. 


Inclined staff gauge.--See "Staff gauge". 


Intake (Inlet).--The connection between the stilling well and 

stream through which water from the stream enters or leaves. 

It may be a length of pipe or a slot or hole through the wall 

of the stilling well. 


Sounding cable.--The steel cable used to suspend the current meter 

and sounding weight when making a determination of depth and 

velocity in a stream. The cable is controlled either by a 

reel or by use of a handline. 


Sounding reel.--The mechanism used to control the sounding cable. 

It has a drum for winding the cable and is used for raising 

and lowering the sounding weight and current meter and a 

mechanism for holding the cable at any desired position. A 

depth indicator is an integral part of the reel. 


Sounding weight.--The weight suspended from the sounding cable 

below the current meter to keep it stationary in the water 

and to stablize the cable when making a sounding. The sounding 

weights are of various weights from 15 lbs. upward. 


Staff gauge.--A fixed vertical or inclined scale, or staff, on 

which the height of the surface of water may be read. The 

vertical staff gauge consists of porcelain enamel iron sections 

attached to a stable support inside a stilling well or in the 

stream. The inclined staff gauge is built on the slope of a 

bank and graduated to indicate vertical heights. 
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Stilling well.--A chamber or well connected with the stream in 

such a way as to permit the measurement of the stream in 

relatively still conditions. 


Tag line.--A small diameter galvanized steel aircraft cord with 

solder beads or brass tags at measured intervals and controlled 

by winding on a tag line reel. It is used in measuring the 

horizontal distances and widths in a wading or boat discharge 

measurement cross section. 


Tag line reel.--A reel to hold and control a tag line. Various 

types and sizes are developed for use with various diameter 

and length tag lines. 


Vertical staff gauge.--See "Staff gauge". 


Wading rod.--A graduated rod used to suspend the current meter 

when making a measurement of depth and velocity of a shallow 

stream. The two types commonly used are top setting and the 

round rod. 


Water-stage (level) recorder.--An instrument for producing a 

graphic or punched tape record of the rise and fall of a 

water surface with respect to time. 
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GENERAL HYDROLOGIC TERMS 


Acre-foot (ac-ft, acre-ft.).--The quantity of water required to 

cover 1 acre to a depth of 1 foot. 


Average discharge.--The mean rate of discharge that passes a 

given point over the period specified. 


Basic hydrologic data.--Inventories of features of land and water 

that vary only from place to place (topographic and geologic 

maps), and records of processes that vary with both place and 

time (records of precipitation, strearnflow, ground water, etc.). 


Catchment area (Drainage area).--An area from which water drains 

to a single point; in a natural basin, the area contributing 

flow to a given place or a given point on a stream. 


Cubic foot per second (cusecs, c.f.s.).--The rate of discharge 

representing a volume of 1 cubic foot passing a given point 

during 1 second. 


Cubic meter per second (cusec).--The rate of discharge representing 

a volume of 1 cubic meter passing a given point during I second. 


Discharge.--The volume of water (or total fluids) that passes a 

given point within a given period of time. Also, it is outflow 

or the flow of a stream, canal, aquifer, or pipe. Units of 

discharge commonly used in reference to streams are cubic foot 

per second (cusec) and cubic meter per second (cusec). 


Downstream order.--The system of listing gauging stations in a 

downsteam direction along the main stream and stations on 

tributaries are listed between stations on the main stream in 

the order in which those tributaries enter the main stream. 

Stations on tributaries to tributaries are listed in a similar 

manner. 


Drainage area.--See "Catchment area". 


Flood plain.--The lowland that borders a river, usually dry but 

subject to flooding. 


Hydrograph.--A graph showing stage, flow, velocity, or other 

property of water with respect to time. In the Branch, the 

hydrograph usually refers to stage and discharge. That of 

discharge is used extensively in the final study of streamflow 

records. 
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Hydrologic year (water year).--The 12-month period 1st October 

to the 30th September. This division of the year usually is 

more suited to the study of rainfall-runoff than a calendar 

year, although in some areas the 12-month period may deviate 

from the months ordinarily considered. The hydrologic year 

is designated by the calendar year in which it ends. Thus, 

the year ending 30 September 1969 is called the 1969 hydrologic 

or water year. 


Hydrology.--The science of the behavior of water in the atmosphere, 

on surface of the earth, and underground. 


Ground water.--Water in the ground. 


Runoff.--That part of the water yield that appears in streams. 

It is the same as streamflow unaffected by artificial diversions 

storage, or other works of man in or on the stream channels. 


Streamflow.--The actual flow in streams, whether or not subject 

to regulation or underflow. 


Surface water.--Water on the surface of the earth. 


Water year.--See "Hydrologic year". 


Water yield (or yield).--The runoff from the catchment area or 

drainage basin including ground water outflow, that appears in 

the stream, plus ground-water outflow that bypasses the gauging 

station and leaves the basin underground. Water yield is the 

precipitation minus the evapotranspiration and therefore 

includes runoff plus underflow. 


Valley.--An area drained by a river and its tributaries. An 

elongated depression of the earth's surface between ranges 

of hills. 
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FILING SYSTEM 


A well designed, straighforward filing system is of prime 

importance in filing of hydrologic basic data and stx7eamflow 

records. It should be mandatory that no files be left unattended 

on tops of desks or in desk drawers. It is the responsibility 

of the officer in charge to enforce this rule. The system must 

be designed for simplicity and accuracy. Complicated files that 

may serve admirably in an office under the control of a trained 

filing clerk will in most small hydrologic offices prove ineff i
cient and a source of confusion. Elaborate numerical cross-

indexed filing systems will only be a handicap. 


For example: It is desired to analyze the basic data records 

for the 1969 water year (hydrologic year) for the Kafue River at 

Kasaka. Since all analyses are concerned with a particular 

gauging station, all filing should be identified by the gauging 

station name or number, that is, Kafue River at Kasaka, 5-0123. 

(The station number 5-0123 is only used as an illustration in 

this example as no actual station numbers have been assigned). 

Filing data by gauging station name and not by number is 

recommended for Zambia for two reasons: First, the amount of 

stations will remain fairly constant within the next few years, 

and second, the requests for data are almost always by river 

name and location. Also, data filed by gauging station name is 

easy to find because the request and the filing are similar in 

concept. These requests may be from outside sources or from an 

office hydrologist preparing a station analysis, but in either 

case, the station name is used. 


In all stage and discharge station analyses, the basic 

streamflow data must be retrieved from a file, and using the Kafue 

River as an example, the following list contains the data 

ordinarily studied by the _hydrologist in preparation of the 1969 

records: 


1. Gauge height record for 1969 water year. 


a. Recorder record. 


b. Gauge height readings. 


2. Level notes obtained from gauge checks. 


a. 1968 water year notes. 


b. 1969 water year notes. 


c. 1970 water year notes, if available. 
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3. Discharge measurements. 


a. 1969 water year including last measurement in 1968 

water year. 


b. Previous measurements may be necessary. 


4. Miscellaneous field notes. 


5. Analysis for 1968 water year. 


6. List of discharge measurements for 1968.

Y.00.0M1d 

7. Rating curve for 1968 water year. 


8. Rating table for 1968 water year. 


9. Field station description. 


a. Text. 


b. Site map and sketches. 


c. Photographs of gauge site, control and channel. 


10. Miscellaneous office notes. 


a. Cross-section. 


b. Notes or letters pertaining to observer changes, etc. 


This represents a large amount of different types of forms 

and data. Since they are used each year for the analysis of basic 

streamflow data for each gauging station, the process is 

repetitious by nature, that is, year after year for a large number 

of gauging stations. 


The data can be merged for filing into four major groups for 

simplification as follows: 


1. Gauge height record. 


a. Gauge readings (recommend 5" x 8" file). 


b, Recorder charts (recommend 8 1/2" x 11" file). 
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2. Basic streamflow data (5" x 8" file). 


a. Discharge measurement. 


b. Level notes (Form H102). 


c. Miscellaneous notes (Forms H100, H101). 


3. Analysis of streamflow data and pertinent records 

(8 1/2" x 11" file). 


a. Analysis text. 


b. List of discharge measurements (Form H110). 


c. Current rating table (Form H112). 


d. Field station description. 


Text (Form 103) 


Photos 


Sketches (Form H105, H106) 


Cross-section 


e. Copy of daily mean discharge and gauge heights. 


f. Miscellaneous notes. 


4. Current rating curve (map type of file). 


Instead of searching through many office files and storage 

shelves, the hydrologist can with few exceptions retrieve the 

required data from the four following well-identified files: 


1. Gauge height record. 


2. Basic streamflow field data. 


3. Analysis data (stage and discharge). 


4. Current rating curve. 


The data for each of the four groups will be filed with similar 

data from the other gauging stations in Zambia but will be separated 

and identified within the group by the gauging station name, in 

this example, Kafue River at Kasaka. One further division of the 
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data is necessary; the files should be separated into "current" 

and "back" data. The current file will contain the data prior 

to analysis and computation of the records and the back file 

will contain the data after processing. 


Further details regarding files are given in the following 

paragraphs: 


Gauge height and basic streamflow field data 


These should be separated into current and back data files. 

It is recommended that the Branch purchase two banks of 5" x 8" 

metal card file cabinets for the field data. An excellent type 

is one which is two drawers in width, six drawers in height, 

and mounted on an 8" x 10" base. These drawers should be con
structed as an integral unit or interlocking for stability. A 

detailed description of the Field Data file is given on page 101. 


Analysis data 


These should be :,aparated into current and back data files. 

The current file will contain the latest original copy of the 

following: station analysis, rating table, list of discharge 

measurements, field station description, miscellaneous notes, 

and computed. streamflow records. It is recommended that these 

data be filed in a single folder. The analysis, rating table, 

list of discharge measurements should be enclosed (jacketed) by 

a folded copy of the sheet of yearly streamflow records, either 

the computer printout or form for manual computations. These 

jacketed items are bodily transferred to the back data file when 

the next hydrological year's records are inserted in the current 

file. The original copy of the field station description and 

any miscellaneous information will remain in the current file 

until they are superseded by a new or revised copy. It is further 

recommended that both the current and back data file folders be 

of the open type because the use of a wallet with a loose or 

tied flap is a hindrance to all users. 


Rating curve sheets 


The original copy of the current rating curve sheet should 

be kept flat in a map drawer type cabinet and filed in alpha
betical order by station name. When a new sheet is prepared, 

the old original sheet should be folded and filed in the 8 1/2" x 

11" back data file of streamflow records and data for that 

particular station. 
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It is recommended that at least two ozalid (black line) 

prints of the rating curve sheet be obtained each year after 

completion of the rating curve. One copy should be bound in a 

large loose-leaf binder and all current discharge measurements 

plotted as they are checked in the office. The second copy 

should be folded and placed in the Station Field File for use 

of the hydrographer in plotting discharge measurements in the 

field. 


Field station data 


This file contains information of importance to the 

hydrographer in the field. It is recommended that a brown paper 

envelope about 9" x 12" be used to contain the data. An envelope 

is prepared for each station and should be clearly marked FIELD 

FILE and followed by the station name. The contents are a copy 

of rating curve sheet, list of discharge measurements, level 

summary, field station description including maps, sketches, 

photos and any miscellaneous notes such as clock changes and 

maintenance notes. When time permits, a duplicate file should 

be prepared and kept in the office for other hydrographers to 

take in the field during floods or other hurried demands. 
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H 10k 
/0m—G234 11-89 

HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA 

Station No 

DESCRIPTION OF GAUGING STATION 

On River at 

Drainage basin 

Province of Prepared by Date ,19.. _ 
(Describe station fully, in accordance with outline on back of this form) 

Sheet No. of ., sheets. If insufficient space, use additional sheets. 

OUTLINE OF DESCRIPTION OF GAUGING STATION 

(Use headings as given below) 

1. Location—(a) Relative to bridges, dams, falls, highways, islands, 
railroads, towns, tributaries, etc. Latitude and longitude. (b) How reached. 
Highway routes, including alternate routes during flood periods. Show com
plete information for auxiliary gauge if a slope station. 

2. Establishment—Date and by whom. If a re-establishment so state, 
showing date and by whom. 

3. Drainage area—Show how obtained, name of maps used (if known), or 
source (if furnished). 

4. Gauge—(a) Description. If recorder, show make and type; elevations 
(bottom of well, intakes, sills of doors, reference point for tape gauge, and 
instrument shelf); description of inside, outside, and auxiliary gauges, intakes 
(including lengths), and flushing devices. Make special notes regarding operat
ing conditions peculiar to station. (b) Observer's name, address, occupation, 
pay, distance to read gauge, refinement of readings, etc. (c) Elevation of zero 
of gauge above mean sea level or other datum. Give same information as above 
for auxiliary gauge if used to determine slope. 

5. History—Brief description of other gauges operated nearby with dates 
of operation. 

6. Bench marks—(a) Describe bench marks fully; make sketch showing 
principal features. Show elevation above zero of gauge, also above mean sea 
level or other datum, if available. (b) Describe fully bench mark used to 
determine elevation of zero of gauge above mean sea level or other datum; 
give location with respect to gauge. 

7. Channel and control—Describe character of channel in vicinity of 
gauge and measuring section: (a) Character of bed of stream, as rock, gravel, 
sand, clean or vegetation covered, permanent or shifting; (b) character of banks 
at gauge and measuring section, as high, low, liable to overflow (stage of over
flow), clean or vegetation covered; (c) condition of channel and flow above and 
below station and measuring section as straight or curved (give distances), 
flow smooth or turbulent, and approximate velocities at various stages; (d) 
number and location of channels at low and high water; if slope station, 
describe channel conditions in reach, inflow, breaks in bed, etc. 

Describe controls for low and high stages : Location and character, as 
rock, gravel, sand, clean or vegetation covered, permanent or shifting, other 
special conditions. 

5. Discharge measurements—(a) Location of low-, medium-, and high-
water measuring sections. (b) Detailed description of measuring equipment, i.e., 
for cableway give heights of towers, type of anchorage, location of initial point 
for soundings, type of cable and cable car, length of span, unloaded sag, 
design load, etc. (c) Develop cross-section at measuring section to stage above 
high water. (d) Give special information, as maximum stage for wading, 
weights required for various stages, sections for slope-area, flow-over-dam, or 
contracted-opening computation, etc. (e) Probable accuracy (excellent, good, 
fair, or poor) with which measurements can be made. 

9. Floods—Determine stages of major floods at station, referred to 
gauge datum. Show source and give reliability of data. 

10. Point of zero flow—Give elevation referred to gauge datum, indicate 
probable accuracy in tenths of a foot. Note whether permanent or shifting. 

11. Regulation and diversion—Location, description, and probable effect 
of dams, lakes, power plants, reservoirs, swamps, etc. above or just below 
station. Location and description of diversions above, at, or just below 
station, with probable amount of diversion and facilities for its determination. 

12. Accuracy—State probable accuracy and reliability of data to be 
obtained at station, considering gauge-height record, control, and measuring 
conditions. 

13. Sketch—Make sketch on cross-section paper, showing sufficient detail 
to enable one unfamiliar with the locality to reach the station with a minimum 
of effort. Show relative locatioh of control, dams, diversions, gauge, highways, 
measuring sections, observer's house, railroads, bench marks, towns, tribu
taries, etc. (Make two sketches, detail and general, if necessary.) If available, 
include portion of topographic sheet covering area in which station is located 
(photostat of part of map is acceptable). 

14. Photographs—If feasible, take photographs of the principal features 
at the station (close view of gauge and structure; general view of station 

_showbiz control; measuring equipment, eta.). 



Figure 2. A stable concrete bridge with pipe rails is an ideal 

support for a Type A wire-weight gauge. At this gauging 

station, the present vertical staff gauge sections are 

300 feet downstream with a very poor low-water control. 

The rocky riffle at the downstream side of the bridge 

makes a suitable low-water control for a wire-weight 

gauge on the upstream bridge rail. 


Figure 3. The sheet of paper shows a good position for the 

installation of a Type A wire-weight gauge. The bridge 

provides a stable support and the gauge is easy to reach 

and read at all stages. 




Figure 4. The long weedy channel with sluggish flow is a very 

poor control for the gauging station Luampa River at 

Luampa Road Bridge. 


Figure 5. The low-water control for the telemetric gauging 

station on Luena River at Kasambemezi is a rocky 

riffle about 1/3 mile below the gauge. The clear-

cut break in the water surface is characteristic 

of an effective control. 
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5m-G233 11-6 	 H100 

HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA 

Date c.7 _% /19 ef•6o , 196 -

MISCELLANEOUS FIELD NOTES 

/V4.2i 6/-elaf?' 4 /-Z 1 

R44 /e•, ./0�0// 00./ Aiide 4 71.747571,dowis.	 . 
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No. / of / sheets 

Figure 6. 	Notes on all maintenance must be completed and sent to the designated 

office. Much time and effort will be saved by insisting that this 

type of report be written on Form H100. 




Figure 7. A vertical staff can be designed for 

easy and accurate reading. 




Figure 8, The Type A wire-weight gauge is an excellent 

non-recording gauge for installation on bridges. 




Figure 9. The electric tape gauge is designed for inside 

a well. Any low voltage battery will give 

long service. 




Figure 10. The inside float tape gauge makes an ideal reference 

gauge for a recorder because it can be read simul
taneously with setting of the recorder pen. 
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Crest-stage gauge 


3/16" vent hole 


Note.--Set 8-penny nail at top 

of 3/4" x 11" measuring stick 

for flush fit with cap. 


2" pipe 


• 1/4" in-
a Perforated tin cup for ik take holes 

• • regranulated cork. 300
•• )ir 

•
a 
•••

• 44,Flow 

A 30' 

4-Connecting bolt 2°.

Section A-A
and rod support 


• 1).%4 .11. A•4:oil 
A. aA• :AA •A„:.4 • A'A: 1.4 • :fi, 

•• A :.•.AA•A AA 

a.. •A _A. 6 •.• 
• • A 


• -

A •.4 . a • 6 • • A• „s 4 

4. 4.• • 

. • . A. 
 4-..'A.b•. • Aa• £E 

a . A.4 •.• 4: A-A • •2-i" pipe 

z‘;•4• 'A 

A ,• "A.•-•4•,4 
• • .. ,.-,A. A. 

„ • • k • •... ••?,.• 

. .„ • .A r 


4' 4 4.5- • ••••• 41 ...a:.• 4) A: Al Scale 1" = .2" 
: • 14:. • 

4 • ••....q.• • A.; .4•1?` A: 

Figure 11. Design of intake holes and crest-stage gauge 

anchored in concrete. 
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Post type crest-stage gauge 


Std 2-b, 13 pe ca, 

No te: Measar.my /nark's./ Of .
/.in7Lervals kv;i4 saw 

ca/i numierao/ /Oil' in-

7Lervo/s. Sol- 7-/oenni 14/v. 

mai/ at iv) for f/usA 

with cap. 

it£
Dra 

wirsr 
sio/is of %o/ 6e 

,,,17'h cinder sio/.2 of cap. 

.--;17 pip; 

I/ 

*3 

eci.i.7/7 AA 

Tin cat for sround cork 

Scale: About 3/4 size 


Figure 12. Details of crest-stage gauge pipe and measuring stick. 




 
 

 

 
 

 

 

   

 

   

 

Post type crest-stage gauge 


Base Piloe 

Pipe to be cut to 
51-3" or 71- 0" lengths 
as required. 

4 't 
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S cok : 

✓ 
/ 
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X/. 

/Vote: 4' r4te we/del to /1/0411 

.--- —
Figure 13. t:7:71:(3T ‹11ort pipe of crest-stage gauge. 




Post type crest-stage gauge 


Safyor ,owe 
diY;v217 /22/4 g/-0//n1 

c4wt 
Sc�. -)3" Si ze 

Details of intake holes and connection between crest-

stage gauge and support pipe. 




 

 

Crest-stage gauge 


Intake co ufi/ini for 6r£ins/a/lot/on is screwed to 

°£717 of /0//.De can a i n /2.9 yavyre 

I( 
Drill I-Usa 7"x 5 

va/ga nage id A • # 

see /c77 / 1 

Std. 2 -117. couphiry 

pre 5 

4,1---6 Ao /es 

5,0/e Vie./ 

/Vote 
2 4. � 

Cgie Fedi Size 

Ise n/pp/e. ape/ jo£ Zehui erni/b/th, 

Figure 15. Details of intake coOpling used at bridge installation 

of crest-stage gauge. 




 

 

 

Crest-stage gauge 


:Fr 
r- 1 

-1-10*--3/16" vent hole 

Note.--Set 8-penny nail at 
top of 3/4" x 1*" measur
ing stick for flush fit 
with cap. 

2" pipe 

3/4" x 
measuring stick 

FLOW 

° 1/4" intake 
I1\( holes 

Section A-A 

Perforated tin cup 
for regranulated 
cork Geo ce/7 al to- Sad)? e— A17 e Surd c e 

A A 

Pigure 16. Design of crest-stage gauge. 
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5m—G246 12-69 H 114 

HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA 

ie/l/er /ewe/ 
--- I OL/74c.7 - .3 7de.1-7W,9.2 afe
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/J 7e Pa ,7,L ,e,,, C.or,efi-
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z A 7:19- J: .5.e/re(e 7 8./2 12.36 4 o:5. i. . 0 / i-- .0 / 
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A. ci,;- 0 -9 -.03 40 1 
re.6e7€
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I 

4 c 7W;//:*,/ I# 

Figure l7. A level check summary maintained for every1
gauging station should 

be carried in the Field Station File. This provides a history of 

1gauge and bench mark changes and helps the level man make rational 


decisions during level checks at the gauging station. 




  

 

     

  

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

   

 

  

 
     

5m—C1235 1-70 11.102 

HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA 

Sta. No. 6.3 

LEVEL NOTES 

£e 404- �at� ... 

Locality 4j1/4/4)/ ,-/7- rv,a-a/ 

4//7gw?-4d.a...N.)..../Vir.4a.z.4ate. .9/ -a--/V- , 
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Station B.S. Ht. 1-nst. F.S. I Elevation Remarks 

/C-47/7 
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Figure 18. The rise and fall method can be used for computation of the results of 

level checks at gauging stations. 
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11.102 

£

6m -(0235 1-70 11.102 5m-0235 1-70 

H/TIOLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA 

Sta. No. Sta. No.I 
LEVEL NOTES LEVEL NOTES 

Cr t-t 

0 es 
cvanid £River aeraat': . (744,t7 74- 1I River ser ‘.44f/C4-- 4,2a/oda_£ 6.7 i.7.4,-,...................... 


• 1-1 
P• Locality Get, Uy y ./avi/ ,:-.1& 741/4 ,Locality 6a-,/ j (.4 7 -- : 
O 0 
va � 

0 Party ‘,.) • Se.ke/e..7k., A . siero Date .22 , PartyCT . , .. Aje.Rib...k. . Date.g 2 , 194 .-.'..e..../.1.4/e.At::. -,4p.r" • 
c+ 

CD 0• 
Station B.S. Ht. Inst. F.S. Elevation Remarks Station B.S. Ht. Inst. F.S. Elevation Remarks 
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5m-G235 1-70 H.102 5m-G235 1-70 H.1022 

P. OLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA OLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA 

LEVEL NOTES LEVEL NOTESLEVEL 
Stream 

//7 
�..-teci;r'er-- 4 ,71 7k:1;7/17.14 /41,� Stream 

0 Locality raez.„-/A,z4e Locality eg/-£./z:/ £ 
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51n—(1235 1-70 H.102 

HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA 

£ Sta. No. /2174 
Crete -- .57.afe�-`/3e 

LEVEL NOTES 

Iliataemdet River at /(.4° 7449 
Locality %gee, -7&74 

Party. Z iiith0"2-A---- - . -4)44-7- 194e).4.45efipA Date. 

Station B.S. Ht. Inst. F.S. I Elevation Remarks 

71-.15-714-ff 
O.40 q,,5 y/1>e 

/1-/-`15�gi>e4 

AC- €319 4.1- g(ve/2 

12.-4b1 � 
44/e4 22„ia O.Zz A57 .38 ?2;i- r- - 4244 ;le' "gd 

1:154./e404̀  
)5,1£ 765 /i74.4--5- ; 1,2107a4ie 

7sia 2167 

1311../£ _L47 Z.,0_,..06 

_a_4 .e_..7A‘_- __).-:ea.64 0-grr 

C/4°�JI5 Oefe; 

...... .sheets Comp. 

Figure 21. Level checks and notes at crest stage gauges must be accurate and 

complete whether it is installed alone as a base gauge or s used as 

auxiliary gauge at a continuous gauging station. 
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Figure 22. Estimation of gauge heights should 

not be necessary with a well designed 

staff gauge. 
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Figure 23. Observers with minimum education and training need a well designed 
staff gauge to obtain accurate gauge readings. 
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HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA H122a 
DATA FOR STATION DESCRIPTION 6m_.463 11-70 

On /r4 /W.e� Rivergnear* above/below* 

Date obtained 0. - Date /92 ti De4., /f££e.ef.e/e£ 
LOCATION : Describe how reached. Obtain specific information so a hydrographer unacquainted with location can go directly to 

the gauge. Use speedometer mileage for distances wherever practical; maps may also be used. Refer gauge to tributaries, dams, 
falls or other hydrological features. Refer gauge to towns, roads, railways, bridges, pontoons or other prominent landmarks. If 
there is an auxiliary gauge give necessary additional access information : 

/5-0/73-£4./zy.e£ /*e/1.2e441.1(.oriz, 
Adld £/eau/ £Ae/4# 2 irL,4e ,£.sawth 

/rais tie' e i•zr ./92,/e..s£z`e)- 41/>1 reezd ,q401 87ft-be dal(9/2.£aat 
�n ,zI 411..iv road /a. isle 7£1/8/-."-/
.6/az/r.fQ ,'/ road 4:1£✓ .14.7"- ,4.$5.441./e£,q49/ -///,£ilq//10 

Af~%,'mgr ,,f/ "A,Ve.f 
.7Ae-£ira idize£ #17,0:f • 

41. / 

MAP REFERENCE : Was th. checked?—ye no Latitude£'„da South, Longitude... /3 East. 
MAIN GAUGE : On right bank ft/metres* at/above/below bridge/pontoon* or4,i4,„//103 me.e.to. 

OUTSIDE GAUGE : :lined* staff/gauge. Describe sections and how mounted: „Opidle. 
Range.74.45 - A metres* mounted on 6 d/aV2l1.e ,remarks //2 
Range ft/metres* mounted on , remarks 
Range ft/metres* mounted on , remarks 
Range ft/metres* mounted on , remarks 
Range ft/metres* mounted on , remarks 
Range ft/metres* mounted on , remarks 

Describe special problems in reading outside gauge due to waves, distance from bank etc ".471--/ite' twA-


/4.4/;/.9 7. 4';e /*At' £or- 604r- Cl/ /;,1 ..see. 7=01 .6444.£ 
Wire Weight gauge mounted on --


Dial reads with weight on check bar, elevation of chec 

INSIDE GAUGE • 47 aug 


Non, recording gauge: float tape/electric tape4C) (range of staff gaugea-O -.ZAP ft etres*). 

Recorder: Drum/Strip Chart/Digital. Make ./10Y76 , recorder serial No 


ghtratia. , range in stage , ft/metres*, time scale , clock serial No. 0. 
Well .cc oncrelsArickimetal*, size "Yor"."-O'..tror ./4970 (inside), elevation of top e2' , of bottom..//4?-71-

Clean-out door ze A/49,•1 c , elevation of sill. 

Intake: Pipe enin numbpr ,11".fri Intake diam or size 7 lengths of pipe 


elevations of inverts a1/// 4e, .7`,Kz;7 ,a17"-- ./e..a,/ ‘... (4,--/----

Flushing Equipment :�"'We� 
Recorder house: Walk in/reach in/concrete/brick/wood/metal*, size ./1?.4- (inside), elevation of shelf 

ventilation poor/fair/good* 
AUXILIARY GAUGE describe as above • A4ne - .,f- 0'71,0- 7' .7E A4,, , 0- ex/.,4 741 42-'7i- 120(-21 

£azi,1 4- 7i- 7-- e ../K4. -71:ve P.f.e-74moty lAvoilje�,€ 

OBSERVER /part time* NameA/tri,710F./ Me/#4,/4.-. 
Address 7A4,f-Cd7 
Distance from gauge al" inik,/ki.L.,* Frequency of visits.2.44. Education Standard — Reliabilitypn( 

BENCH MARKS : Describe type, and exact location in relation to gauge and other permanent features. 

o..67.ain1 £1%-0£ 

£ 
*circle relevant wordi9are 24 

http:visits.2.44
http:Range.74.45
http:3me.e.to


    

 
   

 
 

 
   

   

  

 
   

 
  

  

   
  

 

  

   

  
 

 

 
 

   

1-622b 
5m-1(404 11-70 

Data for Station Description—Continued: 
CHANNEL: describe both above and below gauge and discharge measuring section and auxiliary gauges. Give number and 

location of channels at various stages. Describe character of bed and banks (rock, sand, mud, vegetation, stability). 
Describe flood plain and measure width. Give distances to bends, islands, etc. and describe condition of flow at various 
stages. Describe reach between auxiliary gauge and main gauge ((inflow, breaks in bed, etc.) 

Left bank overflows at.44411011.21, ght. Right bank overflows at 2.3 Pt- ght. 24a0/1G7..3614./fAf � 

,47/./e 6e/ow y40ye�-4 kiAere /i`�..1//7 7.4-14/41- ./ee,A4/.5 


ri /741/ IPA, , Acliaaiife£7,1e./Ae/ 4.e2, �
 
Aas .260 /74. 6!, .71-4/;.-tr seeed £.rzyS,£/..a/f Aeiv) 


..Ze7e7 .̀ 14...oir a '4 qe£45./eso &eedv k,l/c.1 are�detgAii. 4~1 

ca4/e£at,e£gir/ed 4/2,1 71-1-er 5 4'4,2y�ival‘er .1.a&n.-0 • 19eat
.

4 "C‘/,4 .0.1. .01011A 41.1/14 11/././:A. ...ia&2e• lore, a-rAd As,4/2",Alove A/74/ 
Adoloo j AY,e - .....£ 74.z.5�OS dat' e!...4474 � 

d/.1 7er; .4‘,/ £ 74.4-, es • Naw y ,e!e ads' 
..drewir /owe a7" - A/a4.2 .sV41s • 

CONTROL: Give distance from gauge of each control (low, medium and high water). Describe character (rock, gravel, vegeta
tion, stability, shifts due to debris or human or animal interference). Describe any variable slope conditions. 

£-4,-rf£eli.&ae/ 
£4,1£e,01£/440 £e-e0 

"1 /10.6.6../1/ £4 /7.G/ e.v0 76'0/ Inc 4- 7" 4. el 7 e% r?) 77%e.c.Aa4ge-/ 
4/.// .4,1 .414, Ave.0.24,q72 0.171ap..!.. £........ .07e 

.117,,etie£a 7'�-1714."0,, • £z.s . 

/12a-,A1 le//...1 .Ae yea,-•
./-:ewom 7- £ 

DISCHARGE MEASUREMENTS: Describe best measuring sections for low, medium and high stage, give distances from gauge and 
access directions. Describe flow conditions, e.g. turbulent, smooth, fast, sluggish, horizontal angles, dead water. Estimate 
probable accuracy. Describe measurement methods, e.g. wading, cableway, bridge, boat, pontoon. Detail special equip-
ment necessary, e.g. sounding weights for various stages, tag lines, handline, bridge crane, equipment stored at gauge. 
Special cautions, e.g. crocodiles, floating islands, bridge traffic, piers, boat traffic. 

Maximum Wading Stage /7‘,/,e- ft/metresP:54// 0./4/ •Were-4-41•-ed 19 1490.71 4 744-4/4moy 

‘5'711aZi-c ffi-va  a49.40a7" - A-fe
le • ,1/ -0
14/0<zre;e:i£igl e",cy-.4" £ /#.; > .̀.6o/s" 


/; E.41££ /; f.ron.70-s- r5,4994*/y 1£7%424/2pi isO al/e 

/24.7e- &2.4v-A-e.1 a/ d./w4/#1£74frel £./z/Ne ei-fed £.142',"-,00',/74/4%vir-e/ * 

£,,,,r/-4.4-e£4131°600 I Joeea4 • /11 ode 4- 74- /f rve /-a di-e/ 


kifiric14£ - / 4/41• ve7 £14.1e w/// .6_e -4-4- 79/-fe-, 
_ 
/e-e, #v /5--0/6 ~.,/ • ,Poovefrif7,--•or •Ypih-- 0/4 .6p/die 4-40 � 

&Jed .4c7fae£at 6.0.-.44�Ge/4A4A� /0/40,-4,4,-Very dve,-,,,,f 
6.7e1-evezniioi4,.. .Z; .e se££ of ea#.A£ 

CTlinstable* 
SKETCH: Use back of sheets to make a dimensioned sketch of the site 
REMARKS: Use rest of sheets for any additional information 

POINT OF ZERO FLOW' Ai ght staA

1, I, per. ,17t 
£4' %,i' 4blr, a//i/ £&we) Very /-,,,,a(/p7,6i) dee-adai,o1.0-4egmf£4,Nkir 

(317.ri 4.)4 �A/07ez �Aormr 7'2 1.74- • /e/e£rairleAo .109/0.,a pt--Te .area" 
a// £70 At,a0,7 /•,;,/ e££e . 

/ ifzei,,rte.-..e$�/1,0e) te."4-7ier£1/4,11/ a4T 74- £ 

*circle relevant wordFigu re Z.5 

http:6.0.-.44
http:at.44411011.21


 

H 103 
5m-G236 12-69 

HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA 

12th December, 1962
Description Prepared 
(Date) 

F. T. MURIAby 

Description of Gauging Station on KAANDA RIVER NEAR CHONTA, ZAT'BIA 

Location.- Lat. 12°52', long. 26°02', on right bank 200 feet downstream from 

bridge on the Kasempa-Solwezi road, 2 miles downstream from Luba River, 

6k miles north of Chonta, and 40 miles northeast of Kasempa. 


To visit station drive 40 miles north from Kasempa on Kasempa-

Solwezi road to Chonta, then continue 62 miles north to bridge and gauge. 


Established.- 4th December, 1962, by Mr. J. P. Oswald. 


Gauge.- Vertical staff gauge in three sections; lower two sections of gauge 

are enamel gauge plates bolted to slotted 2" angle iron posts driven into 

stream bed near right bank and the higher section is on 6" dia. pipe post 

anchored in concrete on right bank 20 feet landward from edge of low water 

channel. 


Range in gauges: 


Lower section 0-5 feet, gauge datum 

Fiddle section 4-9 feet, gauge datum 

Upper section 8-13 feet, rauge datum 


(THE FOLLOjING FORM IS USED FOR RECORDER INSTALLATIONS) 


Stevens A-35 continuous water stage recorder in 4 feet x 4 feet 

walk-in-type metal shelter on a 4 foot diameter concrete pipe well. 


Time scale is 2.4 inches per day, gauge height scale 1:6. Recorder 

paper actuated by a weight and clock, gauge height pen actuated by 

perforated tape, and 10" diameter float. 


The following elevations are referred to gauge datum: 


Top of instrument shelf 21.2 feet 
House door sill 18.7 feet 
Top of house floor 18.5 feet 
ell door sill (2i feet x 3 feet) 11.8 feet 

Invert of upper 3" dia. 18 ft. long 
intake pipe 2.5 feet 

Invert of lower 3" dia. 30 feet long 
intake pipe 1.5 feet 

Bottom of well 0.5 feet 

Both intake pipes attached to flush tank through gate valves. 

Recorder will record from 6.5 to 20.5 feet gauge heights. 


are .2‘ 



 
FORM H 104 

Description of Gauging Station (cont. sheet) KAWANDA RIVER NEAR CHONTA 5m-G237 11-69 

Base gauge is enamel section staff gauge, range 1.0 to 21.0 feet, 

attached to inside of well. 


Outside reference gauge is vertical staff gauge in three sections 

(0.5 feet and 4-9 feet) near right bank 20 feet downstream from well and 

one upper section (8-21 feet) attached to downstream side of well and house. 


Control.- Low and medium stages controlled by rock ledge 400 feet below gauge 

and just above remains of abandoned bridge. High stages controlled by 

rock ledge and remains of old bridge piers and abutments about 400 feet 

below gauge. Brush and vegetation on rock ledge and channel banks cause 

variable backwater at low and medium stages, otherwise control is very 

stable. 


Point of zero flow 1.7 feet ±0.2 feet, determined 11th November, 1962. 


Discharge measurements.- Low stages below 4.5 feet measured by wading at 

sections a quarter of a mile below gauge and about 1000 feet below 

abandoned road bridge. Site of wading section will change as the stage 

changes but will remain in the general locality. 


medium and high stages are measured from car on cableway 50 feet 

below gauge. Car kept at right tower. 


Extreme high stages are measured from downstream side of road bridge 

200 feet above gauge. 


History.- Gauging station established in 1962. Maximum stage known about 

16 feet gauge datum in 1958, from local inhabitant. 


Remarks.- Discharge records will probably be fair to good. Station estab
lished to increase the hydrologic coverage of Zambia. The basin upstream 

has little water use development and no major development is likely. 


Bench marks.- B.M. No. 2 is top of bolt head 1 ft. above ground in streamward 

side of 18" dia. tree 20 ft. landward from right bank and 40 ft. downstream 

from cableway. Elevation, 8.12 feet, gauge datum. 


B.M. No. 2 is top of brass tablet 6 inches above ground surface set 

in concrete post on right bank 200 feet downstream from bridge, 50 feet 

landward from right bank of river, and 10 feet upstream from right anchor 

of cableway. Elevation, 12.36 feet, gauge datum. 


Observer.- J. Nkonola hired as observer and issued record book. He lives 

first house on downstream side of bridge on Kasempa-Solwezi road. House 

is about 600 feet from right bank of river, and 500 feet from road. He 

will make three gauge readings per day at 0600, 1200, and 1800 hours. 


/47:91./ce .27 




SAMPLE 

Preliminary Station Description 


ZAMBEZI RIVER BASIN 


Kawanda River near Chonta 


Established 4th December, 1962 


Location.- Staff gauge in 3 sections (0-5 ft, 4-9 ft, and 8-13 ft). 


Lat. 13°24', long 25°24', on right bank 200 ft. downstream 


from bridge on the Kasempa-Mankoya road, 2 miles downstream 


from Lubo River, 6 1/2 miles west of Chonta and 31 miles 


southwest of Kasempa. 


Remarks.- The records will not be equivalent to those obtained 


in 1958-59 at site 3 miles upstream because of inflow from 


Luba River. 


Signed 

J. P. Oswald 


Figure 28 




 

 

 

  

 

 

 
  

 

 

HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA 
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Figure 29. A sketch of the station site is an important part of the tlit'er, 

Field Degcription. 
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b(n£) 
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b4 
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Water surfaceInitial 

point 


(n — 1)_J u) 
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EXPLANATION 

1,2,3, n Observation points 

b1, b2,b3 , bn Distance, in feet, from the initial 
point to the observation point 

d1, d 2 43 , £d o Depth of water, in feet, at the 
observation point 

Dashed lines Boundary of partial sections; one 
heavily outlined discussed in text 

Figure 30. A current-meter measurement is the summation of the partial 

discharges of the cross-section of the stream. In the midsection 

method shown in the sketch, it is assumed that the velocity and 

depth at each vertical represents the mean velocity and depth in a 

partial rectangular area. 
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HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY
OF OF

ZAMBIA .80.80 ZAMBIA 

DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT NOTESCD DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT NOTES 
Date 4 4f Ya 191-6 Date It 4/'Y/ , 19 6 -

.85k<R. -r-74dGA. River .T/Gen'£l'it;-% i(c,t. 'n River eca. Y C 07) CL 

VELOCITY Adjust- VELOCITYDist. Time Adjust-Dist.,6; ed for Time 
from Revo- in ed forWidth Depth Mean Discharge .90 from in 
initial .0 lutions s.- At 

in ver-
hoc Area . Width Depth t

§ 
1 R"°- At Mean hor. Area Discharge .90initial lutions sec-

ji ! point onds
o Point angle or in ver-point onds e .t point angle or 

o- 5:11 0 BoS g tical 
.92 -- ' 3 s-cref2__o Jo ‘715- .92 
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17 3 (0£S S' tt[f • 4it• x•20 3 -(7 

.99 

Itt 3-oo •2. Ls- 54- - 6is 55 •Ss 6•oo 3.3o 
•is 7 1.-fro -LF-2-

IS£SC£• 6 ,f- i • C't. -001 1.0 •6 I0 - 606 31 g 1.00 

/S so 6_22 Q .C, •70£-70 q-- go -"TOO 1-1-7 3 2-t-to 4-1-5 - 55 •5.3 7•20 3- .Z 
3° - 2-4t .99 zto£. 9-0 4.41 
.29- 2 3.0o 14.5" 61 - 6 3 6-oo 3.7ir 

.98 S-0 3 .1,4o 165£• .S3 •.53 7- 2o 3 8.1, .
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- IS t o£So -lig .97 .97 
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•3 Jo Lk& -50 
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Figure 32. The wading section at Namitome River at Namitorne is 

very good. It is characterized by a smooth solid 

bottom, straight approach section, evenly distributed 

flow of about one foot per second velocity, and a one 

foot depth in most verticals. 


Figure 33. Suitable wading sections can generally be found in 

areas of rock ledges and boulders by a thorough 

reconnaissance of the river. The wading section for 

the Chongwe River at Chongwe Road Bridge is a quarter 

of a mile below the gauge and has a ledge rock location 

with good velocity distribution. 
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Figure 34. 	 The horizontal angle coefficient is obtained from Form H108 during a 
discharge measurement. 



 

  

       

 

  

 

  
 

   

 

   

  
 

  

 

 

   
  

 

   

H 109 
HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA 2m- --0L160 3-70 

DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT NOTES-TWO TABLE METHOD 


Date .2 O 1-4-4 194 

80. ,Zi-/ane 4-1a- River a74 	L. c 4(14-- £e STA. No4-

• 


VELOCITY 

Distance Distance 


from above Depth of ALI)LINted 
initial watzr Vertical Observed Air W'etline Water Vertical obsee- Ke. olu- Time in Al Mean in for hors Mean 
point surface angle depth correction depth correction depth nation Lions seconds point vertical angle Area depth Width Discharge 

• /33a )9r41," 	 _85. 

3o5 79 9 /E9 ID /S9 al // 	 .z /.3--0 45 750 776 296 ./ile Za . 3424' 
.g" 1..6-4 4.z e.03 

325. 79 // /8:S /...4- /70 0.1 /49 	 _2 4.5-0 .41 42277o 2f4 /4.11753 2,z0 

.r /.6-0 47 7/i 
90' .31710 79 1 3 /8.9 2./ /6.8 0. / /6.7 	 .2- ,aa _ a-2 e45 733 25o /4.7 if 4 130 


.ff i.Cio 576 ‘.02. 

92 355 79 8 /73 e.e i‘... 6 - .a-/ /4,71 .2- /So _5-z 4.47422 2.,/‘ /6.,/ AC /, / ?O 

. f ‘1> 4.3 3./-Y-

. 37o 79 - /2-.9 - - - /2.91 •z eo 44 4,02.57 19# /2.q /i- 500 


.F- .24 4-43 /0.5 

9 3'5 79 8 06 .0. r za. 9 a/ 247 .2- 200 4, 9.7 7 Pr' 3/ 0 2-0.7 /.3- 2, 2-10. 


. . •g gG1 40 4.5;0 

97 • 400 79 /4 274 3.2 ...21.,,o..3 2,/./ -1 45-o 42 f.03 .0-,7o 362. 24/ AC 2,60 

40 3.3799.. ' , 60 
4 IS 79 2~ 33.1 .67 71.7 04 2e:( . Z 2etr, 44- /Gt.24 9`..547, 4.22 28 / /5 3,970 

04. 	
.f ,240 SZ r.65 

430 	79 28 .37 ,. / jai, 2.7.0 1./ 25:9 .z /co 44 744.gia 3ter 2679 /..5" 3,270 
.r. zoo 4? 9./7 

445 79 28 1/S: I Mix 3'./. 7 /. /13.3.3 -2 A-I-Jo 44 7.06 756 v.5-0 41 353 AC A 790 
.r /.6-0 it.C. 7...co 

46a 71 2C ,G,1 90 37/ / 3 3538 .2 /SD 42 go3 7/i, Z26 3O:1 /7.5 4, f7e, 
fiOar •r 4co 04 425 
470 80 2g 10.2 7,6_ 32.4/o 3/.‘ •Z - g22 b<27 - 4% 5 74 
/0"41,6 

1.. e 2_4_1 	 543 3/.6 /753 

. f. _244 -.5-4- f;432 
4/5 ro 3o ,i3.1/ 2.if 30-e /5 11-3 .2 ,Ipc. 54 I fir/ 881 6KL 29•3 20 6; ,/‘ a 

09 •f 200 54 r et 
.520 8'd /i/ 334 2.5,3// o.3 .3.0. -Z. -goo ..3-7 74,‘ 6198 4',/7 30.8 27.5 5;oho 

98 	 .r 200 57 f/• 31 
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Figure 35. 	Corrections for vertical angles are applied to the depth during 

discharge measurements made at high velocities and great depth '11 

the current meter and sounding weight is carried downstream. 

Corrections are tabulated in Tablesj 4/ and 6' . It may also be 
necessary to apply horizontal angle coefficients to the same 
measurement. 
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Figure 36. 	The mean gauge height of a discharge measurement made during a rapid 

change in stage is obtained by graphical or arithmetical weighting. 
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H122HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA HYDROLOGICAL YEAR 196_-_ BASIC DATA FROM GAUGING STATIONS 
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DISCHARGE STATION PROGRESS REPORT - HYDRO YEAR1
 

1River at 
near 1
 

Date and enter name in each item in box1 Prepared Checked 


EQUIPMENT 

1. -:irite "Equipment" paragraph1
 

GAUGE-EiGHT RECORD - NON-RECORDING 

1.Enter ghts.* by hydrographers on ght. record sheets1
 
2.Plot graph of ghts. for days of rapid change in stage1
 
3.Compute means from ghts. - list on record sheets1
 
4.Compute ghts. from graph plotted in 21
 
5.Find max., min., peaks - list ght., date, time on H1141
 
6.ITrite "Gauge height record" paragraph1
 

GAUGE-HEEGHT RECORD - RECORDING 

1.Enter readings by hydrographers on charts1
 
2.Compute and apply time corrections on charts1
 
3.Enter dates on all charts1
 
4.Compute daily mean ghts. on charts1
 
5.Compute and apply pen corrections on charts1
 
6.Compute ghts. for days of rapid change in stage on charts 

7.Find max., min., peaks - list ght., date, time on H114 

8.Write "Gauge height record" paragraph1
 

DATUM CORRECTION 

1.Check all applicable level notes1
 
2.Determine datum corrections - list on H1131
 
3.write "Datum correction" paragraph1
 
4.Punch ght. cards from means on original ght. record sheets 

5.Punch datum correction cards from H1131
 
6.Run ght. computer program1
 
7.Scan ght. printout and stage hydrograph1
 
8.Punch revised cards, if necessary1
 

RATING 

1.Examine measurements, apply datum corrections - list on H1101
 
2.Plot measurements on curve graph sheet H1161
 
3.Draw curve in pencil1
 
4.Compute rating table on H1121
 
5.Compute percentage and shifts on H1101
 
6.Distribute shift corrections on H1131
 
7.Write "Rating" paragraph1
 
8.Punch rating table cards from H1121
 
9.Punch shift
shift cards from H1131
 

DISCHARGE 

1.Compute discharge for days of rapid change in stage 

2.Punch discharge cards for days of rapid change in stage1
 
3.Run discharge computer program1
 
4.Examine printout and hydrograph1
 
5.Compute Q. for missing ghts. - list on H1131
 
6.Determine max., min., peak discharge on ght. - list on H1141
 
7.Punch revise cards and re-run program for manuscript printout 

8.Write "Discharge" paragraph1
 
9.Write "Remarks" paragraph1
 

MANUSCRIPT 

1.Compute average discharge for period of record1
 
2.Write station description - use last year's copy1
 

1are 39 
* Ght. - gauge height. 




               

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 

   

   

   

   

   

STAGE STATION PROGRESS REPORT - HYDRO YEAR 

1River 
near 

Date and enter name in each item in box 
1

Prepared Checked 

EQUIPMENT  
1. Write "Equipment" paragraph 1

GAUGE,H1LIGHT RECORD - NON-RECORDING 
1. Enter ghts.* by hydrographers on ght. record sheets 
2. Plot graph of ghts. for days of rapid change in stage 
3. Compute means from ghts. - list on record sheets 
4. Compute ghts. from graph plotted in 2 1
5. Find max., min., peaks - list ght., date, time on H11 
6. Write "Gauge-height record" paragraph 1

GAUGE-HIGHT RECORD - RECORDING 
1. Enter hydrographerts readings on charts 
2. Compute and apply time corrections on charts 
3. Enter dates on all charts 1
4. Compute daily mean ghts. on charts 1
5. Compute and apply pen corrections on charts 
6. Compute ghts. for days of rapid change in stage on charts 
7. Find max., min., peaks - list ght., date, time on 11I14 1
8. Write "Gauge-height record" paragraph 1

DATUM CORRECTION  
1. Check all applicable level notes 1
2. Determine datum corrections - list on H113 
3. ,Trite "Datum correction" paragraph 1
4. Punch ght. cards from means on original ght. record sheets 
5. Punch datum correction cards from 11113 
6. Run ght. computer program 1
7. Scan ght. printout and stage hydrograph 
8. Punch revised cards, if necessary 
9. Re-run program for manuscript printout 1
10. Write "Remarks" paragraph 1

iaNUSCRIPT  

1

1. Trite Station Description - use last year's copy 1

.1, 

* Ght. - gauge height. 

iciyzi re 10 
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The figure shows a stage graph for a 24—hour period. A convenient tool for the graphical analysis is a small 

piece of plastic with a scratched line on one side having a length equal to the 24 hour period on the chart and the 

midpoint marked by a small hole for pencil marking on the chart. The scratch line is placed along the graph and the 

areas between the line and the graph above the line are balanced with similiar areas below the line. Since the 

areas are balanced by eye the accuracy is dependent upon the size and number of the areas to be balanced. With a 

large change in stage during a day it is necessary to separate the gauge height graph into smaller segments or 

periods of time. 


The graph is divided into 5 segments with ends at A, B, C, D, E and F. These periods were chosen to keep the 

balanced areas reasonably small. The mean gauge height for each period is marked at the midpoints 1, 2, 3, 4 and 

5. The midpoints 1 and 2 are connected and 4 and 5 are connected by straight lines and the respective midpoints 

of the combined periods A to C and D to F are marked on their respective lines. This is a successive process 

and midpoints 3 and y are joined and finally midpoint w to x. The midpoint at noon is then plotted on the line 

w to x which locates the daily mean gauge height. 


http:111111111111111111.11


   

 

  

 

 
 

 
 

   

  

   

   
 

  

  

  
  
 

 

    

    

  

  
 

ORIGINAL 

RELIC OF ZAMBIA 

Ministry of Natural
Besources and Touris 

Hydrological Bran
\I 

S\ W LEVELS 

RIVER AND STATIO474eggala./g. Veri7FORITHE+ONT1110;. 

Date 

1 
2 

3 
4 

5 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

can 6 a /200 /80.0 

3,0.0£.5.,OD .. 3 .Do 3.00 
2 .98 3.00 3.00 . 2 ..9-6-
2.97 2.8.e£2..88 2.86 
2.9a .2.86 ze9 2.95 
3, /"51�.3- i,0 -..?, /6- 3- /‘ 

.22 3. zo'£.2z .5 • 2.5" 
.3.11 3.2o 
2.9q Z 99 
2.9.Z 2.8.5-

j 2.x'4'289 

2.6$ 2.85 

0-243 .5 25 
5/7 4.80 

71 7&e3 

975z 824 

4.6 11 
4.36- 4/.0 

4.20 A,2.5-

.9 e-48 /...44, 
19 64/ 735" 
t9 • ,5 42. 

25£9 fi23 9.."-.5-
26 ..4-:..6--a .3; 95 
27 4.99 . . 5 : ,oc, 
28 444 4. -7.0 
29 4- 41 4.44 
30 424 4.28 

31 4-09 4. 1 4 

W A. Form II I 
bkr-T712 8-87 S 2 

18976 C 


REMARKS 

. 
\\ 

3.68 3, o5 
z.96- 2.88 1 

ze5"£gi..0 I 

9‘,0 ‘..es 
S OD 41„29.6-

5./.2 1 

/?.DO 

74z) 
578.5-

4.3.6-£4..3p 

4.26'£4.. /.6-
A42.£724 


4-o 5 78 

,5:25 8..22 

li 788 6.9.6" a60,,,-/-74,4- .dy 4 die
0,, fgqfe, 

..374/8 .5:2/7' 
485- 4.9z 
4.£3 4.5-62 
4.40 4.36 

4.2.5- 4..0 


*-/° 41'•°5-� 
Water levels to be read at 6 a.m. (and other hours as direct and en ered against to-day's date. 

Gauge Reader. 
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HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA 	 2m—G245 12-69 

Sta. No I-23
3. Shift 	 6. Discharge 
-]5aTt'-u 7. Gauge Hei Corrections for /.62.u./c;iwede? £ieei.;..r 1r ()A",2.7. --- for year ending September 30, 19 6 -

5. Aux. Datum 

October (10) I November ber (12) January (01) February (02) March (03) I Day April (04) May (05) June (06) July (07) August (08) September (09) Day 

17 0 Z . 1 1 , , *03 
2 	 2 

4 

5 
6 	 6 6+.03 
7 7 

74: 10 7 

8 8 • 

9 9 

10 	 10 10 

11 11 11 

12 12 1274% 2.Z 
13 13 	 13it: 
14 • 14 	 14 

15 15 	 15 

16 16 	 16a 
.••••.••.•• 

17 17.0/ 
18.- 18 iS 
19 19 

20 20 

2121 *404 
2222 

.7i=e)
23 23 

........ 
24 24 

- 25 	 25 25 

28 28 26 

27 27 27 

28 28 

29 

80 30 

81 31403 

Remarks. TAe glii".71r/.64dzaz? 0, tie ,a/..aiZtv 
/6 .ale .4. &al h5 ?O 12 .42/ Max. Daily
�
__g

..af.:6�./.22 tha.�a e �	 Min. Daily 


CFS-Day Total
Ft:pre 45£ 
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6m-G243 12-49 H 110 

HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA 


Station No 

4  7z7/ A2? siff"--Discharge measurements of ,K? 194/ e /47/1/e/- - a-£ during the year ending September 30, 19.4r.7. 

vs 

Rating /5 Number i% a 
mess. Gauge '''' ..Mean Gauge Shift Per cent te Meas. 

No. Date Made by Width Area vel. ity ght Discharge _6494_ cliff. Method tions change Tim rat A .. REMARKS 
,i017421.7 f. - .fM 

MO(' 

77 .11/-8 .8,/c41,7/ 7(4 4,340 0.77 15./3 3,3 30 4. 3 a. 6 -24 703 5.5 AC 


•••---
;78 /7-// Y. /41,/,04"tr7Wilt- 62 0 416oA 28 _a ..z/ 8.6" .6 22 1.4/ 2 .5 /9732 . -----

., 5.7 .6 2z f-- 02 .? -7 /6 ltffie/4,79424,5F7...1-2,-/ 428 2„4 5° .40 AQ.77 796 ................... 

V80 z/-ii p Lee 6 2 2- 2,4 iap j # /2.77 884 J: 0 .‘ 21 a 2.6 (.9,?90.4.5....... . if ...... 

rat 25--fr 1?ce 445‘ R,4021 .29 Z2.59 7/ 7 -t o./ .6 2.1 -.a/ 2 -5 lie. .... ............. 


62o ,,157o1 .38 Z 2 . 6,5 1,55e 2,7.,,z .4 2-3 - 2-0 /20 /1.04- 145 eF82 219-1/ .... .., . ' 41 2'7 . . .............._ 
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o., .4 2e i-45- 2 . Z
r..-4r-C /2-1 .Z.$40 4z 9V0 .3$ /343 4/2° . . . .... ........... 


rp4../6-/2 780 .7,...9fej •311 1,..a./ 577 -.3.0 •4 24 -707 2.3 /S' 
•••••-..--
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5:87 /4 -/ 7911 /1/60 -.71.... /.(4 9 Z..?41.0 3.6" .6 ,249 -.4.1 .2.z i 7 •••----
Weglc?-/ ........... 7.92 4.1 430 -et Ac../9. ..,.7.1.0 4/-6- .4 2 7 ta, 3.s .20 _......... 

.6.4.,-- 4-2oo .97 14./7 4:o6o "Al .6 28 a 3. 2 /9ref .?....:..- 2 ....... 
 •-
5:f0 i, '-2 79. 6,/90 Aos 403 4.,..6.5k7 a•-si .4 s'o to2 2.1 20 

...... 

886 4,..620 /.../8 /7/3 Z7/0 t,.1:0 . 4 3o -:4%).3 3.8 -2052.fl /7-2 ........................ 
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5m—G243 12-69 H 110 

HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA 

Station No Jr'5 

No. Date Made by 

Discharge measurements of 

Width Area 
Mean 

velocity 
Gauge
height 

Ira 4.e�.t/tor a 74 

Discharge 

Ratin -le-

Method 
Shift 
adj. 

Per cent 
dill. 

Number 
IT . 

tions 

g 
e 
a 
u 
um 

change Time 

during the year ending September 30, 19 67 

Meas. 
rated 

t k 
0rI 

REMARKS 

/94'2 

71.4_ 23'3— 

?Z.. g -6 
9de 06 

. 12 1.-4 

6 
F32 Za4 o i6-4 /242 /4..600 

8,f...3.f Z .95-6 . Z. 0-8 /878 .Z./.4.Z..° 
837 Z.z.z..0 z5.7..../8.11 a.,goo 
f'Ll�z../.7.4 z46-48 &Yd. ./63.00 

-,29. 

0 
-,6.9 
-/. 7 

D. 4. 
. 4 
..4. 
. 6 

za 0 3.4 
26 ..............a..........3 .4, 

28 to, I/. k 
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21 

.2.1... 

;2 

22 
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......�_ ......_ 
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Chcc•Inc / .a#7fri 

Q 

.... . .. ............._........._ 
. .............................. 

. ....................._ 
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5m—G243 12-69 11 110 

n 

HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA 


Station No /16 
Discharge measurements of /raWe a74- during the year ending September 30, 19663 

* 
. 0
\Rate Number 

meae. Gauge
Mean Gauge Shift Per cent eec- height Meas.

No. Date Made by Width Area velocity height Discharge adj. duff. Method tions change Time rated y REMARKS 

d.47 ............. 

ff.. 9- lig/ z/7a ./..se. /... e?4, /4 500 -/ 7 .0.. 29 0 1f ..._..._........._..............22. 
 .. _._ 

Ra..c7.9 74 .0--..seo7426.4 00 -3 .- .2 2 4.1.tio /17 /7 SY . 4 0 .4 .27 74. e)-2 1/ 2- /.6 
1.TA 

.Z5- , - - 3 3 
b.7,0..1. 1—6 r.Z / 4 ?to i 2 2 J r. 2s- tr.f ..7e -• 5 5.. -O. . 6 ./ 7-.0/ 2.5- z2 se....-bOn f ...

. 
,0./. 

o2 i -6 trJZ 4..4261-az...a1/ g.(1-0 3.7 -4 3-0 .2.1 ft i t.. 
..... !!....... 


..0.3. ' 3-r 344 '..!.77.0 -41 ./.17 Z.7a0 5 - 5 -.6 ..z.e ' --- 0 3 'Z'.... /4. A7 :._ _


ei f A? -I:. t1.4 .,̀../00 -2.3 z...,,.67 2,...? ra -WI* 
or 

•4 /0 --. ..ot 0.0 iZ. A ,

One Se c-r. 149 " ------

6.ei1-f 26.!e. .A.3.46 -61_ / 3 -9'1 Zo.,..1-4 1%5;1 •4. /4! 704/......f. 2 .65- 2.a.P.e... 074 7 ̀o fa ItZcaA 
04 $-/ z 680 aziz, .4-g /0 .4y 47‘,6 t/I- 3 4 /1‘ gect/ovis ecrele/7 ...............Q........ .....f.-..I......... . , ... ...

. .. ... ...._ 

. ._..... 

,... ........... 
...... ........ .... 


....._ 

.... .- ... . 

... . ... --. . ...... 

--..... .•••• 

Copied by. Computed by.. Checked by.l.ti-Ei ..Zede//,;74/164"4" 
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5m-G243 12-89 H 110 

HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA 

Station No ,.8 

Discharge measurements of X;:i.1.1e if/1/er a7I oct/ra. during the year ending September 30, 196.?... 

Rat la Number 
meas. flange

Gauge Shift Per 4\111 
No. Date Made by Width Area velocity Discharge a Method Lions change Time !fate% a k REMARKSi 

,................/16r 

pAre Oc.c4;74i oz .....:2' -' z6OS 3 -T. .440 3,..060 46/ ../e.,.?..fte 2.064 , / 0,4_ /6 -70.41 2•Z /6- 6 .,,c to to-/ .742 eve. ................... 


O(o Z-/Z deo 0.,el-i!O 4-2-/344 ./47.0 , y. 3 . /7 •a $.1 /ti gce74e.in5 ",4 /."•:,
... ....

eg ,

e..7.....6.7../..;- zro A.se..4 „,f0 zoo? 4 Lco A, fol.? . 6. /7 7'.-02. 7 z ..,5- y.0.24,c;7 y. /e.40 /r5 ./.,:;...) ...,8.3d i.r6.6" 

....... 114? 
 ....................... 

! 00 a -/ -"al/ 4)00 /.00 /6.es- 4,320 - .6 i 2 7‘. 0/ 2.! /-/ 064:74 DK 5 "Fea=v-/14 0. pq-c 


re ; ...... ..... 

0...1 ' 371. , ;10 .7.0to1(.19 tr 2-6 .4 3 6-0 1 " • 6 2 / .9 2.4 ZY . ................._
77 217:2,..4 /.....‘, if P.Z,i1- - 44:6 .4.111/7:"
;hp r-i, g -4-/40./:14..0e// f!.9‘ 7,. 6- - 11.3,.. 2572 .32:,100 4 1/ .2 -.? 6""" 1-.// stz 0. 

36.- .41. .i.........__ 
tica.‘ • ic,74 q/ieen,

ii/ .f..-.6- 7/14450'‘!74.1/1-R*7̀ e/ A//‘ 8'1'20 46-..ze 2r11 6-7,e..... -7.07 - 3 .2. -• ir '7'7 ..e) 3-/ ! Ai / 47, ,-.7,-;,..y 71 ??? .. 47/7. . . .dole
friesa . "*?/ 7‘7.././". 

!/.. 2- /3-I- /7-gre/, 2..//;-- 4.i.Y 6-'45.z.c, ,f.;.?s" 2120 .5%....c.00 2. I Z-. Er ii... 2. -:- 0z Y.2. ? 117- q.. /-or,/41.. - ' ......g?.24 . 

?..1„3.. y-/ 7 /7.A,04./ ..-Iglret. IV I f..3?es .376,s 25:44 .v,...g.,0cs 4. .3.z-..8 #o --:‘,/ .,C) G 4.6 '''.*'!.ie .2 ,14..-......_._. 

il..1. 7-.e- /i Ate62:;.2;*&.; 1...?...f.1 .7.45// .q.,1.7.7 27 .55, 21,.j.pc. A41 -.2 -.$ 5 ": z52. 3 .2- P as" 

,..... • .,. . ... _________ 

.. . ............................ 


_____ ......... 
 .. - ......______ 

....... -.. 
 . . ............._ 


,.._ _ .... .......------._ 


- -........----


Copied by .4• Computed by Z • A. 457;4/40C/I Checked by Al: /(79. /1.4.4f04/1radd--
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  HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA RATING CURVE FOR 7 lae�RIVER.-. X;45a./(12,.�GAUGING STATION No 

DISCHARGE IN CAWC. Aci-r .Ase .ffiX12A40. 
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H 112 
2m-G360 12-89 S HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA 	 Station No 

Table No6049Ardfb)6 
RATING TABLE FOR 	 Begin 

Year�Month�Day�Hour 

From to , from to , from 	 to 

Gauge Differ- Gauge Differ- Gauge Differ- Gauge Differ- Gauge Differ- Gauge Differ- Gauge Differ-
height Discharge ellee height Discharge once height Discharge ence height Discharge ence height Discharge ence height Discharge ence height Discharge ence 

ITaire Cornec Comec 

00 .00 .00 .00 .00 -001 .00 


.05 .05 .0 .0$ .OS .S 


./0 ./0 -/0 ./0 ./0 . /0 


./s ./S 	 •/5 ./S 

20 .20 20 .20 .20 


.2S .2S .25 .25 _25 .25 


.30 Jo .36 .30 30 	 3o 

.35 -3s 	 .35 

.4040 .410 	 .40 .40 .40 Ad 

-45 •11". 45 .45 .43* .45 .451 


.50 .30 .50 So .50 SO 


.4s .55 .56 


.60 •GO id 	 40 .6o -64!. 

4$ GS 45 	 45 

.70 .70 70 7 .70 .70 -70 


.7s .75 .73 .75 .75 


4,0 60 .8o .80 .90 .90 


.8s -EU 


St• .90 .90 -90 .90 


-95 -93 .45 95-1 95 


This table is applicable for open-channel conditions. It is based on discharge measurements made during 

Compiled by 
and is well defined between and 

Checked by. date 

tir lir* 4/77eSheet of 



  

 
  

 

  
 

       

      

 
   

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

  

   

 

  

   

        

   

 

H 112 
2m-0360 12-69 S HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA Station No 

„d££0 r •� Table No 
j /L, ic, V11/�,0/1 

RATING TABLE FOR.. 9e£Addi CzirY�eWan� Begin ��Year Month Day Hour 

From to , from to from to 
-.--. 

Gage Gage ,�, Gage Gage Gage Gage Gage Gage Gage Gage
Discharge Discharge Discharge Discharge Discharge Discharge Discharge Discharge Dischargeheight height '-"i"."arge height height height height height height height height 


A/ex:4 Cam ec 


.06.0 , £ ,/00 £ _. 


.005 £ ./o5 £ £. 


.0 /0' £ •//0 £ . 


0/6-£ .•PS £


.020 £
 

..0z.5" 


_030 £
 

.03$ £
 £, 


,0*0 £ £ _ 


H 

£1 


.014.4-£
 £, 


.AC-6 £ £ _1 


. o i'S £ 

•060 £_ £- .£. 


.GY..6" £
 

..079 £ ! .- . 

,06'9 


,DP .1 . 


.090 £ 

•CIS-,£ . 

This table is applicable for open-channel conditions. It is based on discharge measurements made during 

and is well defined between and Comp by date 

Ckd by date 

GPO 1967 OF-249-764 
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H 112 /23
2m-G380 12-69 HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA Station No.

Table No. gt 

RATING TABLE FOR....S.19.. /3..4( A.RI.\( t`f.0 Et.8....... 01.d /4(. Begin x.9.1. I-Z..V1 �
 
Year�Month ��• Day�Hour 

From /ef �to30 , from to , from to 

Gauge Differ- Gauge Differ- Gauge Differ- Gauge Differ- Gauge Differ- Gauge Differ- Gauge Differ-

height Discharge ence height Discharge ence height Discharge ence height Discharge ence height Discharge ence height Discharge ence height Discharge 
 ence 

.00 3 .00 5 O.? 5-.00 2q 7 .00 4720 1.00 /3.00 7o..........
.°° Lab / 2 ()

.10 .10 57. .10 _3 :7 .10 .2.13 .10 4710 .10 3,290 .10
7-Z 

.20 .20 .1?-• .20 3L...20 E 7 3 .20 fio .20 ,320 .20
7 -.8 f7 ;o 

.30 .30 7. 2-.4 .30 35Y .30 8.8'.3........ .30 ./vTo0 .30 .SO .30

$ 3S. 7o 


.40 .40 .40 5 .40 c 1 2 .1£ .40 70 .40 3,58 .40
37 20 
9-3 0 4o 

.50 .6 .50 .q. .50 9 4 / .50 200440 448 .50.50 .......... .50

-9 22, 142., 


.80 .80 .10.0•4 .80 .41 7 .80 1,90 3 .80 A., 'so .80 3,780 .80

4 

70 .70 00-4 .70 1439 .70 1..to .47 .70 .,31 .70 3880 .7023 

.80 .80 / .80 .80 .80 .2,25a .80 3,12 .80 42.90..


1/ 2.3 

.90 .90 .90 5" .90 11141 .90 3 .90 Ato80 .90 46.3.0
1 24 

2, .00 .00 .00 • (:1 24 
g .00 /0.00 90 /200 4,180 /400 45.70.2.0. 1.3 50.. a 

4,7 / o 
70 

.10 ... 11 • 0 .10 15I .10 533 .10 .10 x.6.0.. .10 . 2.80 .10 

.20 /3-b- .20 .20 5.52............ .20 11.z 0 .20 .20 4;39 .20 

$0 

.30 .30 g6, .30 3£.30 4,o .30 .2.6to .30 1400 .303-5" 4, 

.40 2,0-0 .40 zoo .40 CO.?.... .40 1,3..9 0 .40 2690 .40 4,6.0. .404.0 ...........27 
 14720.50 24. .50 .50 63.6 2 .50 /../4140 .50 V70.. .50 .50 7,3 !..o. 

4%5". 14, ....... . ...... 55 


.80 22 - be .80 231 .80 6.6.,3 25 .80 .60 2,350 .80 .60
570 Sc' 

.70 .70 2.. 4...7........ .70 .70 ./.5 550. .70 (2,1s3o .70 .70

•4 17 90 

.80 3 8 - 9 .80 24.4. .80 7 Z0 27 .80 .80 .80 .80
30 


44 - 7 .90 2..8 .90 7 50 .90 / £ .90 .90 .90
// 0 711-.90 
4- 1Z. 31 ...6a. 90 /60 

This table is applicable for open-channel conditions. It is based on /5 discharge measurements made during 

45 or(7) _SNApE of PRE11100,5 cyRiE ( 4 
Compiled by 1-• date...E/46:-!... 

and is £Feteky well defined between cfs and cfs. 
Checked date.. /. R./4/4777...

4 I /,; c," 4 NO 41 rot 74/41,- )1/ 4 / // 2 £r-

Sheet I of F/94/rez 



  

 
 

    

      

  

  

    

      

 

 

 
   

  

   

 

H 112 /23
2m-0360 12-69 S 	 HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA Station No£

Table No. .Z 

RATING TABLE FOR...X v4A A(.7) a£1jJ£P( R. C o.r1-7 t9 £Begin .t.24.- £, £5 :TH. £ 
Year Month�Day�Hour • 

Fromh/&e., /X- toda. , from to , from to 

Gauge Differ- Gauge Differ- Gauge Differ- Gauge Differ- Gauge Differ- Gauge Differ- Gauge Differ-
height Discharge ence height Discharge ence height Discharge ence height Discharge ence height Discharge ence height Discharge ence height Discharge ence 

/5 .00 tb 0 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 

.10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 

.20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 

.30 .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 30 

.40 .40 .40 .40 .40 .40 .40 

.50 .50 .50 .50 .50 .50 .50 

.60 .60 .60 .60 .60 .60 .60 

70 	 .70 .70 .70 .70 .70 .70 

.80 	 .80 .80 .80 .80 .80 .80 

.90 .90 .90 .90 .90 .90.90 L6.0. 

.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 

.10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 

.20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 

.30 .30 .30 .30 .30 '.30 .30 

.40 .40 .40 .40 .40 .40 .40 

.50 .50 .50 .50 .50 .50 .50 

.60 .60 .60 .60 .60 .60 .60 

.70 .70 .70 .70 .70 .70 .70 

.80 .80 .80 .80 .80 .80 .80 

.90 .90 .90 .90 .90 .90 .90 

This table is applicable for open-channel conditions. It is based on 15 discharge measurements made during 

fitiD£-Vitt)) g 	 £C.Qt?!(.6£616..0£ 
Compiled by 01--• 

and is Ffi) g1.1 well defined between .54 cfs and 	 cfs. 
Checked by • 14 • // date.. 

Sheet of .& 
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H 112 HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA Station No. .1.<£g� 
2m-0360 12-69 8 

Table No. / 

00.4R �RATING TABLE FOR...K.6.6.aRvLi g £I- 1•01112.1.07£ Begin /.7.4.4 Oct.
Year�Month�Day�Hour 

toFrIalitO.C.ra /04. to , from to , from 

Differ- Gauge Differ- Gauge Differ- Gauge Differ- Gauge Differ-
Gauge Differ- Gauge Differ- Gauge 

height Discharge ence height Discharge ence height Discharge ence height Discharge ence height Discharge 
 ence height Discharge ence height Discharge ence 

4.00 /4.00 4910. groo 1250 • .00 00 .2.2000. 24.00/ 2 .00 230 350 0tio /..9.0. 
.10 .10 .10 ..22,45o. 4(5-0 .10 

.10 


.20 .20� .20 5580. 
20.0 

.20 9 7 0 .20 4.5.200. .20 2,29n..0 .20 ..3 

50Q I/ 0 

.30 423142.. .30 .5580 .30 ....9.9.4.0 .30 5 550 .30 2 3350. .30 
.30 

'.2. .0 2.0.0 
.40 .21470 .40 5780 .40 /0 70 .40 f_59.0.o .40 23800 .40 33100. 

.40 120 2/0 

.50 54.... .50 25go .50 ,£9 o .50.... 1,0 ...0.. .50 .50 .‘.1k.?2 .50 400. 
• •47 130 

.60 3 4 /09
.60 . 723 -" .60 72 .60 6200 .60 ..1.0 6 30 .60 .60 2.7700. 

130 23o-£7 0 3 4 46 
70 • .70 22 50 .70 .44/o .70 1..0 1)0 .70 .70 25/50 .70 

.73 /40 250 
29 90 zo .80 73ao .80 .25600 .80 35'oo 

.80 .80 .80.80 110. 2/0 

.90 3/.30 .90 6.8.3.0.. .90 ../.1 340 .90 /7650 i0 .90 26 0.5 o .90 .354.o.o. 
.90 So .3
79 

/ .00 /6 / 0 / Sao o • 3.00 26.500 /5.00 34 /
1 1 10
3 .00 /500 32 80 ( 7.00 700 21-00 .400.....1.5.0 

.10 .10 .3 A3 .10 72.70 :1110 .10 i../t00 - .10 2 6 s?5o .10 344.0.0 
250I30 

.20 .20 74.90 .20 1..2/ 0 .20 /Sg.0.0 .20 274f0a .20 37/ pg. 
.20 


/290 .30 .37 50 .30 77/ 0 .30 
2 /460 .30 / 92o 0 .30 27 it5c .30 374.0 s?. 


.30 
/.6.0 .. 300 

70 2g3007930 .40 /.10 .40 7600 .40 .40 $..0 fa...0 --
.40 .40 3910 .40ioo 7 

/3 00 20 o00 .50 "750 .50 31.4.0.0 
.70 

.50 /Af e6" .50 4,0 110 .50 1,50 .50 0 50 

-to 0 4-2$0 .60 n70 .60 1.3300 .60 10 Ito .60 2920 .60.60.60 
/ $.0. 104 

.70 4430 .70 259.o. .70 /3600 .70 t .100 .70 ?4,50 .70 .39..400 

.70 /80 


.80 82to .80 13900 .80 a./200 .80 30100 .80 „Ala/ 0.0

.80 .80 A44 300/ 

.90 a4,74 .90 A/44 a0 .90 364.00 .90 40400 
.90 90 4000 .90 030 

/ o g01 300 /400 alto ett.,..0 

This table is applicable for open-channel conditions. It is based on rq discharge measurements made during 


010611i 34 ace) e•44,42-4-60 • 

9(4 nil? '?7£n LL Hi c?£1E4 ,/-.1dHARCi fq4ASifettlai73 

Compiled by L£2 date / 7- 2 7o 


and is well defined between 700, PA, and .g.P.,.0 00 cfs. 

Checked by. P.L.ritrt.M. date.. 

T,1.SHA?C oF PRP/ ouS RA-

Sheet of g• 1.e..4.€0•444,7,;( 

http:FrIalitO.C.ra
http:1�01112.1.07


 

    

 

 
 

 

 

   

  

   

   
 

 

 

 

H 112 Station No.HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA2m-0360 12-69 

Table No /45�-

KR F() El vg 6�--r K@ snK0 Begin (946. ACT.P�WRATING TABLE FOR 
Year Month�Day�Hour 

. to , from 	 to , from to 

Differ- Gauge Differ- Gauge Differ- Gauge 	 Differ- Gauge Differ-
Gauge Differ- Gauge Differ- Gauge 

ence height Discharge ence height Discharge ence height Discharge ence height Discharge ence height Discharge ence
height Discharge ence height Discharge 

.00 	 .00 .00z4. .00 2$.00 _541.0 36.00 	 .00
600So o 50.0. 

.10 .10 AO 	 .10
10 .4./400 .10 .10 


.20 .44too .20 S.£o.o .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 


.30 .30 .30 .30 

.30 14 ! 464) .30 .30 


.40 41.1/ 0 0 .40 Nao .40 .40 .40 .40 .40 


.50 .50 .50 .50 .50 

.50 ....43,40.0 .50 .5 A4.0 o 


.60 .60 i4foo .60 .60 .60 .60 .60 


.70 .70 	 .70
70 .70 	 .70 .70 

.80 .80 .80 	 .80 .80 .80.80 o 
.90 

.90 . .90 54.6o.o. .90 .90 .90 .90 


.500. 

.00.00 56/.6o 3 too .00 	 .00 .00 

.40.0. 
.10 .10 .54.70.0 .10 .10 	 .10 .10 .10 

Loa 
.20 47e...9p .20 .5.734.0 .20 .20 	 .20 .20 .20 


.30 .30 .30 

.30 47400. .30 .30 .30 


.40 .40 .40 .40 .40 .40
.40 

.50 	 .50 
.... 4g..40.0 .50 ...5 67/ 0 0 .50 	 .50 .50 


.80 .60 .60 .60 


.50 

.80 49,1...O.9. .60 51 ,Tho .60 


.70 
 .70 6...0.,.3 .o o .70 .70 .70 .70 .70 

56/00 .80 0,?oo .80 .80 .80 .80 .80 
.80 

.90 .90 	 .90 
.90 50 400 .90 	 .90 

So.0 660 

This table is applicable for open-channel conditions. It is based on / 9 discharge measurements made during 

/. .?. .4. 7? .. /. . 7. 7 ....ebb 411.. Ht 41i .1:6£11.15C1.1 6 Ac£So kW£At3 *1.4 goo 6 e-,,,2f-e-0 	
-70Compiled by�E5 date / 


and is 
 well defined between 70 0. cfs and 4 9.£cfs. 
Checked by. /4./v71-. date...-2Q - • 7 

..SH.a.p o��Ey too5�
 

Sheet*. of Z 




 

      

                    

            

                    

                    

                    

                    

                     

                    

                    

 
                  

                

        

                  

                  

                    

                     

                     

                      

                  

                    

   

     

   

Sta. No. _ .HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA 
5m-K675 9-70 S Table No. __ 

Begin 
YR MO -0- HRRating table for 

from � to.� , from � to � , from � to 
Gage Gage 

. Discharge h ei e , Discharge hG glt DischargeDischargescharge height Discharge Discharge hGaggh Discharge DischargeDischarge eiti Dischargehheighteight heightheight eight height height height heightheight Discharge 


Feet Cfs Feet Cfs Feet Cfs Feet Cfs Feet Cfs Feet Cfs Feet Cfs Feet Cfs Feet Cfs Feet Cfs 


.00 , .20 .40 .60 . .80 .00 .20 _ .40 .60 .80 

.01 .21 .41 .61 .81 .01 , .21 .41 .61 . 81 

.02 .22 . .42 .62 .82 .02 . .22 .42 .62 .82 

.03 .23 .43 .63 .83 . .03 , .23 .43 .63 .83 

.04 , .24 , .44 .64 - .84 .04 , .24 .44 .64 .84 

.05 .25 , .45 .65 .85 .05 .25 .45 .65 .85 

.06 .26 .46 .66 .86 . .06 1 .26 .46 .66 .86 

.07 .27 .47 .67 .1 .87 .07 A .27 .47 .67 .87 

.08 .28 .48 .68 , .88 .08 . .28 .48 .68 .88 

.09 .29 .49 .69 .89 , .09 . .29 .49 .69 , .89 
-, 

.A -1.10 •30 .50 .70 .90 .10 .30 .50 .70 .90 

.11 .31 .51 .71 .91 .11 . .31 .51 .71 _, .91 

.12 _ .32 .52 .72 .92 .12 .32 .52 .72 .92 

.13 .33 .53 .73 . . . .93 . .13 . .33 .53 .73 .93 
t 


.14 - .34 .54 .74 .94 . .14 , .34 .54 .74 .94 


.15 . .35 .55 .75 . . .95 . .15 .35 .55 .75 .95 


.16 .36 .56 .76 . . .96 .16 .36 .56 .76 .96 


.17 .37 .57 .77 , . .97 . .17 .37 .57 .77 .97 


.18 .38 .58 .78 . .98 . . .18 , .38 .58 . .78 .98 


.19 .39 .59 .79 .99 .19 .39 .59 . .79 
 .99 

This table is applicable for open-channel conditions. It is based on discharge measurements made during 

and is well defined between .cfs and .cfs. Comp by date 

Ckd by. date 
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River
Daily Gauge Height, in Feet, and Discharge, in :cusect'Of fak& 	 HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA 

14= ira.1 _ a Ka,� for the Year Ending September 30, 19‘,/__ 	 Used rating table No. 

Drainage Area -4-	 Gauge Read to..41/2.41/X41.4.i P,U; a Day by4f,Z9a..__ Square Miles. Water-Stage Recorder Ratio 	 4
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- .Gm. R. 	 arno, amm. toman amen M .. 0•11. 
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re I 	 i, n it ,.) t%
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Ma.
,M WS' Pv Figure 61. 	 The shift adjustments applied on this form are from the curves in Figure 60. The adjustments are the 

measured differences between the temporary shift curve and the base rating with the daily mean gauge height 


.as the initial point on the shift curve. The final distribution has been arranged to give a smooth dischargefeet 
Maximum hydrograph. 
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Figure 62. A shift adjustment diagram is helpful in the distribution of the 

adjustments. 
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HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA 
105.Discharge 

4. Datum 106.Gauge Height Corrections for /6.4/e/-- 4 G?/r;::Z 
5. Aux. Datum 

Day October (10) i November (11) December (12) I January (01) February (02) March (03) Day April (04) May (05) 

-4/7. -.0. 2 -o.LS -0.9a 0. 3S-

../0 
. /7.41 


5 .13 - 36-

6 . - .25 8 


-jo 
of 

10 10
o6 0 
11 11
-.7;0.1- .03 ra / 
12 12 


7Z' .02- - -30 
13 18 


i"" • O5 2.5" 
14 14
- o7 -; 20 

15 15 


16 18
-/2

17 17
7,- .01 -.20 

18 •o 3 -.2 18 


19 19
•03 
20 • 20
. o3 
21 21 


22 22 

. . 

23 23 


......... 

24 24 


25 25 
 • dr-
26 28
15-

27 27 


28
. 2$. 
atio- 29
- •04 


80 80 
--Q..5. 41_410 -81 .2.0" 81 /0 

H 113 

2in-0245 12-69 


Sta. No 

for year ending September 30, 19..6.E 

June (06) July (07) August (08) September (09) Day 
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10 


11 


12 


18 


14 


15. 


18 


17 
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19 


20 
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22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


••••8S 


29 


31 


Remarks • 7- � -ir o �/54".A e 42,,e7.4,,f.71/7-7e,27.5 /47/ae- -
....te/27.prot:a.ry£C4eves oz ...w.c.>°£60 • These a 4/e, r'- hev- £e 1:Max. Daily

//7£e£ za.6 f £/3£ 
MM. Dailyez.//i/eis£ ,zez.z.th, 

4 .0//1.1/ ...... CFS—Day Total 
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HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA 


Station No 

Discharge measurements of r o e rcz. during the year ending September 30, 196/ 

No. Date Made by Width Area velocity 
Mean 

height 
Gauge 

Discharge 

Rating /Y473 

Shift 
adj. 

Per cent 
dill. Method 

Number 
meas. 
sec
tions 

Gauge 
height 
change Time REMARKS 

a2$ 

1,3.4e 
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12, 73 

/2.74 

0_31 

3)... 

. 3 2. 

•?.4. 

-23 

1,7410 

?4I4 

88.2._ 

riZ 

44/z. ..0 

6 70.Y._ 
a 

tzar 

o 1- "A 

o 2. C 

0./.1.-efrord 

.27 a.75-

/3. / 

/216.-

/3. 

/3.3. 
/3 .S.0 

747 

99v 
awe 
/.26 

0,9.7 -AY 

-0.# 
,o8 0 

-.,1Z...-47.47.. 

—.23 6, 

/ 3 • 4. -. d 

x. _ 62 

Q . 

/390 

_17fra 

244 

Y..19o. 
4 Ai 36 

4470 

o 

--.28 

D 

2,1 

: 12 

25 -a. 

his e£. . . 
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HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA 
6. Discharge 

4. Datum 7. Gauge Height Corrections for frra iter a/ .1 a?fi, (42., 
5. Aux. Datum 

Day October (10) November (11) December (12) January (01) IFebruary (02) March (03) Day April (04) i May (05) 

30 


4 


•5 


6 -.20 6 50 

7 -go 


115 . ys 
10 10 


11 11 


12 12 


18 13 


14 14 


15 15 


16 18 


17 


18 18 
 — 
19 19 
 -• 
20 20 


21 21 


22 • 22 


23-• 23 


24
.ZS —.Z0 
25 25 
 —. 
26 26 
 Se, 

27 


28 28 


29 29
36 

80 30 


31
.3 3 


RemarAs • 7/-4 tfALX‘ %,,C.e..e.,,eiteta.x../..f 4,-e£
 
Tad,/ 4..e.d.£0.17 .-/- /...f - e7...ez? exe. e-dy., ., 

.1' ctr. .4 4 re 0,20924/. _00 4., ,zeis.e ,t. a., .1 

..' .:e-p/-a.a.a.so /ii.y • 
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St.a. No.1(G4? 

for year ending September 30, 19 4g 

June (06) July (07) August (08) September (09) Day 


1
--11 
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6 


9-• 


10 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 • 

.•.• ••••• 


25 


26 


27 


29 


30 


Max. Daily 

Min. Daily 

CFS-Day Total 
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Daily Gauge Height, in Feet, and Discharge, in cosecs of --
£ 

K8fUg Ricer HYDROLOGICAL SURVEY OF ZAMBIA 
At�KCISII � for the Year Fading September 30, 196.. 	 E. trjuLfiolCA Used rating table No... /4-

S. NrHo /3o L.o 
Drainage Area 51,2217 Square Mee. Water-Stage Recorder 	 Ratio - • --- Gauge Read to kl17.44:edtiy�a Day by /4 • Xam BOY/ 

1 Ocesoan Nova.... DRCRIEBER JANUARY FRIIRUARY MARCH APRIL MAT JUNE JULY AUGUST Szrunmplao A i 
'1 Gauge Osage Gear Gaup Osage Gangs 	 gauge Gaugebegat Dineharge height Dieolearge height o. " aslant height bight (,... Geer 	 OMAP. GameINeebeage Dteenalle Malmo Madre. 
ti. O 	 fated Menage Want Inathaege woe iamb., adght D9t.tne I height Latobtte INAI01 Bleenet. 

1,; g 	 . av 
r.: i 1.3,11 p .4y,.../..ho 42 /1.42,20 /242, .7_3.7 /4,05. .2,0112 ti:il..5,3_442 11,74. _87.2.0_ 1 a:* --1,°.50 11-31. 100 0 4,7.7. /41).(242_ /81.1..11.,4400 /2•12/_ 3,71.0 4122 5;030 1 


sk 2 _al! i ,. 1. it& 11* 'a 11:' 2_ 3_ __5,4.1...4t ,-7-73--$,41.0..--2 i7_.11 ..9/26.12 413_ 10,900 .M7i....14.1,242 1.6:.71 .1_1„!•140 il.lit V zo 40.-94( 430 2 4
ill II:0..4540 Ilds_9 2011_0. 

a .e.3l3Z_..45.a_0 414.4. 17..3 12;•412 72.3 fit'1A, gi 70 ../.1.*2,I 5.6,0 13:43 gui.40. a ITV 90 / 0 /3 '3L„ 10/00 ./12.7.9 //,/00 /1.•_90 1_41-60 OAS. S,990 /517. 4710_ a 1 
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5 -1 3--•47 teALO t2,10 -_ ,x,_•, 730 (4-.54. gl640 IL IL 5Ann 17.44 2141,r) 5 /7'9( Q/50 / • 10/00 JS-Ac (//2,or) g.146 (130o ali 5720 /5.49 1,410 5 0, -132dgal 6 .1„1•11) /ASO_ fad?. "ilk__ 0,4./A 251_ Mi..f,52,. _4420 4 '58....4/..41:1._ 17:41 ...11AD 6 17.9! /.0_50_ 11.37 10,100 till*..... _______ 2:13. 1 1 200 17.71 ....O.L0 a_-_67 _4.200 e7 ta.A/ 4.21‘1 ,V70 9/././ i2 3 744 14•7.2 2.,S 10 /6'47 J.. 1745 8,4.10 7 12'94 9,12,0 4•37 rotoo is '11.- .11,200 t5/•_8}r'--_1!2-00 17 15 311-80 i5444 4;010 7 ' ...., ,..,3.! •,,.. 8 il_40 ...43.20... . 9/224- 4,59 7ik_ ,1_:_ _ ____2‘7_60. ..... ..... 1_7_:_ki ..1,4_3_0.. _11,31 11 11,20,0. 11. a. !2_1.1-	 .......... 3 IT 9u9.12,0_. 11100 "SAL ,300 1_23 83305'.38....3,1119.. 8
99 01.0 a ii__ _2 7_./.4._ 2.75 l0....4,A,zo__ !Tilt.___, ,2 	 ?LAT 13.77 17-53 .. .42.2.,(2_ .5_17.......... o.1333 ___ 8„30_114. 58 .2,690 -_$55n, 9 1 1,57 law. Lr.3s_ 1 of 0 0 too .2 14.100 
io 131/ 1,_S0 12,1L ; _ / • '4; 4570 '81:. 47.5n f1.1.7 8;570 io-ii 9.,„2/o 13.39 I o,zoo90 1/4,00 If-77 /4000 1714 8110 1516 3530 10 •I 

t6 11 /.139 /,3.8.0 a Z4.,....8.2,2, ,,:.:,, 2_ 772..1.14'53 ____2630 44.11 42.5r2 1710 3,54 0 ii 77:18 %2.1a _8__11/- 10,200 1.8.10 it/44a L2'.7$ r 40 00 /7•4o 7,930 15.10 31+30 11 
d ,,' sp:, 	 12 CM* Jr.33/1 a' 73 2/5 ' -V. 40.S0 ./R,t,'40 2,7g0 /4'97 1..,98.0 17-7t ---14 10 13 ig'00 9,2_50 '1'0/ 10300 iii- 90 i 1./oo 11-75- r/poo 17 ".,if 7,2p0 1 '-,01 .3,30 0 12 i

13 laso____/_,ZU_ al°. _____ S.GZ,... _;19_7. _______ 14'1, /..:_42.. grr7_6.0 /7.00----70.50_-_ 17:_.7.3 ...V.00.._ 13 17.9/ 2,050_ .1_._4.61. 10,3.00-. IILIZ 11,400 / 193 __16,200__ 1.7:g 7690 14-94 ..3./.7c, 13 ..
i, 	 14 114 10720 /2,•77 s'Aki„, / 947 14•43 2,.„Z“) 17-01-. 7090 '7'73 440 14 a-% 7,11,0 ft 47 r Oat) di .91 1;/100 It 7/ , 0400 17-23. 7_,4p 14-.82, 3p2 a 14 5 
ell is / Ill (,2.7 0 17,,-7 : 13.0; 0 90 1[168 2,00 LL.0_4\___7,ad:2_ .7.71is 1843 9,32..0 &AS t opoo /E• 93 1/.400 4'48 10,800 17'14 7/1.00 14,77 2950 ,, .7. A ,..2,....,.16 (3-4. /,(4.0. ,z•Z* gz2,.._ _ viz 4010 •9.._.2,gr.42 i •,€-± "?..340.1.1.14 4,610 16 jko.7 vi-g.Q.ILI-A9_ _____________ ts:13. i t <too. 11.14.Z JAW. _IP , o 7,210 (44.1. 02,0_ 16& 	 17 1.34.....i,_/_50 ' '70 133 1217 4,0.212 1345 .37510 1_1• 12, 7,3./ a 17.1.4 .8,72.0 17 'Ilas 41;11-1.0 t1- 52 (040.0 /11:i. ./1.#5A0 . 18'1 / 10400- !..7: 0 7150 /1 ' -2,4.9_0. 17., ,NI
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Figure 69. Manual method of computation of streamflow records for Kafue River at Kasaka for the 1967 hydrological year. 
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Figure 70. Manual method of computation of streamflow records for Kafue River at Kasaka for the 196R hydrological year. 
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